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New Method

of Transmitting
Pictures by JVire or Radio
A

Review of Existing Methods of Sending Photographs Details
System Never Before Published An Efficient and Very

of the Cooley

Transmitter Whose Applications are

Fast

By
MAGINE,

a

CHARLES

hundred messengers deliver-

ing photographic reproductions of business letters, photographs, printed matter,

I legal papers, social correspondence, and
nnumerable forms of communication received
from distant points by a single instrument.
The

instrument that will accomplish this
already known to many as a phototelegraFew even of those who have
phic receiver.
followed the recent developments in photo"elegraphy appreciate the huge commercial
d economic importance it will have in the
is

u ar
j

.

future.

Most

of us read with interest the accounts

of the transmitting of

photographs across the
Atlantic and admired the engineering achievement of reproducing them with such fidelity
here in America.

In

hundreds of magazines

and papers, copies of the received pictures of
President Coolidge, Secretary Hughes, the
Prince of Wales, and others were prominently
displayed.

The whole world has heard about the transmission of the 1924 Republican Presidential
Convention pictures by the American Telephone and Telegraph Company.

The

quality

C.

Many and

Important

HENRY

New York from
Cleveland compare favorably with the average newspaper picture.
The Chicago Tribune, the New York Daily
News, and the Los Angeles Times have been
tied together for several months with the Marvin Ferree system of phototelegraphy operatlines.
Pictures
ing over leased telegraph
are exchanged daily between these prominent

of the pictures received in

newspapers and appear

in their

columns beside

There is no noticeable
other news pictures.
The
difference in quality between the two.
trade name "Telepix" is attached to all of
these telegraphed photos.
Not long ago, C. Francis Jenkins, of Washington, D. C., conducted radio phototransmission
chusetts.

between
Anacostia,
Medford Hillside, MassaHis received pictures were badly

experiments

Maryland,

and

mutilated by commercial radio telegraph
traffic because of the particular wavelength
used; but with better radio facilities at his command, it is likely that his test pictures would
have been quite successful.
Edouard Belin is at present in New York en-

gaged

in

the intensely interesting experiment

Radio Broadcast
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of attempting to reradio photoceive

matter.

Thirty-Seven Seconds for a

grams from a Paris
The St.
station.

Picture

Louis
Post-Dispatch
and the New York

World

have

closely

followed and

sup-

work

ported

his

many

years.

for

Using

his system, these

newspapers

two

trans-

mitted pictures with
great success last De-

cember between St.
Louis and New York
City.

capable of transmitting a five-by-

seven-inch half-tone photograph or a line
drawing over a perfect wire line in thirtyseven seconds. There are other methods in
present use which send photographs by radio

and by

wire, but the time

consumed

is

from

four to fifteen

transmission

minutes. Speeding up the
involves very great technical

Notable among these are the
systems of the Radio Corporation, the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, Marvin Ferree, Edouard Belin, and
problems.

Francis Jenkins.
RADIO BROADCAST is
proud to present this story of Mr. Cooley's
achievements, particularly because much of
the development work was done in its own
C.

Those engaged in
work of photo-

this

telegraphy are racing
with each other in

attempts to
build up the first
strong commercial
their

foundation.

It

seems

evident that the commercial field will be
limited to one or two
systems.

It

is

quite

possible that the
ultimate system will

be

is

made up
scientists

a

system

is

that one

set

so great
of ap-

paratus could handle
all the messages go-

between New
York and Boston,
ing

which are now being
tV a n s m 1 1 e d over
i

au-

thirteen lines of

tomatic printing telegraph. The adaptation of phototelegraphy to transoceanic

radio communication

not only

will

up the

service

speed
but

Laboratory.

will

Every sign points toward the early perfection of a commercially practicable system
of phototelegraphy whose aid and influence

duce the unfortunate

RADIO
industry will be incalculable.
BROADCAST believes the technical attainments of Mr. Cooley's system are of the greatin

est

importance.

Every reader who

is

inter-

ested in general scientific progress and all
those engaged in developing radio and wire
communication will read of what has been done

with the deepest interest.

THE EDITOR

of

tend greatly to

effect that static

has.

in

the work.

now

system, letters forming the words are
coded into dots and
dashes and sent very
rapidly. A bad crash
of

static

will

com-

pletely destroy one or

a

now engaged

re-

In the present

more words.

contributions by the

many

at

transmitted over such

The Cooley system, described in Mr. Henry's
article,

The speed

which typewritten
messages may be

Such

crash of static

would only mar portions of letters from
words if the message were transmitted by phototelegraphy.
To meet the

Millions of dollars have been spent for the
development of phototelegraphy by those

different

who

keen competition of the cables, transoceanic
companies must adapt some system
that will insure reliability and at the same

adaptability to handling
all kinds, whether it be
drawings, script, or printed

appreciate

its

communications of
photographs,

MOUNT

radio

RAINIER, IN

WASHINGTON

Transmitted by the Cooley system. Much of the recent development work on this system which was started
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, in 1922, was done in the Laboratory of RADIO BROADCAST at Garden City

A New Method

of Transmitting Pictures

time increase the capacities of their present

electrical

stations.

mitter.

HOW

PICTURES SOUND

YOU

should ever listen to radio signals
are serving to transmit photographs,
will hear a buzz of constant pitch but of

IFthat
you

varying

intensity.

The

variations

in

in-

seem to repeat every second, or
probably oftener, but each repetition will be
slightly different from the previous buzz.
Each impulse, that goes to make up the buzz,
represents the light coming from a tiny area
on the picture being transmitted. Every one
knows that newspaper prints are made up of
thousands of tiny dots. In light places on the
tensity

The
these dots are very small.
dark portions are made up of dots so large
they form together to make a solid black mass.
When transmitting any photograph, a dot is
sent with each electrical impulse, but these
pictures,

impulses occur so rapidly that they appear
as a buzz when one hears them on the radio.
Rows of dots are sent in rapid succession; this
explains the repetition of the signal intensities
at short intervals.
It is not necessary to split
the photograph up into tiny dots before transmitting, for this is automatically done by the

by Wire or Radio

apparatus

in the

21

photograph trans-

At the receiving station, the electrical impulses are transferred on a suitable paper back
into dots and these dots are arranged exactly
as they are on the original picture.

To do

both transmitting and receiving apparatus must operate at exactly the same speed,
that is to say, they must be synchronized.
The technical problems involved in synchronizing have been some of the most important of the many difficult ones in developing
this,

the transmitting apparatus.
A picture that is to be transmitted across
the Atlantic by the Radio Corporation of
America's system, or from one city to another
over the Bell System lines, is first printed on a
transparent film. This process is rather
simple and does not require much time.
Nevertheless, such a procedure would involve
undesirable complications for constant and
Both the Teleregular commercial service.
pix and Belin systems call for especial types
of negatives peculiar to the transmitting
methods employed. The making of such neg-

more time than do the
used on the Radio Corporation and
American Telephone and Telegraph Company
atives requires a little
prints

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

THE RADIO BROADCAST LABORATORY
counterpoise system. Two masts eighty-five feet

Showing the antenna and
high support the two cage
The longer antenna has a spread of 154 feet. The laboratory where Mr. Cooley did much of
the development work on his photograph transmission system is located in the white cabin between the
two masts. The buildings of Doubleday, Page & Company are in the background

antennas.

Radio Broadcast
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BEFORE
The

AND AFTER

and a radio transmitted version of a photograph sent during the early experiments of the
Cooley-Hainsworth system. The picture on the right was sent with fifty dots to the inch. Average newspaper halftones have sixty-five dots to the inch (this magazine's halftones have 10 dots to the inch)
original

1

HON;R.B<HOWELL,
UASHIKGTOH.D.C.
OEAR SENATOR HOWELL:- MAY

OCTC8ER 1,1324-.
I

CALL

YO'JR

ATTENTION TO

A

RE*

IT REcc^miicATios, THE RADIO PHOTO LETTER.
TAIKS THE AUTHr<nC CHARACTER OF AN AUTOGRAPH LETTER *HIU

VETHO'D OF

IT IS THE BEGINNING OF
DELIVERING IT AT T8 SPEED OF RADIO.
THE PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF *Y TEW. YSARS DEVELOPMENT OF A
frAJMO SERVICE TO 7KE HYE, WHERE HERETOFORE. RAO 10. HAS BEEN
DEVELOPED ONLY AS A SERVICE TO THE EA-?.
ISN'T IT ABOUT
TIKE "THE GOVSiWsOT BEGAN COtJSIQEHIHG A MORE RAPID COMM5UCAT13N SERVICE TO BUSINESS? PHOTO COP l3 OF LETTERS ARE
IN COURT.
PHOTO COPi$ OF BUSINESS LETTERS J)E-v
ev SADIC" CAT THE SPEED OF LIGHT) WOULD BE JUST- AS
HTSC A!*0 BINDING WHfL.C SPEEDING UP CQ.V.V-ERCE EMORVOUSL Y
ftiE L!K
A?< ARJJY, C*
GO FORWARD NO FASTER THAN ITS
OF COaMUK'ICATIO^.
A
0r?
RAPID MEA^S OF INTERCOURSE
S A Stsr TOOL FOR .SPEEDING UP BUSINESS.
L VfEAtTH.

A good comsystems.
mercial system of phototelegraphy should be able
to

transmit, without

further preparation, any
photograph or message

printed on ordinary photograph paper.

THE MECHANICS OF PHOTOGRAPH SENDING
transmit

systems
SOME
the signals
dots and
in

dashes instead of dots of
intensity corresponding to
the portion of the picture
being transmitted. The

dashes

represent dark
places in the pictures and

A REAL RADIO LETTER
Sent by the inventor of the system, C. Francis Jenkins, from Anacostia,
Maryland, to Washington by radio last October. The Jenkins system
has some points in common with the development of Mr. Cooley, but
in essence, the Cooley system operates along other and
entirely new lines.
The radio photoletter may in a few years be an accepted part of our
industrial

svstem

the

make up the

dots

This system

light areas.

readily adapted to operation on telegraph circuits
is

or

radio

tions.

telegraph

The

sta-

cost of these

A New Method

of Transmitting Pictures

by Wire or Radio
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This is because the adjustments of
graphs.
the apparatus can remain fixed when
handling
black and white subjects while the transmitting of a photograph would require special
attention so that the tones and shades
ma^v be properly reproduced at the receiving
A picture having little contrast and
station.
printed on sepia paper would require adjustments of the apparatus entirely different from
one having contrast and printed on a glossy
paper.

THE STORY OF THE COOLEY SYSTEM

E Cooley system, which has never been
made public, incorporates more contributions to the art than does that of

ventor.

This development

is

any other

in-

an outgrowth of

CHARLES EVANS HUGHES
Former Secretary

of State,

whose photograph was

the Atlantic by the Ranger-Radio
"
"
Corporation of America photoradiogram system.
The Ranger method, while used in this instance on
a high power, long wavelength radio circuit, can be
used on a wire line equally well
sent

across

communication channels is much lower than
the ones required for the dot system as used
by the American Telephone and Telegraph

The
Jenkins, Belin, and others.
Radio Corporation sent pictures across the
Atlantic in twenty minutes by the dot-dash
method. An hour or more is required to
Company,

transmit a Telepix picture over a telegraph
wire, but these pictures are larger and contain
more detail than those handled by the Radio

Corporation. The American Telephone and
Telegraph Company have transmitted pictures
of considerable detail in four or five minutes,
but special wires were required. The cost
of the communication channels used is an
important factor that will determine the
commercial value of any system.
In some
cases the high cost may be offset by the great
capacity of the apparatus operating over the
channel.
When a system of phototelegraphy goes
into commercial use, there will probably be
separate rates for printed matter and photo-

VERITABLE

RADIO WRITING

A

sample of writing of Doctor Hainsworth, one of
the inventors of the Cooley-Hainsworth phototelegraph transmitting system. This was sent experimentally

in

Cambridge

in

1922

Radio Broadcast
work begun by Dr. William R. Hainsworth

with so

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

acceptance as anything but an elaborate
laboratory toy, in the spring of 1923 they
decided to abandon their ideas and to start
out along entirely different lines of research.

Cambridge,

Massachusetts,

in

November,

From

that time until March, 1923, the
investigation centered on the use of methods
paralleling very closely those made public by
the American Telepho.ne and Telegraph Com1921.

pany

last

summer.

Austin G. Coolev, then

a student at the Massachusetts

Institute of

Technology, joined Dr. Hainsworth
of 1922 for the purpose of assisting
plication of radio to the

in
in

the fall
the ap-

equipment which was

being operated satisfactorily in the laboratory.
Having become convinced that this system
was too unreliable, that it was definitely
limited in speed, and that it was encumbered

many

obstacles in the

way

of

its

future

known authority on
communication; Prof. F. S. Dellenbaugh, a prominent electrical engineer; Dr. F.
G. Keys, director of the Physical Chemistry
Department at the Institute; Captain Clayton
and Sergeant Truax, both of the United States
Army Signal Corps, were a few of the members
of the faculty of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology who took an active interest in
C. E. Tucker, a well

electrical

Cooley-Hainsworth development work
and furnished valuable assistance in securing
the

RECEIVING APPARATUS OF THE RANGER SYSTEM
Used by the Radio Corporation of America. The picture is printed on the small revolving drum in the
Exact synchronism between the motor of the
foreground which is driven by the motor directly behind it.
The first public
transmitting and receiving apparatus is an essential of all photographic sending systems.
demonstration of this system took place during the week of December i, 1924, between New York and

London

A New

Which was

A

Method

sent between

of Transmitting Pictures

New York

by Wire or Radio

A TELEPIX PHOTOGRAPH
and Chicago. The photograph was

retouched after

and the original below shows that considerable detail was lost
A picture of this type is one of the most difficult to transmit
ting process.

comparison between

this

the necessary apparatus and instruments.
Dr. Jacob Kunz of the University of Illinois
had contributed materially to the work by

was

received.

in the

transmit-

it

placing at their disposal his newly developed
photoelectric cell.
Many of the radio fans in the vicinity of

AN ORIGINAL PHOTOGRAPH
The

25

telegraph version

is

shown above

26
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Boston

will recall

hearing mysterious buzzes

accompanied by clicks occurring at intervals of
a little more than a second apart on a 200
meter radio wave during the month of December, 1922.
Many inquiries were answered by
explaining that "special tests on radio control
were being conducted." Probably no one had
the slightest conception that pictures were
It was from the exbeing sent over the air.
perimental radio station IXM, located at the
Institute, that the pictures were transmitted.
They Were received in Dr. Hainsworth's
The quality of
laboratory, not far distant.
the received pictures was poor, but the work

must be given considerable

credit, for

it

was

time that the synchronizing
of the receiver with the transmitter was acprobably the

first

complished by radio.
The development work on the phototelegraphic system was conducted in Dr. Hainsworth's laboratory and radio station IXM
where Mr. Cooley spent most of his time. In
the summer of 1923, the first tests on the new
system designed by Mr. Cooley were made in
this radio "shack."
It is seldom that apparatus of new and unusual design meets its
builder's expectations.
Mr. Cooley was prepared to be disappointed. But on the contrary, unusual and encouraging results were
obtained.

With the aid of a colleague, Mr. R. A.
Cunningham, Mr. Cooley rushed along the
construction work on a complete set of apparatus to be used for demonstration purposes.
Dr. Hainsworth left Boston during the summer
of 1923 to take up some other work in Seattle.
Since that time he has not been able to take

an active part in the development of the
phototelegraphy system for which he is responsible.

AT THE RADIO BROADCAST LABORATORY

Radio
that

Broadcast

the

Tests in December,
units of the

various

phototelegraphic system had been properly
coordinated and it was possible to send pictures of satisfactory quality in the RADIO

BROADCAST Laboratory.

WHEN

for

the

test

of

Cooley's ideas.
Accordingly, night and day, and with this
precious equipment constantly under the eyes
of watchmen, Cooley pursued his tests of
a high speed phototransmission device for
oratory

reproducing at distant points photographs
having all the shades necessary to make up a
perfect picture.
It

was not

until

after

the

International

Arrangements were

made

to loop the picture signals through two
local telephone exchanges and to return them

where both transmission
and reception might be watched by the operaThe transmitter was connected to a
tors.
telegraph line which terminated at the RADIO
BROADCAST office. At this point, the signals
were acoustically transferred to a telephone
which was connected to the private branch
to the Laboratory,

exchange of Doubleday, Page & Company.
This private branch exchange was in turn
connected to the Garden City telephone exchange, where the usual telephone connections
were set up for the wire which serves the
Laboratory telephone.

SUCCESS ON THE FIRST TEST

THIRTY
INtransmitted.

minutes

ten

pictures

were

The apparatus was

readily
seconds before the

synchronized within ten
The pictures
reception of each picture began.
transmitted were taken from magazines and
In the
rotogravure sections of newspapers.
receiving apparatus, the pictures were printed
out on an inexpensive photographic paper
that required developing and fixing before
the image could be seen. The thirty minutes
mentioned included the time required for this
work. The quality of the received pictures
was fair, in spite of a defective device in the
transmitter.
This device was the photoelectric cell, a necessary part of the equipment.
Air had leaked into it and caused its action to
be sluggish. A new one is now being built by
Dr. Kunz, especially designed to meet the high

speed requirements

Arthur H. Lynch, editor of this
magazine, was asked to assist in obtaining laboratory space for the development
of the Cooley phototelegraphic work, he
was quick to realize its possibilities. Without
the slightest hesitation he freely offered
the facilities of the RADIO BROADCAST Lab-

1924,

new Cooley

in

this

system of photo-

telegraphy.
The limitations of the Cooley system are
unknown. It is probable that a commercial

type model, which can handle four hundred
messages an hour, will be constructed within
the next year.
Compare this with the present
machine-printing telegraph, which averages
about fifty messages an hour.
Using the Cooley design, the transmitter or
receiver is neither bulky nor expensive to construct.
In a commercial embodiment planned
for an early date, a portable transmitter will
be built for the use of newspaper photograIt will be necessary only to connect the
phers.
machine to the electric light socket, get the

newspaper

office

by

telephone,

and

place

A New Method

of Transmitting Pictures

still wet from the developing
utmost speed is desired) in the machine, and, in the course of a minute or two,
transmit it to the photographer's headquarters.
And, wonderful though it may seem, the
photographer may send it to be received as

broadcast station.

the negative,

to a

solution

circuits are so

(if

He
either a negative or a positive.
send a print or even a clipping from a

may

also

magazine
or newspaper and have the replica in the hands
of the editor within a few minutes after completing his telephone connection.

Since this

work may be done

acoustically, there is no
need of any electrical connection between the
photo-transmitter and the telephone.

ONE PICTURE

COOLEY

EVERY HALF MINUTE

has not lost sight of the
1200 impulses per second is
about the maximum number that can be transmitted over a commercial telephone line.
This limits the speed of transmission to about
seventeen square inches per minute if the picture is to be printed out with sixty-five dots
per inch, this being standard for newspaper
The speed might be increased through
prints.
the use of high quality transmission lines such
as are used for carrying programs from a studio

MR.fact

Sent from

New York
touched.

that

by Wire or Radio
In

such
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lines

the

arranged that frequencies up to
4000 cycles per second are passed. At the 4000
impulse rate, only thirty-seven seconds would
be required to send a five-by-seven-inch picture.
Before this copy of RADIO BROADCAST reaches
the reader, it is confidentially expected that
the necessary alterations in the present model
will be made, so that the most detailed photo-

graph with all its half-tone shadings can be
transmitted over any telephone or radio circuit
that is capable of transmitting intelligible

There is every hope for the early deannouncement of this phototelegraphic
system that is fundamentally new and novel in
its transmission and receiving methods.
speech.
tailed

The quality of the photographs transmitted by this system can be made especially
good for magazine use. By increasing the
speed of transmission, photographs can be sent
at a greater speed, for use in newspapers. I n its
final form, the apparatus will be extremely simple, relatively inexpensive, and equally
able for line or radio transmission.

adapt-

In connection with this work, a very important new use of the vacuum tube has been
discovered and a very plausible theory has

THE ORIGINAL AND THE TELEGRAPHED PHOTOGRAPH
New York to Chicago by the "Telepix" system now in use by the Chicago

Tribune and the
Daily News. The cut on the right is a print of the wired picture after it had been slightly reAt present, wired photography is decidedly expensive and too slow for general commercial use

Radio Broadcast
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been formulated for

its operation.
Still another use of the vacuum tube has been developed to an extent which shows excellent

It is now thought that it can be
promise.
included in the design of a new and novel receiving circuit which will be a great improvement in the sensitivity as compared to presentday receivers. Many patents are now pending
for the various inventions which have been
made in connection with the Cooley system.
As rapidly as the patent work permits,
RADIO BROADCAST will disclose the technical
developments that are made as the work

progresses.

There has been much discussion in recent
years about the theories of the German scientist Einstein and his theory of the relativity
In a very definite and
and space.
way, the radio transmission of photo-

of time

striking

the contentions of that
although certainly not in the

illustrates

graphs

famous

scientist,

way he

intended.

This new art has reached the stage where
commercial telephone, telegraph, and radio
companies must recognize it as an ally or prepare to meet its competition. The constant
barrier of distance is again about to be dealt a

blow as deadly as that delivered by the general
of the locomotive, automobile,
the telegraph, and radio.
Since
the only important measure of geo-

utilization

airplane,

time

is

space, phototelegraphy bids fair
appreciably to shrink the magnitude of our
world.

graphical

CALVIN COOL1DGE
President of the United States. This photograph
was also sent across the Atlantic by the Ranger
system. The dots and lines which go to make the
picture can be clearly seen.

COMPLETE
^ ceiver so thatinstructions
it

early
sets

can be

on how

to

fitted into

build the Roberts four-tube Knockout

re-

will appear in

an

any phonograph cabinet

number of RADIO BROADCAST.

which can be used in a phonograph

It is

now

possible to buy manufactured
cabinet, but thus far, no information has

The mechanical details
yet appeared which is of any help to the home builder.
of the receiver are especially well worked out and the panel can be used with
any type of cabinet phonograph now on the market.

How

the

Government

Is Regulat-

ing Radio Broadcasting
The "Interest of the Listener" Is the Final Test of Regulation
The Present Situation and Future Possibilities An Interview with Judge Davis of the Department of Commerce

BY

R.

S.

service to the listener," is
the only proper basis for radio regulation
and development in the opinion of Herbert Hoover, Secretary of Commerce.
But it is a long way from this generalization
to the practical working out of a Government
So RADIO BROADCAST has undertaken
policy.
to study the depart-

INCREASING

McBRIDE
growth of the radio broadcasting business. In
the fairy tale, not even the sky is

this, as in

the limit, so

it
seemsj
Four years ago or August,

struction.
These
must be guided and

mental policy as to the
control of broadcast-

ing to see just what

statement really
means. For this purpose, an interview
was secured with
this

Stephen

Judge

B.

Davis, Solicitor of the

Department of Commerce, with results
that are most grati-

The Wavelength's

the Thing

Everyone who knows the pleasant pressure
of head phones or who is often attentive to a
loud speaker has discovered that the ether
paths are becoming more crowded every day.
The average radio listener if there is such a
has probably wondered how the
person
Government is dealing with the serious problem of distributing the broadcast wavelengths, which, when one considers the number of applicants for the comparatively few

fying from the point
of view of the listener.

There has been a
deal of excited speculation on what would

There

of so-called super-power
stations were licensed
speculation, it may

no

is

doubt

that the radio audi-

ence

is

assured

of

every protection and
aid which the skilled
agents of the Government can offer and
that fair and helpful
service will be given
to any broadcasting

development that has
real merit.

GARDENING FOR JACK
OF THE BEAN STALK

available, are

happen

if

a

few enough.

number

be said, with only an indifferent knowledge
Mr. McBride has gone to headquarters for his information and we think he
has presented very well the attitude of the
of the facts.

Department of Commerce. The Department is charged with administering the Radio
Act under the very difficult changing conditions of radio.
That radio progress has not
been greatly hindered by hasty and illconsidered legislation is due to the many good
and capable friends of radio who have used
their influence honestly and well in WashTHE EDITOR
ington.

safeguarded
real

E can

troubles

if

the

of

the

the general public of
listeners,

is

to

be

adequately protected.
And with ether space
so much at a premium to-day, the task
is

not an easy one.
In view of the con-

tinued

rapid growth

of broadcasting,

many

have foreseen a constantly increasing
confusion in the air,

which would be helpful to no one and
harmful to all. Anticipating this situation the Department

was asked, "How
much worse must
things get before they
can begin to improve

again?"
it

Or

put-

another way,

"How much more

well im-

the

interest

industry, which
means the wishes of

ting

agine

to be

1921,

the first broadcasting was begun.
To-day the Department lists nearly 600 broadcasting stations in operation or under conexact

which

a

gardener

would have had caring for the yard of Jack
of bean-stalk fame.
But such a gardener
would have had no more trouble in pruning
the bean stalk to shapely form than does the
Department of Commerce in directing the

broadcasting interference must the public
tolerate before it will rise up and demand rigid
regulation and complete elimination of the
interfering stations?"

These questions were addressed to Judge
Davis,

who

is

really acting as first officer of

Radio Broadcast
the good ship Radio. The answer which he
makes is most encouraging. He says, "Conditions will not be allowed to get any worse.
They are far too bad already." Pressed further on this matter, Judge Davis stated that
there are no more wavelengths available for
broadcasting in the Class B wavelength area.
Practically, this is an announcement to all
newcomers in the broadcasting field that they
will not be permitted to crowd in and add
confusion between 280 and 550 meters. And
to the broadcast listeners, as to all other well
wishers of radio, this is the most welcome news
of

many months

past.

FIXED CONDITIONS TO-DAY CHANGE TO-MORROW
in

this

conclusion, Judge
emphasized that no
plan of the Department can be regarded as
permanently fixed. Radio itself is changing;
the Department's plans must keep pace or

BUT
Davis

become
of the

stating

repeatedly

a handicap.

It is

clearly the

purpose

Hoover, commenting on this situation at the
recent radio conference, said:
1
know the importance of these smaller stations
to the communities they serve.
1
know that there
are millions of crystal sets and small tube sets whose

owners are practically compelled to-day to rely
upon the stations at their doors and are getting good
service from them.
These are the people I have in
mind and the ones 1 primarily want to serve, for the
owner of the multi-tube set, reaching out for an indefinite

For to-day, however,

safe to conclude that the

it

Department intends

so-called

Class

B range.

To-morrow some

new scheme may develop which will permit
granting of more Class B licenses on these
wavelengths, but radio science to-day does not
apparently hold forth this possibility.
Already in this Class B range, the average
broadcast listener has a choice of several pro-

grams at ordinary broadcasting hours. But
the Department is not content with this, for
it seems to be well demonstrated that with a
gradual advance in power at the stations in
different parts of the country, the number of
unquestionably good programs from which the
great body of radio listeners may choose can
be increased up to eight or ten.
If so, many
different stations can be made regularly
available to each of us.
There will then
be ample opportunity for choice between
grand opera, jazz, oratory, and educational
The Department is working
productions.
toward this goal, cautiously, to be sure,
but with every confidence that it is entirely

fit

SAFE-GUARDING SMALL STATIONS

B

stations with

watts

now

power of from 500
most relia-

afford the

ble broadcasting service over a considerable
area.
But the Department still regards the

small local stations of great importance to
the communities that they serve. Secretary

is

want to

properly into the general scheme of things.

The Department, Judge Davis emphasizes,
still

regards the small

as the
in

set,

even the crystal

most important unit

set,

for consideration

planning broadcast regulations.

THE SUPER-POWER BUG-A-BOO
recent

of

Mr. David Sar-

suggestion
THE
noff that one or two very powerful stations

using perhaps 50,000 watts should be erected
to serve the entire country aroused a storm of
Much of the objection came from
protest.

misunderstanding. Some came from propaganda spread abroad by small-station broadcasters

who

feared

the results of

such a

development. The Department was quick to
answer these objections with the announcement that no alarming or radical changes are
being contemplated.
Thus far, Judge Davis explains, only two
stations have advanced as far as 2000 watts

and only eight or ten are using as much as
500 watts. This advance has been made in
steps of 500 watts and each forward step is
closely watched by the Department.
The object of these advances is two-fold:
1

First, an increase in the dependability of radio,
from the listener's point of view, over the
ordinary range of regular reception. Second,
an extension of the effective range so that the

rural districts of the country will be adequately
served and afforded some choice of program

wherever that

practicable.

CLASS
to 2000

1

From this statement it is evident that any
plan for improving the service from the powerful Class B group is not going to involve serious
hazards for local use of low-power stations that

is

to protect the listener's interest by limiting the
number of stations which can work within the

of miles,

pretty well able to look
see the little fellow get
something more than he has now.

Department to prevent any such un-

fortunate result.

number

out for himself.

is

possible.

The

first

of these

advantages means regular loud speaker service
from stations that now are simply passable
contributors to the family enjoyment when
head phones are used. The second advantage
means widening of the possible field of service

without creation of any new stations, new
interference, or

The

new

expenses.

useful range of a broadcasting station,

How

the

Government

is

Regulating Radio Broadcasting

the Department emphasizes, is the area within
which signal strength is sufficiently greater
than static or other interference that the pro-

In the early days the Department decided
that a spacing between stations of ten kilocycles was as close as could properly be used

is regularly audible at all times durBroadcast stations
ing broadcasting periods.
with inadequate power are about as useful as

without interference.
In other words, they
permitted each station to take a seat ten
Now all the seats are taken
kilocycles wide.
and each man must hold his overcoat on his
Natlap and put his hat under his own seat.
urally it seems a bit more crowded; but, as
the Department officials clearly explained, it

gram

an ordinary telephone beside a pneumatic
We know the message desired is
riveter.
coming through the instrument, but it does
us no good.
Until we find out how to quiet

HERBERT HOOVER AND JUDGE STEPHEN

B.

DAVIS

Captains of the good ship Radio. As Secretary of Commerce, Mr. Hoover for the last four years has had to
face some very difficult administrative problems, for radio communication has greatly altered during that
time.
Broadcasting was merely a commercial experiment in 1921. Compare the radio situation when
Mr. Hoover took office, with conditions on the fourth of March, 1925, when the whole country was "hooked
up" by wire and radio and enabled to hear the inaugural ceremonies in Washington. Judge Davis, as the
solicitor for the Department, has been in direct touch with radio affairs and it is known that his opinions are
very similar to those of Mr. Hoover's

the riveter of static we have no choice but to
increase the power of the station so that we
can hear it despite this interference.
IS

BROADCAST CROWDING ONLY APPARENT?

WE go to the movies in the early afternoon

IFthere

usually plenty of room so that we
can put our hat and overcoat in a vacant seat
beside us and sit with comfort any place in
is

the theater that. we

may

choose.

So

it

was

in

radio broadcasting a few years ago.
All of the
newcomers found plenty of room. They

were given wavelengths that allowed all the
freedom for careless operation that the crudities of early apparatus made inevitable.
But
to-day the broadcast territory is as badly
crowded as the movies when the town's favorite star is showing in her newest film.

all the assignments possible are
not that there is any closer assignment authorized to-day than heretofore.
The Department undertook a series of experiments during the middle of the winter to
is

simply that

now made,

see whether a closer spacing
In other words, they tried to

seat a few inches narrower.

was not

feasible.

make each

radio

On

attempting
this experiment,

a seven-kilocycle spacing in
came the answer very clearly. The Department admitted that the answer was very
definitely

"No!"

Secretary Hoover has announced this findHe says, "The
ing in unmistakable language.
recent experiment of the Department in attempting to increase the number of wavelengths by decreasing the difference to seven
kilocycles proved unsuccessful with the present

Radio Broadcast
development of instruments." And, further
on in a recent official statement, the Secretary
stated that "it is absolutely necessary to maintain a wide kilocycle separation between
stations

so

even more promptly.

explain that the advance from animal to man occurred by

EVOLUTIONISTS

the survival and development of the fittest
form of life. In radio, a similar evolution to
the high-class station which all can anticipate
for the future is now in progress.
When one

makes

confess inferiority by continuing on

2.

They may

3.

the old superseded basis.
They may go out of business.

The
tives

i

Judge

history of radio indicates that alternaand 3 are about the only possible ones.
Davis made this point very clear by a

map which hangs on his office wall.
map blue pins show the Class B

large radio

THE SURVIVAL OF THE FITTEST

station

similar im-

provement.

close

together (geographically).
Otherwise they will destroy each other." And
as the Department well recognizes, they will
destroy the listener's patience and interest

They may keep up by making

1.

great improvements, the neigh-

On

that

stations, green pins the Class A, and black
pins the stations that have been, but are no
more. At almost every point where blue pins
appear they are surrounded by the black
markers of discontinued stations, stations

which could not stand the pace and therefore quit rather than confess permanent
inferiority.

The Department

boring stations have three choices:

is

wondering whether

this

not a necessary and logical course to be followed. That station which is most progressive
and gives the best service, judged always from
the standpoint of the listener, will succeed.
is

The neighboring

stations

which cannot do

'so

well are not long in learning that their effort

and expenditure

producing no advantageous
all points of view, even
their own, that they should go out of business;
result.

It is

is

well from

fortunately they do.

CONCENTRATION WITHOUT MONOPOLY
Class

B

stations,

which now afford the

THE
widest and most dependable
ice,

offer the

class of serv-

most serious problem

in

inter-

DX

fan in the center of the
country can safely boast that his set will reach
from Orono, Maine, to Los Angeles, and from
ference.

Any

Winnipeg to Cuba, but

when he speaks

of Class

his boast is true only
B stations, for those

A rarely have sufficient power to be
heard more than occasionally beyond a hundred miles.
In the Class B range there are built or building more than 100 stations, with only fortyseven wavelengths to be distributed among
them. So now, on the average, there is less
than one wavelength for each two stations,
of Class

DAVID SARNOFF
Vice-president and general manager of the Radio
Corporation of America. At the third annual radio
conference in Washington which met at the call of

Secretary of Commerce Hoover in October, 1924,
Mr. Sarnoff suggested that the way to solve some of
the broadcasting problems would be to license
several very high-powered stations of the order of
fifty kilowatts which, located in various parts of the
nation, would give dependable broadcast service
over a large area. A high-powered broadcast station has recently been erected by the British Broadcasting

Company

in

England

which means that many Class B stations must
divide their time of operation.
This division
of time has led to much difficulty; but the
Department, for the present at least, is allowing the problem to solve itself.

UNCLE SAM: HOTEL CLERK
takes much the
the room clerk at a

in radio

Department
THE
same attitude as

popular hotel. As evening approaches all of
the rooms are engaged, yet there are numerous

How

the

Government

DR.

J.

H.

is
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CARSON

Dr. Bellinger .is. head of the radio laboratory of the Bureau of Standards, which, being a division of the
Department.^ Commerce, works closely with the Radio Service. D. B. Carson is Commissioner of Navigation and is the general supervisory head of the Radio Service

demands

for

accommodations still to be met.
B hotel, it is sun-down and

In the radio Class

all of the wavelengths are assigned.
What
does Uncle Sam, the' radio room clerk, do?
Just what the hotel clerk would do under the
same circumstances.
The newcomer arrives and wishes accommoIf he has a friend who will share
dations.
with him his room, or Class B wavelength,
the clerk welcomes him and makes this room

He is glad to have each double
assignment.
bed filled with two paying guests. If a third
friend arrives and the first two are willing to
have a cot placed in the room, all are happy
and are all accommodated. But if the latecomer does not find such a friend to accommodate him, obviously the clerk will not turn out
one of his regular patrons to make room for the
newcomer, nor will he insist that the earlier
arrival share his bed, or wavelength.
Uncle Sam, in planning wavelength assignments in the Class B wavelength range, takes
the same stand. As the Secretary of Commerce puts it, "The Department cannot give
what it has not got." And it is perfectly clear
that there are no Class B wavelengths left.
Hence one can properly read between the lines
of the Department's recent statement that
there will be no further assignment of Class B
wavelengths for the present or the near future.
Nor will the Department willingly destroy the
value of present wavelength assignments by

demanding that they be shared with

late-

comers.
"S. R. O." AT
I

THE BOX OFFICE

ET

L

us go back again to the theater for
comparison with the radio station. The

early-comers, or those who bought tickets in
advance, fill all the seats, yet there is a long
line at the

Room

box office despite the sign "Standing
Uncle Sam, with no radio

Only."

B orchestra, has hung out
"S. R. O." sign, too.
But he will, in fact
under the law he must, grant licenses and
He does this by a ticket
assign wavelengths.
of admission which entitles the new broadcaster to work only in the Class A range, 205
to 280 meters.
In this range he is not comfortably seated as a member of the radio
He finds himself standbroadcasting party.
ing behind the back seats, jostled by other
late-comers, and seeing the performance at
But he is simply paying
great disadvantage.
the penalty as a late-comer.
If some of the present Class B stations discontinue service or cease to give service adequate from the public point of view, their licenses, which are renewable every 90 days,
will doubtless not be renewed for comfortable
third-row aisle seats.
In fact, Uncle Sam,
just as the theater management, reserves the
right to withdraw the admission ticket at any
time.
Hence a disorderly station, like a disseats in the Class
his
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orderly spectator, will promptly find himself

As one

be
The place he gets depends upon the
seated.
appropriateness of location, service proposed,
and wavelength thus made available.

outside.

leaves,

THE CINCINNATI

another

"

may

ROW "

a controversy over division

RECENTLY,
of broadcasting

time

in

Cincinnati was

not promptly settled by the local Class B stations, two of which for several nights broadcast
The
simultaneously on the same wavelength.
officials

were asked

in

this

and

Department
one other similar case, "What are you going
to do about it?"
The answer was very simple,
in

"Nothing."
If two stations insits on killing themselves
and each other, the Department is perfectly
willing that they should do so but it will not
allow this situation to interfere with public
service.
Two such disorderly patrons of the
radio hotel will be permitted to settle their

WHERE AMERICAN RADIO
The Department

Commerce

controversy outside. The wavelength which
they should have agreed to share peaceably
will very promptly be given to someone else
who will use it in the public interest.
Only one or two such examples will be
ample to demonstrate to broadcasters that
the public interest must be served. On no
other basis can the radio broadcaster exist.
On no other basis will he be permitted to retain his Class B license.

POLICING

IS

NOT CENSORSHIP

Department properly

THE
each station

is

insisting that

maintain a certain technical

standard of service and that it stay properly
on its own wavelength. But the Department is equally emphatic that this is policing,
not censorship.

Judge Davis explains that neither he nor
any one else in the Department is willing to
assume that they know enough to determine
on behalf of the public what may and what

ACTIVITIES ARE CONTROLLED

Here, in the Bureau of Navigation, Radio Service
building in Washington.
The Department controls every amateur operator
offices, the administrative lines run to the entire nation.
with a transmitting station and every commercial ship and shore station, as well as the very host of broadcasters.
The radio inspection staff and the appropriation supplied them has never been large enough so that
the inspection duties could be adequately done
of

How
be

not

may

the

Government

is

Regulating Radio Broadcasting

Whether such a

broadcast.

station provides jazz or education, whether it
runs from six o'clock to midnight, or from

midnight to noon, is not defined or regulated
The public is the judge, and the
in any way.
wishes known in no uncertain
its
makes
public
manner to the broadcast station which does
or does not serve its needs or whims.
But providing all this power over the
stations for the listener is not an easy matter, and at times the Department does not
get undivided encouragement and support
from the public. One difficulty which has
been raised by the effort to protect the Class
B wavelengths against undue crowding is the
vigorous protest of some listeners that they
all of the stations
in the Class A group, the band from 205 to

cannot separate accurately

280 meters.
in

crowding

Naturally they cannot; and as
that band becomes worse, the

difficulty will

be greater.

But this crowding
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view of the public, nine-tenths of the radio
loaf is better than none.

A

LMOST since

*

1912 when the Department of
Commerce was charged with the enforce-

ment of the radio laws, and certainly since the
advent of broadcasting, they have struggled
along as best they could, making Herculean
efforts to accomplish their tasks with the pitifully small staff

and Congressional appropria-

tion granted them.
The radio affairs of the
country are supervised from nine district
offices.

equal

If

each

territory,

inspector had an
would give each one

radio

that

and one third states to look after. And
some district offices, an inspector and
one or two assistants are expected to do all
five
in

the work.

The recommendations

of

the

ference, called in October, 1924,

radio

con-

by Secretary of

It
means that
is
in the public interest.
nine tenths of the useful wavelength area is

Commerce Hoover, were

reasonably safeguarded by suitable spacing
between wavelengths and only one tenth is
crowded. As the listener understands the

It is generally agreed that the reason
there.
the changes suggested were not put in force
was because the Department was so crippled
in available funds and in personnel that any
additional undertakings on their part were
THE EDITOR.
absolutely out of the question.

great

advantage of

hopes that
for

this

it

idea.

this,

the

Department

gain even greater support
Certainly from the point of

may

T T E WAS a distance fiend,
A leather of anything

JL JL

He was
near.

Though WOOF had a singer of opera fame,
And wow a soprano of national name,

He

A

passed them both up for a Kansas quartet
"
thousand miles off and hence harder to get."
New York was too easy to hear.

He was

a distance fiend.

He was

a distance fiend,

His radio ruling his life.
When he and his family went to the play,
He'd take them to Yonkers instead of Broadway.
The show being over, he'd blow to a bite
In far Staten Island, that very same night.
God pities his daughter and wife,
He was a distance fiend.

a distance fiend.

Alas, but he died one day.
Saint Peter obligingly asked would he

tell

His choice of a residence Heaven or Hell?
He replied, with a show of consistency fine:
"Good sir, you have hit on a hobby of mine.

Which

He was

the consensus of the

minds" of radio who were gathered

"best

place is the farthest
a distance fiend.

away ?"

A. H. FOLWELL, in The

New

Yorker

RADIO

IN A VIRGINIA

CAVE

Endless Caverns at Newmarket, Virginia.
Experiments with radio reception have been tried in many unusual locations from coal mines to bank vaults, but it is doubtful if any radio equipment has been located in
more picturesque surroundings

THE MARCH OF RADIO
BPast President, Institute of Radio Engineers

What Does

New

the

Allocation of Broadcast

Wavelengths

Mean?
the

why
reallocated

Department of Commerce

many

broadcast wavelengths

not evident.
"The
JUST
Commerce has been
is

Department of
for some

engaged

time

in

an

attempt

to

divide

the

ether

more efficiently than has been the case hitherto," was the announcement from Washington.
Here are some examples of the new assign-

WEAF 491.5 meters, instead of 492,
315.6 instead of 316, wjy 405.2 instead

ments:

WGBS

of 405,

WHN

361.2 instead of 360, etc.

These

changes are so insignificant that just what is
gained is not at all evident. Certainly no new
channels have been created by such diminutive
shifts from former wavelengths.
The changes
are so small that unless very careful observation was made before and after the change,
the average listener would not realize that any
change had been made. If for example,
WJY tuned at 30 on a condenser dial before,

The March
now tune

at 30.03, but such a shift is
than the width of one of the division
marks on the dial. Most of the changes in the
other well known stations are of equal insigniit

will

much

less

ficance insofar as the average listener
cerned.

The First

is

con-

Presidential Radio Inaugural

and greater become the
radio audiences which are invited to

GREATER
attend the country's important events.
When

President Coolidge took the oath of
office on March 4, the whole country was en-

abled to

listen-in,

speeches generally

and we must
make very good

add,

his

listening.

At least 21 stations participated in the broadcasting network, extending from Boston to
San Francisco, and from St. Paul to Atlanta.
This was the Telephone Company group and

of Radio
of
to
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them would care
increase

their

after the president

that

to vote in the affirmative

own

salaries

had outlined

immediately
his

economy

they wouldn't care to if
they knew that a few million of their constituents were listening carefully to their words.

program

is,

What Membership

in the Institute of

Radio Engineers Means
we get inquiries

about
the status of some radio writer who
himself
"radio engineer" or
signs
some such title, or declares his status by giving

FREQUENTLY

membership

in

this

or

that

society.

It

is

perhaps pertinent to explain the significance
of membership in the Institute of Radio EngiInsofar as we know, this is the onJl-y
neers.

bona

fide

association

of

radio engineers

in

existence.

in addition, WRC, wjz, and WGY of the Radio
Corporation were tied in by their own wires.
It must give President Coolidge increased
courage (if such were necessary) to reaffirm his
stand for safeguarding the country's funds
this idea of realizing that he can talk directly

In its membership of about 2500, three
grades are recognized, and the ranking of a
member in one or the other of these grades
gives a very trustworthy estimate of the man's
standing in the radio profession.

to probably 15,000,000 of his countrymen.
hope that soon Congress will be

terested in radio

We

forced

to broadcast

senators

what

may have

its

Verbose
activities some-

activities.

their

and sobered if they
realize that secret chamber procedure is no
Not very many
longer available to them.
rationalized

Anyone

member

of

mature age who is actively inmay become an Associate

of the Institute.

The

applicant has

go through, such as
filling out a regular membership blank giving
his training, business, references, etc., but
no difficult conditions are imposed to hinder
him from becoming an associate memiber.

certain

formalities

to

"

THE FIRST RADIO INAUGURATION
President Calvin Coolidge, taking the oath of office from Chief Justice William Howard Taft, of the United
States Supreme Court
March 4, 1925, was the first time in American history that an ex-^presidenit administered the oath of office to an incoming president. The twenty-four stations which broadcast the
ceremonies practically linked up the entire nation

Radio Broadcast
apartment houses in New York,
the management of the Roosevelt
has decided that the guests could
be better served by putting actual radio sets in the rooms. To
start the experiment, a dozen
portable receivers with selfcontained loop antennas have
been purchased and are at the
call

of

the

management

any guest.

Presumably
will

see

that

the sets are maintained in good
condition, and the guest has
merely to ask for radio service,

and a receiving set will be dispatched to his room at once and
he may tune-in on any station
he desires.

ENGAGING A HOTEL ROOM AND RADIO
now

Drake Hotel in Chicago, the Roosevelt in
New York, and the Benjamin Franklin in Philadelphia. A portable
set is installed in the room of the guest ordering it.
Having an inIs

possible at the

dividual receiver allows the guest to select his own radio entertainIn some large apartment houses, hotels, and hospitals a
ment.
central receiver has been installed and the output is then wired to the
various rooms. The disadvantage is that but one program can be
heard at a time and little or no selection is offered the guest

The rank
with

it

as Associate

R. E. does not carry

I.

any certification by the Institute that the

kept up?

Board of Direction a record of

same

achievements.

by men
Membership is
shows him to be
tinized

radio

This record is carefully scruwho know the radio field well.
given only if the man's record
a capable engineer of sufficient

ability to carry out

any ordinary radio project.

Possibly one quarter of the total membership
of the Institute have the rank of member and
in this group will be found practically all those

engineers who are
radio development.

The

responsible

for

modern

Institute has for its highest grade of

membership that of Fellow. This rank is bestowed only upon those few engineers who
have proved themselves leaders in the radio
field.
Probably less than one twentieth of
the total membership
highest rank.

Radio a

has been

la

given

this

Carte

Hotel Roosevelt, New York among
others has installed a novel radio service.
Instead of putting a receiving station
on the roof and installing wires to the guest's
room as has been done in some of the larger

THE

Petition

A

i

CHURCHES, hotels, Elks,

Klansmen.'and apparently
everyone else, scramble for
broadcasting licenses, and get
them, the question must occur
to any one with common sense, where is it all
leading to and why should the practice be

member is or is not a capable radio engineer.
To become a member of the Institute
(Member, I. R. E.) a man must submit to the
his

Broadcast Licenses Should
Be Granted Only on

What policy
Commerce in

controls the Depart-

issuing licenses? Or
Is the real situation the

ment

of

has

no policy?
as the apparent one

it

get a broadcasting license

that any one can

who

applies for it?

Apparently feeling that he owed the public
some comment on the rapidly congesting condition of the radio channels, whirh is accumulating under his direct supervision, Mr. Hoover
recently issued a long statement on the radio
situation parts of which we quote:
There are at present 563 broadcasting stations in
The most diffioperation, or under construction.
cult problem in radio regulation and development
is

to

the distribution of wavelengths in such a
prevent interference between stations.

way

as

There

all 86 different wavelengths available, if we
keep the stations 10 kilocycles apart and stagger the
assignment of wavelengths geographically so as
to prevent overlap in the area of effective reception.
The recent experiment of the Department in attempting to increase the number of channels by decreasing the difference to 7 kilocycles proved unsuccessful with the present development of radio

are in

receiving apparatus.

All through the lengthy document we
searched to see if Mr. Hoover did not expect
some time to lessen his license-issuing activities.
There is no mention of it. It looks as

The March
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though the Secretary thought he had no discretionary power in withholding permission
from the new stations, or else that he greatly
feared to use it, but that conclusion scarcely

This procedure would decide
50,000 or less.
the question just as it should be decided in
the interest of the radio listener.

justified in view of the personality of
the present Secretary.
According to one of the writers in the New
York Times:

Will

seems

the

Receiver

British

System

WE
if

License

Fail?

HAVE mentioned onceor twice that
this

government should ever decide

what excuse there
is for granting the broadcasting privilege to one
applicant and denying it to others equally reputable.

should

Nevertheless a justification for drawing the line
somewhere on mere numbers of grantees must be
found if radio is to progress toward the realization

collecting revenue from the listeners in the
form of a tax or license, it would require a
tremendous force of collectors with hundreds

There

of

its

which

is

difficulty in seeing just

possibilities, or

if

it

even

is

to retain those

of thousands of warrants, to make the collections good.
think that the broadcast

have to say

want to be licensed, and if the
good American public does not want to pay a
license fee, it probably won't.
The nation has
been told to stop drinking intoxicating liquor
for some years now, but hasn't yet agreed to
submit to a ban on what is still regarded by
many as a "legitimate," even though unconsti-

now demonstrates.

it

We

Some time soon Mr. Hoover

will

cannot see that the interests of the
radio listener will be served by granting you a
license, so I must decline to issue one to your

"No,

I

station."

anticipated

someone

It

scorns

missing the real

is

to take over radio broadcasting and
attempt to maintain the service by

as

though

idea of radio's

The issuance of a license
possible progress.
not depend upon either precedent,
favor, standing of the applicant, fear of em-

listener does not

should

tutional, privilege.
There are several

barrassment, or any other item of this nature.
As many of our correspondents continually
point out, the question Mr. Hoover has to
ask himself is, Do
the listeners want

fees

from the

countries where license

listeners are

depended upon

for

maintaining broadcast service, among them,
England. We can safely say that the Eng-

this

proposed staIf they don't
want the station
then the license
tion?

should not be
granted.

We

venture to

suggest that a
new applicant be
obliged to accom-

pany

his

request

for a license

by a
by

petition, signed

at least 100,000
people

who

live

within, say 50 miles
of the site of the

proposed

station.

The number

of re-

quired petitioners

should depend
upon the locality
around Chicago
and New York it
might well be
1,000,000, and in

sparsely
country,

settled

possibly

ROY
Chief Engineer of the

De

A.

Forest Radio

WEAGANT
Company,

laboratory

at

work on a

receiver circuit in bis

Radio Broadcast
lishman

we

are.

is

a

more law-abiding

citizen

than

authorities, who
supervising British radio,

The Post

Office

have the task of
estimate, says a news dispatch, that there are
2,500,000 pirates, who have listening sets but
who have not paid the government fee. A
bill is urged to permit drastic punishment for
Twelve months' imthese ether robbers.
prisonment or $500 fine has been suggested.
Even should such a measure be enacted,
trouble would still be encountered because
before entering a man's house a warrant is required, and the promiscuous issuance of search
warrants would certainly arouse a tremendous

antagonism in a land where every man's cottage
is supposedly still regarded as his castle.
If

there really are 2,500,000 radio pirates in

England, it doesn't augur well for the license
system of control. If these reports are accurate, it looks as if the license system in England
is doomed to fail in the very near future.

game, was persuaded by some overenthusiastic
adviser that "mints of money" were to be
gleaned from the radio public. All one had
to do was to get something which sounded like
radio and then spend lots of money on adverAfter that it was to be nothing but a

tising.

matter of counting profits. These inexperienced radio adventurers are the ones who
but few of them last to enjoy
the confidence of the radio public.
As these bargain-apparatus firms start up
with apparently a tremendous price slash over
the older and more conservative firms dealing
in the same line of goods, it must frequently

come and go

seem to these manufacturers that their sales
are due for a slump.
But they don't slump
and if the quality is maintained high, they
won't. New as radio is, people already realize
that the apparatus with a name behind it is

probably worth more than the nameless waifs
with which the irresponsible -store has its
shelves loaded.

Radio Quality Will Count

WE

S
glance through the radio adveryi
f-\ tisements each month, it is only too

many radio firms, like
plain that
Many a
Kipling's ships, "pass in the night."
man who knew nothing whatever of the radio
.

much

A

reliable firm

name means

the paint, steel, or tool business.
.Conservative radio firms, whether they manuin

facture panels, binding posts, condensers, or
what not, will soon start to reap the benefit
of their reputation.
It probably won't be
very long before the radio public learns to buy
"by the name" rather than "by the price."

THE WRITING ON THE WALL
During the presentation of a radio play in an English broadcasting studio. The typewritten pages of the
manuscript were projected on a screen on the studio wall where all could see it. The microphone, English
style, is enclosed in the rectangular box in the center
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of

Vacuum Tubes

Another

in

Legal Tangle
before the

De

Forest

JUST
dion

au-

patent

expired, the attor-

neys for

com-

his

pany brought
about an action
which had a starteffect

ling

upon

the Radio Corporation subsidiaries.

In the United
District

States

Court

at

Wilming-

Delaware,
Judge Hugh M.
ton,

.

Morris, granted an
injunction which
stopped the Radio

Corporation's sale

manufac-

of tubes

tured by the West-

inghouse Lamp
Works. The case
involved

nothing

of direct

interest

the

to

tener.

radio
It

ABOARD THE

From left to right, Captain Cunningham,
Roche, and T. H. Rossbottom

T. Leviathan during the War.

legal

squab-

ble.

When

one stops to think of it, the legal proseems to be the most inbred union
in existence.
You have to be a lawyer to
make a law, and you have to be a lawyer to
fession

prove that someone else is breaking a law.
Furthermore, one can't become a lawyer unless the rest of the union wants him, because
the lawyers write the entrance examination
for the union.
One set of lawyers draws up
a legal document to permit a lamp company
to manufacture vacuum tubes and another

lawyer hails them into court to show that
law was bad.
It appears that the De
Forest agreement which would permit the
to

Electric and
Manufacturing
manufacture tubes would not

permit the Westinghouse Lamps Works to
do so, even though it is acknowledged by all
that the Lamp Company is simply that part
of the Westinghouse Company which had the
facilities

for

making

tubes:

The Manufac-

Company is equipped for making
motors and all kinds of electrical machinery,
but not for turning out delicate lamps and
vacuum tubes, and so naturally turned its
turing

J.

tube activities over to the lamp division.
Judge Morris ruled that even though the
parent company had the right to manufacture
tubes, the Lamp Company had no sQch right
and all the tubes it had wrongfully manufactured must be confiscated and held.
So the lawyers go, one getting a company
into trouble, so that another can get it out.
It looks as though in this case the attorneys

De Forest Company have been a little
shrewder than those of the Radio Corpor-

for the
bit

ation.

Radio Dispute

in

Cincinnati

ever increasing number of broadcasting licenses issued by the Depart-

their

Company

W.

lis-

seemed merely to be a

Wcstinghouse

"GEORGE WASHINGTON"

S.S.

Captain Cunningham has a broadcast receiver which he uses in the time he can
spare from his nautical duties.
Captain Cunningham was navigator of the U. S. A.

THE

ment of Commerce is practically certain
to bring trouble in a short time, in ever increasing

amounts.

limiting the

Some method

number

by the Department.

of

equitably

must be found
their job and they

of stations
It is

might just as well tackle

it

now.

A

strange instance of the Department's intook place in Cincinnati. Two
activity
stations in that city had been granted licenses
After
to operate on the same wavelength.

much squabbling

as to the proper division of

Radio Broadcast
time, they finally did operate on the same
wavelength at the same time! It was re-

After outrapidly extended over the earth.
lining general troubles and difficulties which

ported from Washington that the Department
Commerce had been repeatedly asked to
step in and settle this impossible situation but
had declined on the ground that to set such
a precedent would get the Department hopelessly enmeshed in a maze of disagreements

an engineering audience could well appreciate,
the speaker went more into detail to show how
the Radio Corporation was continually working to increase the certainty of communication
over their radio links.
He spoke of the re-

of

between stations.

One might

well ask the

Department how

it

did expect such disputes to be settled. It is a
strange idea of privilege and duty which consents to the issuance of broadcasting licenses
to any who want them and then when trouble
comes to the listening public as a result of the

excessive

back and

number of
someone

let

stations,

to turn one's

else settle the trouble

due to the Department's
with its licenses. Who, we may
well ask, does Mr. Hoover think will step in
to straighten out such troubles between the
various stations, if his department thinks the
task too onerous?
trouble

directly

freedom

Making Radio Transmission Surer
A recent talk before the American Institute of ElectricarEngineers,jMr. Alexanderson, chief consulting
engineer of the
Radio Corporation, gave a general description
of their network of channels which is being

IN

markable wave antennas used at Riverhead,
over which signals from all the stations in
Europe are received. Although static has
not been annihilated by the R. C. A. engineers,
this reception

scheme

of theirs ensures

com-

munication unless there is a severe local thunderstorm. To obviate the possibility of such
a storm interferingwith transatlantic channels,
another receiving antenna has been fitted up
in Maine, so that either can now be used, de-

pending upon where the atmospheric disturbance is least.

He spoke

of

new

features

in

short

wave

high-angle beam.
If one could rely upon his rather scanty description, it appears that he thinks it may be
transmission,

a

so-called

possible to send short wave energy from one
place to another by some kind of beam system

which

down

is

directed high up in the

at a desired spot

earth's

by

air.

reflecting

to

come

from the

upper conducting atmosphere.

This

poet's dream than
like an engineer's narrative, so don't give it too
much credence as yet.

story reads

more

a

like

be possible to send
of energy high up in
to the sky and so around the

may

It

beams

Heaviside layer, but it is
likely that such an
etfect will be found in England than here. America has

more

done practically nothing
with directed beam transmission, but Marconi and
Round seem to be progressing continually along just
these lines.

directed

If

beams

sent

high into the air actually
get much farther than those
sent along the earth's surface they would probably
have found out and reported
it

to us long ago.

The Day of Good Music

V

'ERV

LAYING A ROGERS UNDERGROUND ANTENNA
At

Dr.

Hyattsville, Maryland.
J. Harris Rogers is nearest the camera.
has been developing experimentally for some time and
has been watched by officials of the War and Navy
Departments

The Rogers system

recently a most

welcome

announce-

ment was made by

Mr. John
broadcasting

A.

Holman,
manager

of

The March
station

of

Radio
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WEAK. The

demand

public's

for jazz has greatly
decreased, he asserts, as

evidenced

by the

letters

ceived

from

re-

the

station's listeners.

Of the many thousands of listeners

who now

write

in,

by far the most
want good music,

he says; and
thanks be, say we,
that the managers

are waking up to
the fact that the

whining, croaking,
saxophone with its
associated agony-

producing pieces
of barbarism, are
due for the disas

icard,

as

far

the radio listener
is concerned.

CHARTING THE DEPTH OF THE PACIFIC OCEAN
The
finder, a new application of well-known radio principles.
apparatus projects a vibration which follows through the water to the ocean bed; it
is then reflected back.
The elapsed time is measured from which the depth of
water can be calculated. Lieut. Clore of the U. S. S. Pioneer is shown in the radio
With the sonic depth

cabin of his vessel operating the depth finder

Mr. Holman
there has been a change
on the part of the listenThe leters, but we doubt this very much.
ters no doubt indicate such to be the fact,
but it seems more likely that the admirer
of jazz would write enthusiastic letters to
the broadcaster more often than a lover of
Chopin and Mozart. The appreciator of jazz
is the one who makes the most noise, just as
a dozen wild American- Irish would make
enough noise against such a speaker as Mr.

evidently
of

thinks

appreciation

Lloyd George to drown out the approbation
of the remaining 2000 in the audience.
This
has probably been the case with the radio

audience those who wanted good music are
the quiet type who suffered much and long
before remonstrating against the finally unbearable monotonies of much of the modern
jazz.

What

the Radio Corporation Did in
1924

points in the annual report of
President Harbord of the Radio Cor-

SEVERAL
poration

for

the

year

1924

demand

comment. We think it is only fair to give the
Radio Corporation credit for being the first
to inaugurate broadcast concerts by wellknown phonograph recording artists. The
idea, which was later taken up by the American

Telephone

much

and

Telegraph

Company

with

success, originated in an agreement be-

tween the Radio Corporation and the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company.
This innovation in broadcasting programs was an
inspiration, and it is a pleasure to record our
appreciation of

its inception.
In speaking of the value of the radio busi-

ness, General Harbord made the interesting
statement that for every dollar spent on
musical instruments of all kinds, phonographs,

pianos, and organs, seventy-five cents was
Radio business was about
spent on radio.
three-quarters that of the entire jewelry
business of the United States.
In transoceanic traffic, radio carried be-

tween twenty and thirty per cent, of European
traffic, and fifty per cent, of the trans-pacific
messages. Apparently the proportion of radio
to cable messages is not changing very rapidly,
as it is our recollection that about the same
proportion existed during the previous year.

Radio Raises Cable Earnings
of taking business away from the
cables, the development of
appears actually to have put money

transoceanic
INSTEAD
radio

into the coffers of the cable companies, according to a statement of Clarence H. Mackay.

Mr. Mackay says that the Commercial Cable

Radio Broadcast
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the R. C. A., strikes an entirely different note
when mentioning static. At a recent dinner
he ventures the opinion that static, after all,
not an unmixed

is

evil.

often wonder, whether the same minds saw the
limitations of radio telephony because of the lack
I

of secrecy, and now see a limitation of radio because
of static, might not be disappointed to wake up some

morning

in

the future to find that the static, which

all-pervading, represents a great and free gift of
nature to man, who may yet learn to harness that
energy, get it from the air, and make it do a great
is

work

for

Not

man.

through the same

seeing

on

glasses as does the speaker

rosy-hued

this occasion,

venture that the man who gets static out
air, no matter what he does with it
after he removed it from the radio realm, will

we

of the

already have done a great work for man.
Incidentally, Franklin with his kite did
E.

F.

W. ALEXANDERSON

Schenectady; Chief Consulting Engineer,
Radio Corporation of America
"
There is a large and growing group of amateurs

show us exactly how to do
some vears ago, didn't he?

The art
radio for the love of the art.
not the performance in the studio hut
Radio has enthe technical art of radio itself.

who pursue
to

them

joyed a greater following of amateurs than any
other branch of engineering, and it is the thought
They
of these amateurs that moulds the future.
are one step closer to reality than the imaginative
writers, like Kipling and Jules Verne, who give
us glimpses of the future long before they can be
realised.

The amateur

likes to anticipate

what

advances in the art may reasonably be expected
within the next decade"

Company had handled more

business over

its

cables in 1924 than during any previous year
of the company's existence.
The changing economic situation in Europe

growing demand for cable
encroachment on the
cable's territory, Mr. Mackay says "on the

was

reflected in a

service,

Interesting Things

is

and

as for radio's

contrary, the radio has actually stimulated the
use of electrical communication between the
continents, and of the new business so created,

the cables are really getting more than their

proportionate share."

Mr. Sarnoff As An Optimist
times during the last decade
the press has chronicled that someone
had laid low Demon Static and that
hereafter, by the application of some heavenborn device, radio was to be freed of trouble-

this thing quite

Interestingly

Said

WHITNEY

P\R WILLIS

R.
(Schenectady; di*-^ rector of research for the General Electric

Company):

"We

are building a $150,000 laboratory

to be devoted to research in the field of directional

radio and short wavelengths.

Our experimenters

on wavelengths on less than
We can't yet explain why such waves
fifty meters.
travel as far as they do, with relatively weak impulses behind them, or why they should have passed,
unaffected, through the belt of darkness produced
by the eclipse, while the longer wavelengths were
have obtained

results

either accelerated or deflected.

.

.

.

We can look for the transmission of power by radio
we are satisfied to use 99 per cent, of our power in
It is a matter
transmitting the other one per cent.
So long as it is cheaper to send power over
of cost.
wires, there is no incentive to send it over the air.
The ordinary radio transmitter sends power through
It
the air, though in relatively small quantities
may be more economical to send power through the
air for operating a powerhouse switch than to send
if

a

man

'THE
*

do

to

it."

FATHER JOHN HANDLY

REV.

ciety of the Paulist Fathers.

thing that impressed

me

New

York):

along the lines of

my

(So-

"The
daily

SEVERAL

work

some atmospheric disturbances. Too well
now, we know that these were all illusions.
But now Mr. Sarnoff, General Manager of

broadcasting station was the fact that our Divine
Lord was describing a scene very familiar to me in
the parable of the Sower and the Seed, because I was
reared on a stony briar-choked farm down in TenThere are many who are doubtful
nessee.
about the value of radio as a. means of teaching relt-

in collecting

.

.

.

money

for the

new

Paulist

League
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I want to call their attention to this
point
that our Lord thought it worth while to broadcast
the Word of God in spite of the fact that some of

gion.

...

fell by the wayside.
He thought
worth while because he hoped some would fall on
good ground and bring forth fruit."

the seed
it

A. FISCHER (Boston; in a recent
paper read before the Music Teachers' Na-

\A7ILLIAM
"
*

tional Association in St. Louis): "Radio listeners in
country are tax free and have been trained to

this

a startling variety of entertainment for
nothing, while broadcasters have been, and still are,

expect

placing their dependence on performers and speakers

who give their services without pay in their eagerness for publicity.
Thus a vicious circle has been
Until artists worth paying for are regularly
engaged, radio concerts, with exceptions, will continue to be merely a source of advertising to immature performers who, instead of helping the public to
enjoy good music, often cast opprobrium on it by
started.

their inadequate

and inarticulate performances."

D OBERT

COX

L.

(New York; second

MARTIN

vice-

*^-

"While

and WEEI):
the use of

it

-radio itself

for teaching health

is

is still

the develop-

mental stage. We are going to give the radio audience what they want in this respect, but we don't
propose stopping with the letters. We have other
means of finding out what people want.
Through our agents, we shall be able to make a
house-to-house canvass and learn what the radio
fans think, not only of our health messages and
exercises, but of radio programs in general."
.

.

RICE

"
The Department of Commerce is now embarrassed by the number of broadcasting stations
desired in comparison to the number of waveA reallotmenl of wavelengths
lengths available.
is now in progress in the hope of improving conditions for the radio listener.
It would be highly

no experiment,
in

P.

Schenectady; Director of Broadcasting,
General Electric Company

president, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company, speaking of the Company's plans for broadcasting setting-up exercises through WEAF, WJAR,

desirable to provide an exclusive wavelength for
each station operating with sufficient power to

.

reach across the continent and having programs
Such a plan would increase
of national interest.
materially the reliability of long distance broadcast reception and the increased range would
stimulate the large stations to strive for the best
in programs.
Progress along these lines would
not restrict the development of the strictly local
stations designed to reflect the community life of
Such stations, operating
their own districts.
on another band of wavelengths, have their own

D
^ OBERT

H. RANGER (New York; engineer,
Radio Corporation of America; in charge of
development work of the Radio Corporation system
of transmission of photographs by radio): "For
eighty years a thousand or more investigators and
certainly millions of dollars have been concerned in

function and they may, on occasion, be tied into
the general or national group by means of wire
lines or radio rebroadcasting"

the attempt to transmit pictures successfully at a
Economics enters into the problem as

distance.

much

as mechanical

and

electrical design.

In the

photoradiograms transmitted across the Atlantic
in December, we narrowed them down to a kind of
sketchy, shorthand form, because of the economic
factors of time, power, and cost, all of which are
highly important in picture transmission.

.

.

.

The response accorded photoradiograms, which was
far greater than those of us who have been concentrating on prosaic long-distance wireless telegraph
communication ever expected, has greatly encouraged us in our efforts to refine and improve the

transmitted picture."

D UDOLPH

H.
of

WURLITZER (New
musical

same period in 1923, as significant. It is estimated
that more than thirty million people in this country
When such a large
play some musical instrument.
population of players have their natural human inmusic stimulated by the radio programs,
an increased demand for musical instruments is not
terest in

at

all

surprising."

"THIS ADVERTISEMENT

is

a

"tabloid

His-

*

York; man-

"Our
instruments):
company believes that radio will develop the musical
taste of the people of the United States more
We regard
rapidly than if radio had not existed.
our sales, totalling $14,782,576 during a nineF^- ufacturer

months' period when radio was mounting in popularity, as compared with $13,653,809 during the

tory of American Civilization; a capsule critique of the Higher Learner in these U. S/A.; it appeared in the Shreveport Journal," comments F.P.A.
in

the

New York

World.

ONE SET HARVARD
new,

for

Journal.

Radio

The advertisement:
CLASSICS, 51 Books,

Receiving

Set.

Box

634,

How

Radio Coils

to Design

A Simple Non-Mathematical Method- Which
Can Be Applied by Any Radio Constructor

BY

HOMER

of the most frequent problems
confronting the amateur radio
builder is the design of the inductance coils of a new receiver.
Often the size of tubing or kind of wire specified by the designer is unobtainable, or one
may prefer to re-design a coil to conform to the

ONE

"Cut and try"
principles of low-loss design.
methods are crude at best, and if the amateur
has some means of easily computing the inductance of a
expense by

The

coil,

its

he can save both time and

use.

solenoid, or single-layer winding,

is a
rather generally
agreed to be the most efficient for a given value
of inductance.
But although the simplest
to design, the formula for a solenoid is rather
difficult to use unless one is quite familiar with

common form

of

coil,

and

it is

mathematics.

Fortunately, there are several
methods of representing formulas graphically,
and of these, the alignment chart is probably
the easiest to use, and therefore offers the best
solution to our difficulties.

S.

DAVIS

crohenries, d the diameter in inches, n the
number of turns per inch, the length of the
I

and K the shape factor.
The latter depends upon the ratio of the diameter to the length, and its value may be obtained from tables in the Bureau of Standards
Bulletin No. 74 and elsewhere. Thus it is
solenoid in inches,

not especially difficult to solve for the inductance of a coil when d, n, and
are known.
But the factor K causes no end of trouble when
we try to use the formula in the reverse direction, solving for 1, since K is then an unknown also. Cut and try methods must be
resorted to.
We can express K in a formula in terms of d and 1, but the relationship
is not simple.
However, in most cases, the
1

value of the ratio

between these
approximately:

of the

manner in which they
were worked out is
given below for the

L=

Coil Calculator

benefit

may

of

any who

care to follow

it

through, although it
is
not in any way
essential to the use
of the charts.
The
reader may skip entirely over this discus-

he so desires.
The formula for
the inductance of a
sion

if

single -layer solenoid

L represents
the inductance in mi-

where

>

.oi69n- d

I

-

7tt7

1

-

29:J

l

K has been eliminated.
It is now
and

what the chart which accompanies this
article of Mr. Davis's, really is. Any number
Is

of constructors

as

Substituting this in
the first formula, we
have:

charts.

A discussion

and

2,

we may express K
-*
K=o6?4 /d\
(r)

A pencil and

A

and

between

limits

a ruler are

all that are
required to use these

- lies

who

tried

to build a radio

set

from directions have been stopped short

by

their inability

to secure a certain

size

and had no way of calculating its size,
And mathematics,
except by mathematics.
coil

to many of the radio constructing gentry, is
not a desirable part of the picture.
Many
of the advanced radio calculations lead one
directly into the calculus.

Those who wish

nothing more than a good rule-of-thumb will
find the chart will allow them to build
coils to the specifications of the various construction articles, will allow them to build a
coil to attain a certain wavelength range with
a condenser of given size, and by reversing
the process, it is possible to find out what
size condenser should be used with a given
coil to attain a known wavelength.
The
chart and the wire table should be of great
help to the builder of sets.

THE EDITOR

possible

to solve for

any one value when
the three others are
known. It is still a
formidable looking
equation, but

it

may

be charted with ease.
It is

hardly necessary

to explain here

the charts

how

are con-

structed, but suffice
it
to say that they

are based

upon the
same theory as the
slide rule, which was
described in the "R..
B.

Lab." department

of the January 192^

number

of RADIO
BROADCAST.
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The formula from which Chart
structed

was con-

i

where X represents the wavelength

L the inductance

in

in meters,
microhenries, and C the

capacity of the tuning condenser in microfarads.

Referring to Fig. i, it is seen that the two
charts have been placed side by side, with the
L-scale in common.
As an example of the
use of these charts, let us say that we wish our

tuned circuit to reach a

maximum wavelength

of 550 meters, and that we plan to use a .0005
mfd. variable condenser tubing three inches in

diameter, and No.
pencil

and

ruler

we draw

a line from .0005
X-scale,

the L-scale, reading
mh., as the required inductance of our
it

Another

intersects
line

is

drawn from

L= 170

1

quired.

The

to d

170
coil.

= 3.

chart

may

be worked

in

the reverse

direction in exactly the same manner, always
making sure that the correct pairs of scales are

connected together.

The amateur

With a

18 d. c. c. wire.

on the C-scale through 550 on the
until

Referring to the copper wire table, Fig. 2, we
No. 18 d. c. c. wire can be wound \g.6
turns to the inch, so we draw a third line
from this value on the n-scale, through the
intersection of the second line and the index
until it intersects the I-scale.
This
line,
shows us that the coil should be wound to
a length of three inches, and the product of
n and
gives 59 as the number of turns refind that

is

for these charts.

builder will find

many

uses

In addition to their value

designing inductances for a new receiver,
may be used to redesign a coil for different sizes of tubing, wire, or tuning condenser than originally specified.
in

they

KIND OF INSULATION

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

OVER THE TOP
A layout view showing the actual scarcity of wiring. The
angle of placement of the coils is clearly indicated

How

Two-Stage Radio
Frequency Amplifier

to Build a

BY JOHN

B.

BRENNAN

1~*HE amplifier described in this article incorporates some new and desirable ideas
in construction.
Leads have been reduced to the shortest possible length,
the famous Roberts system of double-wound coils has been used for the neutralization of each stage, and the especially efficient diamond weave coils employed for
the transformers.
This unit is simply a radio-frequency amplifier which can be
connected to any detector. A later article will describe a detector and audioIn these days of high power broadfrequency amplifier which may be used with it.
cast stations, the selectivity gained by the use of radio frequency amplification is
especially desirable.
By completely neutralizing both stages of this amplifier,

the full gain from each tube is secured.
The simplicity of design and the ease of
construction of this unit, in addition to its important feature of non-radiation,
should appeal to every constructor. THE EDITOR

EFORE

composed of many electromagnetic vibrations
or alternations.
Due to many causes, such

or no rectification in the detector tube
takes place, making it impossible for the signal
To state the case simply, the
to be heard.
detector tube performs the function of rectifying and making audible the very high or radio
frequencies which cannot be sensed by the ear.
This tube, so to speak, transforms or lowers the
radio-frequency currents to an audible or

as

the power of the transmitting station,
absorption losses, location of the receiver, etc.,
these impulses which are collected by the

audio-frequency current.
The vacuum tube can function as an am(or repeater,) and it is possible to
plifier

receiving antenna may be too feeble to actuate
the detector tube. When this is the case,

strengthen the amplitude of the very feeble
received signal from the antenna, by means cf

dealing with the construction
of a radio-frequency amplifier it is
well to understand just what radio

frequency energy is and how it may
be amplified.
The signal radiated by a broadcast station is

little

Radio Broadcast
a radio-frequency amplifier, before
ihe detector.

Contrary to the general

belief,

it

Mu, OR AMPLIFICATION FACTOR

reaches

OF TUBE

the original

not passed along and ampliin
fied
these successive stages of radiofrequency amplification. The action in these
signal potential

units

is

more on the order

is

of a trigger releasing
the action of an

device.

To understand

amplifier

must be observed.

this,

THE TRIGGER ACTION OF THE TUBE
signal is applied to the grid
amplifying tube, the electronic
emission from the filament is interrupted in its
path to the plate because the grid acts as a

WHENan

a

of

-Incoming Signal
(continuous wave*
is impressed

shutter or trigger device.
By means of a
local source of potential (the B battery), the
variation in signal frequency is faithfully
reproduced in the plate circuit of the tube in

the form of a varying, direct current potential
many times greater in strength than the
original signal applied to the grid of the tube.
In other words, the vacuum tube has repeated and amplified the incoming signal with-

out changing any of

We

have so

its

characteristics.

far traced the action in this

circuit to the plate circuit of the first tube.

A
fier

typical two-stage radio-frequency ampliwith detector and one-stage audio ampli-

fier is

shown

Now

in Fig. i .
in this plate circuit

is

contained the

Pa of the radio-frequency coupThis unit, consisting of the primary
ling unit.
and a secondary which is connected to the
primary

coil

input of the next tube, performs the function
of inductively coupling one tube circuit to
the next so that the signal received by the

antenna

may be

repeated at a greater ampli-

which

on Grid

of

Tube

FIG. 2

How a tube amplifies,

This only
graphically shown.
takes into consideration the amplification factor of
the tube. Actually, the amplification is greater, due
to the step-up value of the r. f. coupler unit

tude in each successive stage. In this instance,
the unit is a radio-frequency transformer.
When the variation of current takes place
in the first plate circuit, coinciding with the
variation of frequency of the received signal,
an electro-magnetic field is set up in and about
the plate coil, the intensity of which varies
with the variation of the plate energy. This
varying magnetic field induces in the secondary of'the transformer, which is the grid coil
of the next tube, a magnified voltage corresponding exactly to that to be found in the
preceeding plate circuit.

which the current flows

(The direction
the two coils

in

AUDIO
AMPLIFIER

no.

A

typical radie-frequency amplifier circuit.

i

Oscillation control

is

obtained by the potentiometer

in
is

How
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opposite, but, for our present study, that fact

makes no

difference.)

Then, of course, the magnified signal is
applied to the grid of this second tube and
the entire tube action is repeated again, and
See Figs.
so on for each successive stage.
2

and

3.

The

variable condensers

1-2-3

shunted

across the various secondaries are

employed
to the wavelength of the

to tune the circuits
received signal.
For this reason the unit ?2,
2 in combination, is called a tuned
82 and

We may sum

radio-frequency transformer.

up then by saying that
frequency

amplifier
vibrations

in

action,

a radio-

magnify the feeble
which ordinarily would
will

antenna
not be strong enough to actuate the detector
tube.

radio-frequency coupling-unit.
The ratio of transformation is important.
In some cases a
to
ratio is employed, but in
the majority of cases the radio-frequency
For
coupler has a step-up ratio of its own.
instance the primary or plate coil will be
wound with ten turns of wire while the secondary coil will have sixty turns. This is a 6
i

to

between secondary and primary

ratio

i

radio energy which comes from great distances.
This is the way in which a radio-frequency
amplifier will increase the receiving range of a
radio receiver.
Such an amplifier will not,
as a rule, increase the volume of signals which

are already strong enough to be heard well.

successful

operation

PASS the
""pO
*

action of amplification from
one tube to another, called cascading,
some coupling means, which was previously
explained, must be employed.
Several methods for coupling have been
devised, such as untuned transformer-coupled,
tuned impedance-coupled, and tuned trans-

coupled.

The names

indicate

stood.

the

method employed to induce energy from
the plate circuit of one tube to the grid of the
radionext.
Amplifiers employing tuned

this ratio

Actually,

of

the

The

receiver.

must not be misunder-

when the number

of turns

on the primary nearly equal one half of the
secondary, the voltage step-up is greatest but
the neutralization becomes increasingly difficult

with the increase in size of the primary

winding.

When the amplifier employs coupling units
of large physical dimensions there is danger of
a feedback action between these several coupling units.

THE DESIGN OF AN AMPLIFIER

i

The shape and size of the coils
respectively.
also have their good and bad effects on the
meaning of

While radio-frequency amplifiers do, to a
certain degree, increase the volume of a receiver, their main function is to amplify feeble

former

frequency transformers have been generally
accepted as the most satisfactory and they are
embodied in the amplifier to be described here.
The satisfactory operation of the set depends
to a great extent upon the correct design of the

This undesirable feedback

is

due

to the magnetic fields of the coils becoming
interlinked and interfering with each other.
This danger is also present even when small
coils

are used,

together.

The

if

they are placed too close

difficulty

is

overcome by turn-

ing the coils at such angles to each other that
the coupling effects between the coils of the

transformers themselves are minimized.
There are other methods of bringing this
In some amplifiers we find
result about.
metal shielding which prevents feedback.
Changing the angle of the coils is a simple

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

BEHIND THE WORKS
A

general vie\v of the distribution of the parts.

The

Bradleystats are situated behind the tube sockets

Radio Broadcast
was repeated
BROADCAST.

in

the January,

1925,

RADIO

Wiring also presents a problem to be solved
careful and well planned procedure.
Grid and plate leads should be as short as
possible and should not be parallel to each
other.
There should not be any inductive

by a

OAA,
u

In fact, the
loops in the filament circuit.
filament circuit should be finished first. Then

the other connections to

SHOWING GRAPHICALLY,
THE AMPLIFICATION

FIG. 3

A

graph showing the successive
amplification in a cascade amplifier

effective

method.

It is

may be made as

it

short as possible.

SUCCESSIVE STAGES

IN

necessary to wind the

Soldering is an important consideration
and should not be overlooked. Too much
solder is just as bad as too little.
Keep your
iron evenly hot and clean all the time.
Don't
use a great quantity of soldering paste and use
a good grade of solder.
While it seems strange

several transformers as nearly alike as possible
so that when the secondaries are shunted by

that

condensers of a like capacity the wavelength
range will be the same for each stage. The
dials will then read the same.

frequency amplifiers, its worth may be realized when it is considered that a poor soldering
job will completely offset the finest design and
assembly, and render the amplifier practically

OSCILLATION; FEED-BACK NEUTRALIZATION

such mechanical considerations should
enter into a discussion of the design of radio-

inoperative.

VACUUM

tubes,

when connected

to

the

usual grid and plate coils may be made to
generate an oscillation whose frequency depends largely upon the inductance of the grid
coil and capacity of the condenser shunting it.
See Fig. 4.
It is a well-known fact that, if a circuit embodying these characteristics were utilized, a
miniature radio transmitter would result.
This would be not only uncomfortable for the
user himself because of the many-toned squeals
set up, but an amplifier of this sort would also
seriously affect neighboring receiving installations because it would act as a transmitter,
producing squeals in every receiver within

This property

range.
usually termed the
radiation characteristic of an amplifier.
is

HOW MANY
the

NOW
frequency

number

STAGES?
of

stages

of

radio-

amplification that may be
successfully employed is limited by the human
element.
Two stages of radio-frequency

have become accepted as the
that may be advantageously operated. More than this usually lowers
amplification

maximum number

the operating efficiency of the receiver. Multistage radio-frequency amplifiers have made
their appearance on the radio-market.
These
types are usually controlled by a gear arrange-

ment actuating the several condensers, but due
and mechanical difficulties, have
not become very popular.

to electrical

Some means

of balancing out these squeals
be provided. Lossers, compensators,
traps, and reverse feed-back are sometimes
employed but they are, as a rule, not as stable
as the arrangement proposed here.
A very
fine form of this neutralizing system has been
In
brought out by Hazeltine and Roberts.

must

their system,

any tendency to

oscillate

is

Inter-Coupling between
the Grid and Plate Coil
is afforded by the
capacity
action of the tube

,

/ Represents

*

Tube

Capacity

II

1

II

i

com-

neutralized or balanced out by the
neutralizing condenser and the proper placing
of the coils, all exerting a force on the grid of
pletely

the tube equal and opposite to that set up by
the action of the inter-capacity coupling of
the tube as well as the inter-coil coupling of
the radio-frequency transformers. An explanation in detail of this theory by Mr. W. Van
B. Roberts, appeared in the April, 1924,

and

FIG.

A

4

capable of oscillating thereby becoming
a miniature transmitter when coupled to an antenna
circuit
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RADIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER DESIGN

'"THE

style of winding of a radio-frequency
*
coupler offers an interesting field for

study.

Spiderweb and diamond weave styles

have lately come to the forefront of radio
design because of the mechanical and electrical
advantage they present and the ease with
be made and mounted. The
same value of inductance can be provided in
a concentrated spiderweb or diamond weave
form which, if constructed as an ordinary

which they

may

would require a much larger
Also, with these new inductances,
space.
the distributed capacity of the coil has been
single-layer coil

materially lowered which increases the overall
When the winding is
efficiency of the unit.

concentrated, the magnetic field set up by the
currents travelling through the coil is similarly

concentrated

and does not feed over into

adjacent coil units.
Engineers have made electrostatic coupling
a special study.
Full reports of their findings
are not yet available.
However, the few bare
facts such as separation of parts, concentration
of coil winding, and simplicity of wiring serve
to guide us toward correct constructional
design.

The

circuit

of the

amplifier described here

This amplifier

is

radio-frequency

shown

in

Fig.

available.

amplifier unit especially designed for use with
this radio-frequency amplifier.
This circuit consists of three tuned circuits.

The output

of the last circuit connects to the
input of the detector tube to be used. The
antenna and ground are connected to the
primary of the first circuit.

As may be seen by the several photographs
accompanying this article, all the parts are
mounted upon the panel and a baseboard is
eliminated.
As far as possible, the ideas
brought out in this discussion have been
incorporated in the amplifier unit described
here.

CONSTRUCTION OF THE UNIT

MAKE

the amplifier in accordance with
these instructions, it is well to procure the
Other parts of similar design
parts as listed.

and quality may

be used with equally good re-

The use of uv-2oi-A or ov-2 tubes is recommended but others such as
and 3 volt
tubes may be satisfactorily employed.
The coils used were made up by the F. W.
sults.

i

Sickles Co. of Springfield, Mass., from specifications supplied.
For those who wish to wind
their

own, the

coil

5.

future number of RADIO
shall describe a detector and

a

In

BROADCAST we

data

is

included in the

following pages.

THE PANEL

may be

used with any type of
detector and audio-frequency amplifier now

TN LOCATING
*

on

panel,

the

it

is

rear

the holes to be drilled in the

well to lay off the dimensions
of the panel.
Otherwise the

DETECTOR CIRCUIT

r

6V. A

45

V.

B

45

V.

B

FIG.

53

5

The schematic circuit diagram of the amplifier whose construction is deThe heavy line indicates the brass bus bar strip connections
scribed.

3-5Megs
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marked on

the front, would be visible

and

unsightly unless regraining pro-

moved by a
cess.
Some

builders

will

wish to provide a grained
surface on the front of the
panel.
Graining may be

accomplished by rubbing
the panel along its length,
with a straight motion,
with No. o emery cloth.
This is continued until all
the glossy marks on the
panel have been removed.

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

A SYMMETRICAL PANEL
The jack

in the lovrer left is for plugging-in a loop.
Vernier dials may be substituted for those shown

The

graining process usually takes place after
the holes are drilled.
The panel is then
polished with an oiled cloth.
all

In drilling the holes it is well to drill all of
them first, with a No. 28 drill and then enlarge

to the required size with the correct size drill.
This procedure affords a more accurately
drilled panel than if all the holes were directly
drilled with the required size drills in the begin-

By

ning.

6A

it

will

ARRANGEMENT

ference of this cylinder, at approximately inch
intervals are driven brass or wooden pins T8ff

inch in diameter i| inches long. The coil
winding form is illustrated in the sketch Fig.
A. No. 22 d.c.c. wire is used throughout the

windings.

The antenna coupler has only a primary and
The other two coil units have a

secondary.

referring to the panel layout in Fig.
be observed which holes are to be

countersunk. This layout should be thoroughly understood before actual construction
is begun.
In a similar manner of layout, the binding
post strips and brass mounting bus-bar strip
are prepared and drilled.
See Fig. 6 C, D,

-B

2 no

TURN

-E, and F.
FIG.

WINDING THE COILS
Shows the

type
THE
diamond

of coil used here

weave.

is

To wind

termed the
these

coils

necessary to have a cylindrical wooden
form (a rolling pin of the required size will do)
2! inches in diameter.
Around the circum-

8

three turns in their relative positions
to the spokes in producing a successive overlap resulting in the diamond weave coil
first

is

it

-B-

double-wound primary, constituting the N-P
coils, and a secondary (S), as illustrated in Fig-5.
The weave of the coil is produced as outThe first
lined in Figs. 78 and 8A-B-C.
three turn positions are illustrated and will
serve to indicate the progressive overlap of
each additional layer of the winding. SucThe
cess in this winding is all in the start.
beginning of the wire, allowing for a six inch
From there it
lead, is fastened at the pin i.

Parts required:
I

cylinder

35 spokes

f

2^dia.

1

i l,'long

SHOWING FIRST THREE
TURNS ON FORM

wide
%'4'di

FIG. 7
A.
B.

is

a

form for winding the diamond weaves.
Under two, then
the weave is produced.

coil

How

over two,

is

the rule

is
brought diagonally to 2. From around
the outside of 2 and 3 it diagonally crosses to 4.
Here it again goes around the outside of 4, and
It will be observed from this
5, and so on.
that the winding style is continued over two

and under two spokes.
Due to the odd number of spokes, the successive layers progress or stagger themselves.
This permits a winding which makes the

position of each layer

wound

different

from

Radio Broadcast
So the diamond weave is
adjacent layers.
produced.
For the second and third radio-frequency
couplers, the primaries must be double-wound
to provide the neutralizing winding which is
connected to the grid of the tube through the
neutralizing condenser. In winding the double
primary it is well to have two spools of wire,
one preferably colored so as to facilitate

,Coil

identity of connections.
Six and one half turns of the pair of wires
are wound for the primaries of the second and

This ratio was selected after
were conducted where 12 and 18 turn
primaries were employed.
The antenna primary consists of a single
wire wound for six and a half turns.
After the primaries are wound, the secondaries are wound directly over them for fortyfive turns in the same fashion and in the same

Brass Bus Bar'

METHOD OF ASSEMBLY OF CONDENSER,
ANGLE BRACKET, COIL AND TERMINAL BOARD

third couplers.

FIG.

tests

direction as the primary.
The inside lead or
beginning of the secondary is started several

spokes away from the end of the primary so
that the leads are not too close together in the
finished coil.

The coil may be painted with a solution
as a binder which has been prepared by dissolving celluloid in acetone, or other "dope"
of this nature. The best coils are made without dope and their turns are held in place
by lacing made of ordinary grocer's white
cord.

To remove

the coil from the form, withdraw
the spokes and then slide the coil off, taking
care to prevent it from coming loose.
Fig. 9
all

shows how to
the

insert the

mounting screw so that

may be fastened to the brass bus bar
running the entire length of the receiver.
The outside turn of the secondary connects
to this screw. The brass bus bar constitutes
coil

Coil

Shows

position of
Insulating Sleeve

COIL FORM
(Fibre, Celluloid or

Hard Rubber
1/2

Inside

"S"

-

Terminal

-

wide)

Diamond Weave

Coil

IO

by means
and angle brackets

All the parts are sustained

of

the

panel

the negative or grounded line of the entire
circuit.

As may be seen from this sketch, the -^
mounting screw is securely fastened to the coil
by means of washers and nuts. If it is obtainable, a piece of bakelite or fibre tubing -fa inch
in diameter may be slipped over the mounting
screw to insulate it from the coil winding. The
narrow strip of hard rubber or celluloid used

form and inserted after it is wound
underneath the head of the
screw and washer.
The coil support may be a larger-diametered
piece of tubing or a brass rod may be turned
down if the machinery is available. But as
little metal as possible should be used in the
as a coil

also fastened

is

direct field of the coils.

ASSEMBLY

\A7ITH

the panel drilled, the coils wound,
and all the other material on hand, the

*

job of assembly may now be started.
First the sockets, then the rheostats and
finally the condensers are mounted on the
It
is
well to state here that the
panel.
assembly directions as outlined only hold good
for the material as listed.
When other parts
are used, the builder must employ his own
ingenuity in producing an arrangement as
nearly like that described as possible.
Looking at the back of the panel, the lower
right screw of the right and center condensers
holding the end plate of the condensers to its

frame
IJspss ^Insulating Sleeve
Insulation

Mounting

Screw

^---Threaded Suppbrt Bushing
(to

which

is

connected Outside S lead)

Brass Bus Bar

FIG.

How

the coil

is

9

mounted on the

brass bus bar strip

is removed.
Also the lower screw of
the left condenser is removed.
Brass angle brackets
x i^ inches x

3J|
shown in Fig. 10, to the
condensers at the places where these screws
have just been removed, by replacing the
screws securing the brackets at the same time.
inch are fastened, as

It is

absolutely essential that these screws be
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outside lead connects to the brass bus bar
negative line through the metal screw and

support bushing. The third and fourth
blades of the jack also connect to the negative
bus bar. Blade No.
connects to the stator
These points are
plates of the condenser.
i

made clear in Fig. 14.
The connections to the coils are as follows:
The antenna connects to the inside of the
primary, the outside to the ground. The
inside of the secondaries connect to their re-

spective grid socket terminals, the outside
leads being connected to the negative side of
the filament line. The mounting screw is

and another scfew terminal provided
shown in Fig. 9 for the secondary leads.

utilized

as
RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

A VIEW OF THE ANGLE BRACKET
FROM THE RIGHT SIDE
exceptionally tight, but not tight enough to
turn off the heads, so that a positive electrical
connection between the condenser and plate,

angle bracket, and bus-bar strip is assured.
Fig. 10 also shows how the binding post
terminal strip is mounted on the bracket.
Connections to the binding posts are made on
the under side, and the wires are soldered to
lugs fastened to the posts.
Fig.

13

are placed

shows the angle

The primary

For the double-wound primaries, the inside
lead of one of the pair of wires connects to the
The outside end
plate of the preceding tube.
of the other coil connects to the 'grid through
the neutralizing condenser.

which the

coils

A

.002 mfd. fixed condenser

A

connected

A

terminal.
detector circuit (to which, of course, may be

added

several

fier as

shown

is

of
stages
audio-frequency
connected to the r. f. ampli-

in Fig. 5. for test

purposes.

OPERATING THE AMPLIFIER

strip.

E to the placement of the parts, the grid
and plate leads are comparatively short

is.

from the B terminal to the minus

when mounted upon the bus bar
WIRING

The remaining

two leads are connected together and are
brought to the positive B battery terminal.

amplification)
at

leads merely project out of the

coil.

of tube

may

that

uv-2oi-A's are used
(although any standard type
be substituted) the 6 volt filament

ASSUMING
throughout

and well separated. In fact the only long
leads in the circuit are the filament supply
connections.
be soldered. Lugs
be used at socket and condenser terminals
to facilitate the soldering job and this also
permits the terminal nuts to be tightly fastened
down on the lugs before the soldering is
Suitable wrenches for this work are
begun.
now on the market. The wiring plan is shown
in Fig. n.
The schematic circuit diagram
All connections should

may

is

Fig.

5.

The jack shown

in the lower left hand corner
of the panel photograph is used for plugging-in
the loop to the first tube circuit. This jack

performs the function of automatically disconnecting the first secondary coil from the
tuning condenser and replacing it with the
See Fig. 14.
loop.

The inside lead to this secondary connects
to the blade of the jack marked No. 2.
The

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

LEFT SIDE OF THE AMPLIFIER
The bracket supporting
post terminal board

the bus bar,

and binding
and the jack

coil,

clearly shown,
mounting as well
is

Radio Broadcast
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RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

LOOKING UP FROM UNDER
The

function of the bus bar as part of the circuit and as a supportis clear.
The sockets are of the panel mounting type

member

ing

battery is connected to
on the terminal board
amplifier (looking at the
to left, these posts are
lows:

the

rear).

From

designated

negative filament,

positive B battery,
filament output.

battery posts
the left of the

at

grid

as

right
fol-

positive

filament,

output,

negative

The posts on the right terminal strip are:
antenna and ground, from right to left. The B
battery post is connected to the 90 volt terminal of the

are

made

B battery.
shown in

as

With the

The
Fig.

other connections

5.

aid of the wavelength curve

shown

the approximate position of the dials
be ascertained for a desired wavelength

in Fig.

may

1

2,

setting.
coils

Due

to differences in winding the
this curve will not be accurate

and wiring,

for every amplifier of this

type which

may be

constructed.
It will be observed that the antenna coupler
condenser will tune rather broadly in comparison to the other two.
The method of tuning the amplifier would be
to set the antenna condenser dial at the desired
setting, referring to the curve and then slowly
rotate the other two simultaneously through a
small arc at approximately the same setting.
When the sharpest point has been obtained,
retune the antenna condenser dial for a final

setting.

LIST OF PARTS

USED

i

@$i.oo

3

4-75

14.25

i

.20

i

.85

2.40
3.70

i

.00

2.OO

i

.00

3-OO

Panel 7 x 14 x T\ inches
Hammarlund Variable Condensers .00037 mfd.
2 Federal Panel Mounting Sockets
2 Bradleystats
3 Sickles Coil units

....
....

2

X-L

3

Na-ald Super De-Luxe Dials

Vario-densers

@
@
@

>

i

Brass strip

.50

Mounting screws
i

.00

wire, etc.

Double-circuit Carter Jack

I

.50
.OO

'28.35

When
^

the

coils are

Ib.

No. 22

home-made the

d.c.c.

supplies necessary for their winding are as follows :-

wire

Bakelite or metal bushing supports

Washers
Insulation strip, fibre, celluloid, etc.

Screws and nuts

6o

Radio Broadcast
tube was lighted. Then adjust the neutralizing condenser until the signal almost, or perhaps actually disappears. This tube is then
completely neutralized and the same process
may be applied to the next tube. As each
tube is neutralized, the filament prong insulation is removed.
With the condensers and coils used, as
described, the amplifier will cover a wavelength range varying from 230 to 600 meters
for the entire broadcast band.

WHAT TO EXPECT FROM THE AMPLIFIER
author

does not attempt to set a
on reception of a set using
this amplifier when connected to a detector
circuit.
The radio public has educated itself
to the point where it takes with a grain of
salt the highly imaginative claims of sometimes over-enthusiastic set designers about the
distance range of their receivers.
It is not our desire to put a limit on the

THE
distance

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

A DETAILED VIEW OF THE NEUTRALIZE!*
Part of this condenser is cut away. The turning
of the screw, top center, varies the capacity

Rather
reception qualities of this amplifier.
us say that it will equal any two stage

let

NEUTRALIZING THE AMPLIFIER

radio-frequency amplifier

THE

lower wavelengths
served that the amplifier

ON

more

oscillation

easily

it

will

be ob-

will go into
than on the higher

625

wavelengths.
Now, by turning the adjusting screw of the
neutralizing condenser, up and down, a point
may be reached where the self oscillation is
entirely eliminated or perhaps only feebly
This oscillation is recognized in the
present.

form of a squeal whose pitch

The

varies.

600
575
550
525

de-

method of neutralization was fully
described in "Notes on the Robert Circuit,"
in the January, 1925, RADIO BROADCAST.
tailed

well to apply the neutralization process
several wavelengths, noting the position

It is

at

of the tubing for each change, so that an averIf the amplifier works
age may be struck.
properly, no great difference in the several
neutralizer settings will be noted.
Since this circuit, is not reflected

quite

satisfactory to

employ

Briefly
station is

explained, that is as follows: A
tuned-in, preferably a distant one, so that the
Then the
signal is not as loud as a local.

tube

is

removed from the

socket,

475
450

uj425

5

400

350
325

300
275

and one

filament prong is covered with a slip of paper
or spaghetti tubing, so as to insulate it when

Now after inserting
replaced in the socket.
in the socket (the filament will not light)
the station previously tuned-in may be heard
Carefully retune for maximum signal
faintly.
strength, which will not be as loud as

I
I
9

is

standard

the

500

375
it

neutrodyne method of neutralization.

first

limit

when the

250
>">*

we have

ever tested

How

to Build a

Two-Stage Radio-Frequency Amplifier
loosely couple
increases the

Condenser

Approx.

it

61

to the antenna circuit

volume but may

which

effect

the

quality of reception because this connection
will cause some static to be received when
any is receivable.

g

The tuning

of the

first

condenser when a

loop is used will depend largely upon the
ber of turns of wire wound on the loop.

num-

For all practical purposes, a standard pancake loop 30 inches square, wound with 16
turns of wire spaced f of an inch apart will
FIG.

covering the entire broadcast wavelength band.
If variable plate
neutralizing condensers are
used, some other means for mounting them on
the brass bus bar strip must be arranged.
It
is not advisable to mount them on the
panel
suffice

13

To

obtain complete neutralization, the coils should
be turned at an angle to the bus bar as shown here.
The value is approximate. Actual test will determine the correct placement

and we've surely tested more than a few.
This radio frequency amplifier is especially
adaptable for use with a loop.
In a future article the construction of a
detector amplifier unit will be described
which, while" it may be used with any tuner,
is especially intended for use with the radiofrequency amplifier described here.

unless such an arrangement permits of the
use of very short leads. The adjustment of
this neutralizer is very rarely changed, so that
for all practical purposes, the
back-of-panel

mounting

will

prove quite satisfactory.

General Additional Notes
use of a loop with this amplifier wil'
naturally reduce the strength of received
signals and therefore not a great deal of dis-

'"TpHE
*

tance work will be accomplished when the
loop is used.

However, for sharpness of tuning, and
quality of reception, the results when a frame
antenna is used are difficult to equal where
local stations are being received.
Loop reception on locals is desirable where tone
The
quality and clarity are prime factors.
placement of the loop near the antenna-ground
wires (which may be connected .together)

rHE

Double

and

Jack

Rear of Jack

LOOP JACK DETAILS
FIG.

When

14

incorporated for the use of a loop,
the circuit must be altered so that the antenna
coupler may be automatically thrown in the circuit
when the loop is not being used

a jack

material appearing in this magazine

right,

Circuit

is

is

fully protected by copy-

editors of periodicals are advised that unauthorized publi-

cation of circuit diagrams, technical descriptions,

and parts

or the whole of

articles, without due permission and credit, is an infraction of the law.
Those who wish to reprint material appearing in these pages are asfed to

communicate with

the editor.

he .listeners'

Good

-^ JPoint of View

National Radio Programs Prove
"What the Public Wants"

linking of a sufficient number of
stations to carry to uncounted lis-

THE

the WEAF programs of outstanding musical quality will do more
to bring about a reform in the general characteners

ter of all

Lovers of good music now glory in the opportunity to hear it through their receiving
sets on those nights when such music is speAnd we are confident that
cially featured.

hundreds of thousands who have

radio music

than any other attempt
that has yet been made
with such an end in
view.

Not

that

the

powers that rule WEAF
had this in mind when
establishing this wide
connection through the
country.
Quite the
With those
contrary.

neighborhood where
surroundings are
beautiful to the eye
rather than in one
where ash and garbage
the

it is wholly a
matter of business, as

officials

all

who

familiar

are

with the firms

who

are

cans predominate.
It might seem, after
all, as if the best way to
cure the public of a desire for the undesirable
is to surfeit it with the

putting these programs
on the air through

WEAF well know. But
one could scarcely ask
the

American

Tele-

JOSEPH KNECHT

phone and Telegraph

Company

to give this

well-nigh priceless opportunity to the public
for nothing.

So, as the

Without whom the Waldorf Astoria would almost
have to go out of business, or so it seems
He has
long been conductor of this hotel s Concert Orchestra.
Their Sunday evening programs, broadcast by
wjz, are prime favorites with radio listeners

intricate question
"Who is to Pay for Broadcasting?" apparently
remains as far from being answered as ever, we
may well be thankful that we have this present

development which makes possible the hearing
of real artists at stated times, instead of, as before,

being almost always nationally

by mediocrity or worse.

now

until

always referred to such
people as "highbrows"
"
or poseurs," are going
to go over to these very
ranks when they find
through experience that
love of good music is no
more a pose than is the
preference of living in a

swamped

undesirable.

After
an-

having heard
nounced,
W1 "

"The

* ra

"

brches-

play,

about
one hundred thousand
'Dirty

Face,'

may welcome hearing that the
Victor Talking Machine Company orchestra
will play the "Ballet Music from 'Faust'."
Especially will they welcome the announcement after they hear this music a sufficient
number of times to become familiar with it.
You see, we are taking it for granted that

times, they

The

Listener's Point of

View

ANNA PINTO
The youthful harpist who has been heard frequently
during the season from wjz, is now "off the air"
until fall, having gone on a well-deserved vacation

63
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"

who have been

those

Dirty
reveling in
Face" over the radio lack acquaintance with

this ballet

music which

is

probably as well

Of great

interest

are the statistics given

by John A. Holman, broadcasting manager of
the American Telephone and Telegraph Comrelative to his opinions of the change in
the musical taste of radio listeners during the

known as any music of its kind ever written.
The much-discussed question of having a

pany

few very high-powered stations

In January, 1923, approxipast two years.
mately seventy-five per cent, of radio fans
In the same month of 1924
favored jazz.

in this

country

that would ultimately control all the broadcasting has met with violent opposition from

the hundreds of stations conducted for the
purpose of advertising the

products
the

this

percentage

fell

to

thirty

of

in

of

this

to

five

year

five per cent.

These

business

firms

and

January

tell

operat-

ing them. The
majority of

figures
their own

story.

Among

these stations

fine

the

programs

are far below

regularly fea-

any com-

tured through

mendable

w

standard

so

those given by

as their
programs and

the Atwater
Kent Com-

the manner

Have
pany.
you noticed

far

in

which they
are presented
are concerned.
Will this

E A F

are

that the sing-

ers of the

new

quartet heard
these pro-

d e v elopment

in

in

grams are
never announced by

radio,which

bringing the
best in radio
is

music to far

name?

distantpoints,

should be

time

in

put

qualified

these stations
out of business?

wo u

1

deal

gained

for the public
this to

were

come

by

saying that
we have never

There
d be

nothing lost
and a good

That

heard them so

announced.
"The tenor of
the Atwater
PROFESSOR MARSHALL S. BROWN
Kent Quartet
Dean of the faculties of New York University, who has delivered interest- will now be
ing weekly lectures on American history from station wjz, New York heard in the

to pass.
it not look as

Does

if

this linking of stations

is but another way of
having the broadcasting
within the power of the few?
Be this as it
may, developments along the right line are
coming so rapidly that all who have deplored
the quality of radio programs in this country
are beginning to grow optimistic.
Whether
the methods used to bring about this change

solo, "Onaway, Awake, Beloved!" And when you hear
him sing you know that he is not an amateur
looking for publicity through the microphone;
indeed if he were, he would insist on having his
name announced, "before and after." We are
quite willing to hazard the guess that this
quartet is made up of paid professionals and
admirable ones at that who do not want their

will

be permanent, no one can say. But of
one thing we may be absolutely assured.
Radio music having had this upward trend,
can never again sink to the low level that has

names sent out as "radio artists," a position
that can be understood considering the present
chaotic conditions prevailing in broadcasting.

so widely obtained.

be corrected.

If this

guess

is

a

wrong

one,

we stand ready

to

The

Listeners' Point of

Are not the phonograph companies, as long
programs made up from
titles almost entirely taken from the titles of
as they broadcast

records made by each artist presented, in
danger of a repetition that will be tiresome?
Here is a tip for the Victor authorities. Have
all your baritones avoid "La Paloma" for a

View

and seeing these same artists
are of the belief that, with
the majority of people, hearing an artist in a
few numbers would arouse the desire to hear
him in an entire concert if possible.
offers of hearing
in

concert?

We

What Happened

at

WTAM

time!

Great Artists Are Coming to Radio
no circumstances will I ever
permit an artist under my management to be heard by radio. Were
such a thing to happen without my consent,
would consider it ground for cancellation of
contract and take immediate steps to bring

UNDER

I

that about."

Many managers

of musical artists have said

this to the present writer.

now

are

permitting,

And one and

evidently

gladly,

all

the

most famous people under their management
Nor are
to be heard over the microphone.
these hearings con-

TH E March number of this magazine, the
statement was made in "The Listeners'
Point of View" that on Christmas Eve,
"Silent Night, Holy Night," was jazzed from
station- WTAM, Cleveland.
The statement

IN

carried the explanation that the present writer
did not hear this sacrilege and hotly denied it

when

given the information, but that
came from a sufficient number of sources to seem to prove it true.
It appeared at the time all the more inexcusable
considering the standard maintained by WTAM
which is conducted by the Willard Storage
first

this information

Battery Company.
is
It
with pleasure,

therefore,

that

we

the pro-

fined to

grams of the phonograph companies,
but go so far as to
include appearances at public

We

concerts.

not

know

date,

do

that, to

any complete

public

recital

by

has been
broadcast, but

any

artist

where the program
a mixed one,

is

various artists appearing, a portion
at least of each
artist's

contribu-

tion to the whole

is

given to the radio
public. It all but
goes to prove that

we must either
keep up with the
procession or drop
out of it altogether.

hearing
DOES
the phono-

graph programs
stimulate your desire to take advan-

tage of the oppor-

tunity when

it

ROSELINE GREENE
Leading
the

Her

of the WGY Players, who is but eighteen years old, and a junior in
State College for Teachers, where she is taking the classical course.

woman

New York

entire professional dramatic experience has been gained under
Smith, the director of the WGY Players

Edward H.

Radio Broadcast
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publish a denial of this statement received in a
letter from Mr. S. E. Baldwin, in charge of

broadcasting at

Shall Broadcast

WOULD be well

WTAM:

tions

we know, the only time this particular
piece of music has been sung or played over station
WTAM was on the night of December 24, 1924
So

far as

Christmas Eve.

On

that particular program

it

was

played or sung some five times, being first sung by
the Cleveland Music School Settlement, under the
leadership of Alice

Shaw Duggan.

it was sung by the Old Stone
Church Quartet, composed of Mrs. Robert J. Kelly,
Alice Shaw Dug-

The second time

Music Be Explained?

ITon the

the musical explanathe numbers presented

if all

now preceding

Victor and Atwater Kent programs
were completely done away with until they
can be presented as they should. Some of us
even go so far as to believe they should never
be attempted under any circumstances. As
matters now stand, they are compiled evidently from the studio dictionary by someone

who knows nothingof the subject. They are put
into

type and

gan, Harold

then

Branch, and Fred
S.
True.
This

the announcer.

is

quartet

read

When

prob-

by

Toti

ably the best
known church

Monte
sang "Caro

quartet in thecity
of Cleveland.

"Rigoletto,"

Nome"

then

was

It

Del

the attempt to

Miss

sung by

explain what

Marie Similink,
one of the leading
contraltos of

the song meant
was wholly futile.
For that
matter, you can

Cleveland. Later
in the evening it

was again sung
by Doris Stadden
Kaser, and at

Concert Band in
conjunction with
chimes from th?

Gilda's

writer

was

dissolute

either present or
listened by radio
is

MAGDELINE BRARD

familiar

with

the

and

A

very artistic French pianist, who, although scarcely out of her
commands the admiration of connoisseurs in both this and
her native country.
She was recently heard through station WEAF

per-

fectly

'teens,

music,

to the best of

his knowledge, nothing of the kind of which you
accuse us occurred on the night of December 24th.
Isn't it rather unjust to publish statements of this
kind without first taking them up with the supposed

There

offender?

may

is

a possibility that sometime you

be wrong.

Frankly acknowledged.

Probably a number

of people heard more than one station at once
at that hour, the leading fault of radio at presAt any rate, there is a moral in this.
ent.

Never say it was so unless you heard

MARTIN

it

yourself.

"So far I ain't nosays:
that any romances hev cum from
th' publishing of radio photographs."

ABE
ticed

the
Duke

be explained?

to the entire con-

he

can
infatu-

ation for

Church.

cert;

early

then,

Stone

The

any of

pletely know
what the story
is about.
How,

Cleveland

Old

go to

these

Verdi operas
and never com-

midnight played
by trumpeters of
the

from

Then there
was De Luca's

singing of
"Largo
totum"

al

fac-

from

We defy anyRossini's "Barber of Seville."
one who has been to see this opera one hundred times to tell the plot offhand. There
was no attempt to tell the plot when De Luca
gave his superlative rendition of this number,
but there were some jumbled comments about
his fame in the role of "Rigoletto," and then
something about the role of the barber,
"Figaro,"

in

the Rossini opera.

something must have been said, why not
let it go with saying that "Largo al factotum"
is one of the most famous comic songs in all
operatic literature, and that De Luca is unIf

excelled

tation?

among

living baritones in its interpre-

The

View

Listeners' Point of

at the age of thirty-nine, a few

days after

his

"Carmen", now judged by many as the one
perfect opera ever written, was first produced.
Three years before this he had been commissioned to write incidental music to Alphonse Daudet's three-act play, "L'Arle-

The play was withdrawn after
performances. Of the twenty-seven
musical numbers written for this drama, Bizet
chose various ones and from them made'a suite
for concert use, and this was successful.
The
sienne."

fifteen

music, as

LOLA SUMMERS
Ingenue of the WGY Players. She has been associated with this radio dramatic company since
their first production

HowClassical Music Should Be Played

WE

ARE much

all

who have heard
has

it

know,

is

ex-

the elegance and finesse
of the French school, and in the
"Adagietto"
carries the theme of sadness with such art
that it becomes beauty rather than sorrow.
But Bizet did not confine himself to the
quisite.

interested in learning

the outcome of the suit for $10,000
damages filed by Francis E. Woodward, a music teacher of Spokane, against the
leader of an orchestra in that city, the allegation being that the rendition by the orchestra
of the classical compositions of the old masters
is such. that, "the public has received a
perverted idea of classical music, insofar that
children may no longer desire a musical edu-

It

all

French school by any means when he wrote
"Carmen." Here is a Spanish story translated by a Frenchman into Spanish atmosphere with music that, while although it is not
of Spanish origin, sounds as if it were.
But
it speaks of admiration of
Wagner, even more.
June 3, 1925, will mark the fiftieth anniversary of Bizet's death. After all, that is
not so very long to have become established as
world famous, when, in dying, success, to say
nothing of fame, seemed a myth.

cation."

The

jazzing of the classics

is

the greatest

outrage perpetrated by jazz orchestras. Mr.
Woodward assuredly had the courage of his
convictions in entering this suit. A pity he
could not have filed it against the city instead
of an individual.
Where the classics are
seldom heard in their original form in public
performance, the influence of these mutilations would be much more far-reaching than
in

Chicago or

New

York,

let

us say. Would
ten times ten

that Mr.

Woodward might win

thousand

dollars!

The Fame

GEORGES

of Georges Bizet

BIZET, composer
"

of "Car-

men," and of the

L'Arlesienne Suite" so
IF
frequently heard over the radio from the
better class stations could know that his
name, through the means of broadcasting, is
now familiar to practically the entire American public, well, imagination fails to measure
his astonishment.
After meeting with little
but failure throughout his short life, he died

JOHN

A.

HOLMAN

Director of Broadcasting for the American Telephone and Telegraph Company. He has made a
careful study of the preferences of radio listeners,
judging from the letters written to the various stations controlled by his company, and recently
announced that public preference was swinging from
jazz to classical

music

How
are

many

desirable to

THERE

reception.

Record Radio Signals

to

occasions when it is
records of wireless

make
Figs,

2,

i,

and

3 illustrate

a system of recording that is comparThe
atively simple and yet quite effective.
apparatus described was installed as a check
on fading phenomena during the total eclipse
of the sun on January 24th, 1925.

The apparatus

consists

primary
may be any conthe amplifier, and the recording

venient set

Two

dictaphones.
sufficient,

of three

which

parts, the tuner

stages of amplification are

although

three steps of resistance-coupled inten-

with volume
control were used in

accomplished by connecting the telephone
receivers (clamped to the recording instruments) in series with the loud speaker. A
shunt variable resistance, 200 to 5000 ohms,

recommended
volume adjustment, without greatly affectf more convenient, any
ing the loud speaker.
other satisfactory form of speaker unit may
across the phones, provides the
I

be substituted for the phones.
In recording fading, it is advisable to keep
the receiver oscillating and record the beat note
or squeal of the distant stations. I n addition to
the greater intensity

and

In

the R. B. Lab.

This

Month

sification

this laboratory.

advisable

It is

to have

regulation in order to lower

ity

maximum

intens-

below the blasting

point of the recording

Radio Recording with a

How we go about it.
Shooting Trouble
This article is the first of a series that will
help the reader to solve difficulties in his receiver

variations.

and

others.

systematically

and

swiftly.

Notes on Wiring Your

Own

Lab.

office

dictaphones were prepared by

affixing telereceivers to the throats of the speaking
tubes.
The soft rubber fixtures intended for

phone

adapting head

sets to horns, are convenient for
the purpose. Two dictaphones are not required but were employed in the RADIO BROAD-

CAST

tests to insure

an unbroken record.

The machines should be

OTHER USES

ASIDE from the re** cording of fading

diaphragms.

Standard

signal

variations will be
much more noticeable
due to the fact that
the sound will vary
approximately as the
square of the signal

code,

some volume
the

A Complete Article

variety of applications, such as tracing oscillating receiver interference, learning the radio

sensitivity of this

arrangement,

located at least five

from the receiver and more if convenient,
to eliminate motor induction.
Grounding the
frames of the machines will also reduce interference from this source.
It is generally desirable to monitor recordThis is most easily
ing on a loud speaker.

and swinging,

this apparatus may be put to
other interesting and useful purposes.
It will immediately suggest itself for recording programs of special or historical interest,
such as the inaugural address of the President
of the United States.
Reception is affected
in the manner described, except, of course,
that no beat note is produced.

many

feet

LEARNING CODE

pVlCTAPHONES have been used for some
*~J time in the
reception of high speed (80
to 100 words per minute) radio telegraph code
For transcription, the machine is
signals.

In the R.
slowed down considerably, and the
messages
typed off at perhaps twenty words a minute.
Speed reduction presents an excellent system
for learning the code
an acquisition which

B.
his

Lab.
own mush, recorded on

may

receiver,

the iniquity of his action.

REPRODUCING

many

broadcast enthusiasts are attempting.
merely necessary to speed the machine
slightly and record any six hundred meter
commercial station, or two hundred meter
It

is

amateur station, and copy the sending of the
operator at the desired reduction. The machine
is

tireless

and

will

give you any

number

of

repetitions.

are

1

two convenient ways of

re-

producing the radio records. The first,
and perhaps more satisfactory
method, is to
employ the standard dictaphone transcribing
machine, listening in the customary manner
through the rubber tubing. The second, and

more spectacular

ALL

types of interference can be logged on
the machines and later identified
an

by
amateur interference or commercial

expert, as
code, arc-lights, leaky pole transformers, etc.
It is only when the
type of interference has been
determined that it is possible for the radio in-

spector to take steps to eliminate it.
Systematic logging of all kinds of interference for later identification
by an expert
radio telegraph code operator would
go far
toward clearing up the air.

An

PHERE

identified

"blooper" made to

system, is to reproduce
amplifying the sound and outto a loud speaker. This method is

electrically,

TRACING CODE INTERFERENCE
*

a neighboring
be thoroughly impressed with

listen to

putting

it

illustrated in Figs. 2

and

3.

The arrangement as suggested in the diagram consists of three parts, the microphone
for picking

talker.

up the sound, the

amplifier,

apparatus may readily be a
simple re-arrangement of the equipment employed for recording. The microphone (of the
magnetic type) is conveniently the telephone
receiver or loud speaker unit
clamped to the
throat of the dictaphone adjusted for
reproducing, but connected to the input instead of
the output of the amplifier.
The loud speaker

FIG.
records in The R. B. Lab.
Beat-note fluctuations are
itored on the loud speaker and
permanently recorded on the

Making fading

and the

This

mon-

dictaphones

Radio Broadcast
remains

in

the plate circuit of

Telephone

the last tube.

When

Output

recording and then rein this

fashion,

it

is

producing
most important that the amplifier, which is really used twice, be
free from audible distortion.

With the

interposition of the
it is inevitable

mediums,

several

that quality will be lost, and
every effort must be made to reproduce faithfully. Unless the
experimenter is very sure of the
results

produced by

resistance

his amplifier,
is

6

The

records.

recom-

In

ing.

The reproducing system can be

readily

to any
phonograph arrangement
where great volume or electrical transmission

applied
is

desired.

FIG. 3
diagram for the amplified reproduction of audio
This system may be employed for the amplification
and transmission of phonograph music

circuit

coupling
the photographs,
a three-stage resistance-coupled amplifier was
employed for recording, and a two-stage
transformer-coupled amplifier for reproduc-

mended.

V.

It

is

only necessary to place the

microphone where it will intercept the sound
waves at a point of fair concentration. A
magnetic microphone of the type described
is preferable to the ordinary carbon grain
variety.

SHOOTING TROUBLE
every radio
laboratory, and
experimenter for that matter, must be
prepared for the innumerable difficulties that beset the way of radio experiment.
This laboratory has its full share of them; in
fact it is part of its business.
Shooting trouble
may be simplified and thereby made more

EVERY

swift

and

efficient,

by following

a certain logi-

A

doctor does not treat his
He does not
patients in a haphazard manner.
tap them on the chest when they have a tooth-

cal

procedure.

FIG. 2

The telephone refor reproducing the records on the loud speaker.
ceivers or loud speakers employed for recording may be used as pick-up microphones in reproducing
The amplifying arrangement

In the R.
ache, but rather he observes the symptoms and
through a sequence of thought and experiment
establishes just what and where the trouble is.
Likewise in radio a few consistent observations,
even by the most unexpert member of the
family, will often solve the difficulty without
calling in an expert.
There are three types of radio difficulties:
Absolute Inoperation
Poor Operation
Noises

These are general headings and they cover a
multitude of the conventional radio

we

sins.

shall

THE SET WON'T WORK

OERHAPS

the receiver

is

turned on

in

the

manner but nothing happens. The
receivers or loud speaker is dead, and the
The first thing to be
twisting of dials futile.
done is to locate the trouble. The second
*

usual

FIG.

Lab.

task
to be treated next month
is to apply
the remedy associated with that particular
trouble.
Test No. i
Turn off the bulbs, listening for
a click in the phones or speaker.
No click indicates a break somewhere in some battery

When

is no click, we proceed to
If they
Inspect the bulbs.
A very dim,
light, the filament circuit is O. K.
partial light (which however, should give a
faint click in Test No. i) suggests a low A
One or more bulbs may be " blown ".
battery.
If the bulbs do not light we try

circuit.

Test No.

In

begin to treat the first
group, not because it is the most prevalent
(which is doubtful) but because its treatment
is the more definite and simple.
this article

B.

there

2

Test No. 3

Make

a

momentary "short"

of

the binding posts on the set generally marked
A-pIus and A-minus, with a pair of scissors or
any other metal object that is convenient. A

spark indicates trouble in the set itself filament wiring, burnt-out rheostats, loose socket
prongs, filament control jack, or an inoperative switch.
is

No spark shows

on the battery

side

in

that the trouble
the leads to the

battery, in the battery terminals, or a dead
battery.
If

Test

No. 2 finds the bulbs normally

4

no spark, Harry, You 'd better take a look at those battery leads". There are many simple tests
that almost any one can make which will show up the more common radio ailments, and suggest a way to
remedy the difficulty without calling in an expert

"There

is

Radio Broadcast

FIG. 5

When these simple
the bulbs light, pull the plug out, listening for a click in the loud speaker or phones.
tests do not actually show you the way out of your difficulty, a description of the results will be of very
great benefit to the Grid Department, or to your local expert in helping you out
If

lighted, the plate circuit in the last tube

probably open.

This

may

is,

be additionally

ascertained by
Test No.

4.

Pull the

listening for a click.

phone plug

in

and out,

Change from phones

to

or No. 4 show that there is a
If tests No.
plate circuit, that the batteries are O. K., the
next test on non-regenerative sets (neutrodynes
and stabilized radio frequency) is
It is then possible that there are
Test No. 7
i

which means that

loud speaker and repeat the test.
This will
place the difficulty in either the output instrument or within the set. If one pair of telephones give a click in response, it is evident
that the difficulty lies in the other.
If the
trouble is in the receiver proper, and neither

no receivable stations

phones or speaker work, try
Test No. 5
Place another tube in the last
socket and repeat Test No. 4.
No response
absolves the tube, placing the blame on an

respectively while you
or clicks in the receivers or loud speaker.
These will indicate that in all probability
everything is O. K., or that the trouble is in the

open B battery circuit, with the probability
that the phones and speaker are in good con-

or

dition.
(

the form of a
momentary short, or, better, a voltmeter test
across the B battery posts on the set.
If
current is indicated, this shows the trouble is
within the set; the current from the battery
has succeeded in traveling as far as the binding
Test No. 6

posts.

This should be

No deflection

in

on the voltmeter or spark,

if the voltmeter is not used, locates the
culty on the battery side.

diffi-

on,

they are off schedule or shut down by an sos.
More than one fan has decimated his set during the enforced silence accompanying a distress call

at

sea.

doorbell, or turn on

Have someone
and

ring your

electric light,
listen for a rough buzz
off

your

antenna or ground connections. No results
results below normal, suggest the radio
frequency circuit is the source of difficulty.
With regenerative receivers,
Test No. 8
those employing detector feed-back and potentiometer or similarly controlled radio fre-

quency circuits, this test will probably precede
No. 7. Turn up the regenerative or

test

The usual oscillations,
control.
plops ","or squeal, show that the regenerative
detector and audio frequency tubes are O. K.
The operator will then proceed to Test No.
"volume"
"

In the R.
Negative results from Test No. 8 show a

7.

fault in the regenerative tube or tubes or in

any of the audio stages except the
Tests
and 4 proved O. K.

last,

which

i

Test No. g

Tap

the bulbs with a pencil,
toward the antenna

moving progressively

connection.
This generally means from right
to left:
second audio, first audio, detector,
etc.

No

when the

ring will be heard in the loud speaker
faulty tube or stage is reached.

Test No. 10
Changing tubes will almost
always eliminate or define the bulbs as the

source of difficulty.

Try all these tests when your
immediately when the trouble

set
is

is

working,

discovered if

possible, in order to acquaint yourself with the

response you

may

expect

from a working

re-

ceiver.

BUILDING YOUR

OWN LAB

B.

Lab

Filament and plate batteries are
centrally
with charging apparatus, and are
wired to the benches using colored wire, often
called "code wire."
located

Six outlets are desirable, which
provide for
the connections to as many receivers or test

Seven wires are used. Two differapparatus.
ently colored heavy stranded wires carry the
A battery current. Four No. 18 annunciator
wires of variegated hues, provide
plus B
The negative
battery from 22\ to 140 volts.
B is connected to positive A on the
battery
table.. The seventh wire connects to an outantenna which may be disconnected by a
switch at each of the six outlets.
One hundred and ten volt lines are run in
side

metal moulding along the edges of the benches
with similar outlets. The
moulding itself
affords the ground.
The moulding should be
installed

your lab. with an eye for convenience in testing and operating
more than one receiver in different
The arrangement departs of the laboratory.
veloped in the R. B. LAB can be enlarged or
reduced to suit individual convenience.

WIRE

FIG.

according to underwriter's requirements, who, however, have no jurisdiction
over the other wiring.
If desired, fuses, switches, and meters
(volt,
ampere and milli-ampere), can be installed at

the
table.
Several photographs
battery
taken in the Lab. depict the utility of this

arrangement.

6

the bulbs and listen for the usual ring. A ring from any of
the r. f. or detector tubes shows that the audio amplifier is O. K.

Tap
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Drawings by Franklyn F. Stratford

How Much Power
big must a broadcasting station
be to claim attention as a "superpower" outfit? Estimates appear

HOW

to vary.
The owners and publicity
representatives of the j-kw transmitters now

being put into operation in various sections of
the country like to refer to them as super-

power equipment. But if 5
power, what would 50 kw be?
be careful, or

we

shall

kw

We

is

super-

had better

run out of awe-inspiring

Mr. David Sarnoff,
responsible for the idea and for the
spreading abroad of the term, had a considerprefixes.

who

It is

certain that

is

ably greater magnitude in mind than 5 kw.
However that may be, it is a fact that
the power rating of present-day broadcasting
stations is trifling compared to that of the
great transoceanic and transcontinental radio
telegraph installations. One of these immense
transmitters is described in a paper by Dr.
Cornelius J. DeGroot in the December, 1924,
number of the Proceedings of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, "The High-Power Station
at Malabar, Java."
This station connects
the Dutch East Indies directly with Holland,
arc transmitters being used in the main.
At
the present time 2,400 kw is the power supply
to the arcs, whereby 1,200 kw are fed to the
antenna, as compared to 0.5 kw in the antenna
of a standard Class B broadcasting station.
Ten years ago all the man1,200 kilowatts!
made radio frequency energy in the world
probably did not amount to 1,200 kw. Dr.
DeGroot is not satisfied, however. He assures
us that when he gets another motor generator
from the General Electric Company he will
be able to supply 3,200 kw to his arcs, obtainThis will
ing about i, 600 kw in the antenna.

is

"Super-Power"?

put the station on a 2o-hour-a-day basis of
communication over its 7,5oo-mile circuit,

which

is in excess of the traffic
requirements.
But, simply regarded as power, 1,200 or
kw are not figures to arouse respect
i, 600
among power engineers. In a good-sized
power plant, such as one of those which supply

energy for the subways of New York City, the
wattmeter reads in the neighborhood of
100,000 kilowatts on normal load, and this
load

The
5,000 up and down.
the load carried by such a

fluctuates

mere variation

in

plant is far greater than the maximum output
of the largest radio station in existence.

The comparison is instructive, and chastening to the pride of the radio engineer, but at
bottom it really does not mean much, for the
commodities are not in the same class. Raw
electric energy is one thing, and modulated
radio energy

especially that voice or musi-

is quite another.
cally modulated
this difference between simplicity

plexity
nesses.

is

only the

There

one thing.

is

The

first

of a

number

Moreover,

and comof unlike-

a difference in reception, for
subway train or the electric

power from the line and uses it
Radio receiving sets, in general, amplify,
sometimes very greatly, the quantity of energy
which they pick up. A super-heterodyne in
robust form may possess a voltage-amplifying
capacity of from 5,000 to ro.ooo times, according to Mr. Armstrong (from 25 to 100 million
times energy amplification), and no doubt
many receivers of more plebeian types have an
toaster takes

up.

amplification of millions of times
(energy amplification is the square of voltage
or current amplification).
It should be noted
that this development of receiving amplifiers

energy

As the Broadcaster Sees
has been necessitated by the great attenuinvolved in radio transmission, the
losses in the intervening medium being far
greater than those of an electric power transmission network.
But the principal distinction lies in the

ation

extraordinarily small amount of energy re"The speech
quired to satisfy the human ear.

energy output of the normal voice has been
found to be at the rate of about 125 ergs per
If we could have a million persons
second.
talking steadily and convert the energy of the
voice vibrations into heat, they would have to
talk for an hour and a half to produce enough
heat to make a cup of tea. This merely serves
to illustrate that in terms of power or energy
human speech is exceedingly weak. Furthermore, most of this energy is carried by the
vowel sounds. At the upper and lower limits
of audition it takes about a hundred million
times as much energy to enable one to hear as
it does in the range of 1,000 to 5,000 cycles,
is most sensitive.
At all frequenthe energy required is small, and in the
most favorable region the minimum audible
tone corresponds to a pressure change per
square centimeter of about o.ooi of a dyne.

where the ear
cies,

This pressure is roughly equivalent to the
weight of a section of a human hair about one
thousandth of an inch long (about one third
as

long as

"The
A.

its

Nature

diameter)."
of

(R.

Language."

L.

Jones:

Journal

E. E., April, 1924.)
Thus a public address system or a moderateI.

broadcasting transmitter may, as
has been pointed out, contain more speech
energy than all the inhabitants of the globe
yelling with all their might and main at the
same instant if they could be persuaded to
It
cooperate to this extent, which I doubt.
for this reason, basically, that wireless
is

powered

It
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speech and hearing, and

it
is
in hearing
that radio communication usually terminates.
That is why super-power in electrical engineering the section-wide coordination and
integration of power generating facilities

with magnitudes enormously greater
than the super-power projects of radio broadThe latter, however, assume imposcasting.
ing proportions as soon as we compare them
with the energy levels of unaided speech or
the general run of sounds found in nature.
deals

Since writing the above
have come across
two newspaper articles bearing on this subOne of them is a publicity release by
ject.
Mr. J. D. R. Freed, also pointing out that
"super-power" is a term too loosely and
I

inflatedly used in radio at the present time.
Mr. Freed compares the power of a large
broadcasting station like WEAF, with 2 kilo-

watts

the antenna, with the 665 kilowatts
train (presumably this is starting energy). An electric
sign on Broadway consumes 263 kilowatts.
The average broadcasting station of to-day
puts into the antenna only about as much
power as one needs to light a six-room flat.
Mr. Freed's idea of super-power is from 1000
in

consumed by a ten-car subway

to 10,000

kw

for

an international program

mitter of Dr. DeGroot.

we

raise at this point

is

:

The only

question

Who is going to put up

money? Also, in his comparison of power
magnitudes, Mr. Freed does not discuss the
bearing of the relatively minute energy required by electro-acoustic devices, on the
problem of radio power.
However, Mr. Freed is an engineer and
what he says is sound and pertinent. At the
opposite extreme is a publicity release by a

the

and
radio
phonograph

are

stations

dis-

In other words, he would go up;
to and above the level of the Malabar transtribution.

not, relatively

speaking,
powerful.

company

They need not

to

which

be as powerful
as

light

homes
or
transport
or

freight

about
the

broadcasting
with a

field

agencies

which

is

enter

"station

of

SUPER-SEX
A

tremendous

SUPER

power.

DRAMA

said

It is

that

it

because these

have a
range of from

actions
quire

20,000 miles."

will

press trousers,

15,000

rei

n fi

-

And what

nitely more
energy

than

super"

mean?

going

to

to
is

be
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this colossus?
Answer^ kw.
breathe again.
Moreover, the engineer of the company informs the world that this new station will "in-

more for scientifically derived data than the
Long Island fanatics who recently awaited
the end of the world.

fluence profoundly broadcasting in daylight."
This gives the impression, to the lay reader,
that the daylight range of a 5 kw transmitter
must be somewhat comparable with the night
range of the present order of figure o .5 kw
sets.
This belief is entirely erroneous.
Messrs. H. W. Nichols and Lloyd Espen-

Artistic

the

power of

You may

two prominent radio and telephone
engineers, investigated this subject some
years ago, in the course of a larger work which
occupied them at that time, and reported
schied,

their results in a scientific paper.

(Nichols

and Espenschied: "Radio Extension of the
Telephone System to Ships at Sea," Proc.
I. R. E., Vol. XI, No. 3, June, 1923.)
They
made actual measurements. It was found
that in order to equal during daylight the freak
ranges secured by radio telephone stations on

broadcasting wavelengths (then 360 and 400
meters) during the most favorable times at
night, about 10,000 times as much power
would be required. A 0.5 kilowatt station

would have to

raise its

power to 5000

kilo-

watts!

But what's a little multiplier like 1000 to a
publicity representative and radio engineer,
model 1925? Less than nothing, for these
gentry never heard of Nichols and Espenschied

and Alexanderson and Wien and Braun and
Armstrong and Latour and DeForest and the
few hundred other earnest engineers whose
exclusive creation radio broadcasting is. And,
if they have heard of them, they care
no

Stands for the Microphone

of microphone stands, at
is
far too contime,
present
ventional.
They are tame, unimaginative things wrought of bronze pipes or one-

design

THE
the

time respectable parlor lamps. This has
a depressing effect on the whole broadcasting
for the general public gets its ideas of
radio largely from the myriads of pictures
showing the great, and the aspirants to greatness, posed before a microphone stand in the
attitude of talking to
fellow
10,000,000
art,

citizens

10 watts.

even when the station power is about
What an opportunity is neglected

The

here!

future belongs to the genius who
through radio microphone

will express himself

stands,

them

fitting

somewhat

to

situations,

special

as follows:

A ravishing silver-plated girl in attractive
deshabille for lecturers on literary censorship,
denouncers of the younger generation and petting parties, etc.

For Mayor John

F.

Hylan of

New York

City, a bust of Gen. John F. O'Ryan, his
opponent in the local traction controversy.
General O'Ryan could hold the microphone in
his teeth.

A

foaming

stein or

champagne

bottle for

prohibitionists.

At woe, the learned chiropractors might
talk to a

mound

of issues of the Journal of the

American Medical Association, the microphone
surmounting the same.
For Messrs. Arthur Lynch, Willis K.
Wing, and Zeh Bouck, the desperate crusaders
for a squealless ether, what could be more
appropriate than a giganticdiagram of a singlerampant, with the microphone suspended from the oscillations?
The ramifications of the idea are obvious.
Its inspirational properties are unlimited.
We leave its execution to philanthropists and
circuit regenerator,

artists.

Note on Announcing

COMMITTEE

has recently been occuCity, with the task
of raising the standards of announcVarious conclusions as to rate, pitch,
ing.
and other characteristics were
inflections,

A

vVe iveecL drtistic

micropKoives

pied, in

New York

reached and duly published.
A most praiseworthy work. But the committee omitted consideration of one funda-

As the Broadcaster Sees
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mental fault with which nine announcers out
of ten are afflicted: they talk too

How

and

Why

much.

Stations Heterodyne

One Another
problem of heterodyne interference
between broadcasting stations has the
same origin as the rush hour jam in a

THE

large city: too many people are in the
place at the same time.

same

Class B stations are supposed to be
spaced ten kilocycles apart, with an effort
being made to reduce the separation to 7^
cycles, in order to create additional chan-

new stations. These are theoretical
separations, conditioned on all the stations
Unkeeping their exact assigned frequency.
When they get a few
fortunately, they vary.
thousand cycles apart, all the listeners within
range of both hear a beat-note, a continuous
nels for

melancholy whistle, varying slightly in pitch
from minute to minute, and well calculated
to drive

sensitive persons

crazy

although,
through the psychological phenomenon of
auditory fatigue, some people get used to the
beat and hardly hear it after a time, unless it

very loud.
a matter of fact, any two
or any number
of stations, for that matter
have a beat note
is

As

in

any receiver capable of picking up

waves.

their

they are 10 kilocycles apart, they
have a beat note of 10 kilocycles, or 10,000
cycles, which is over twice as high as the
This pitch is too
highest note on a piano.
high to pass effectively through the audioIf

amplifying circuits of a receiver, and what
does get through is suppressed by the
loud speaker and the human ear, neither of
little

which is designed to respond ardently to such
an acute note. In short, nothing is heard.
But as the two stations, through the deviation
of one or the other, or both, from its or their
assigned frequency, approach each other, the
beat note between them passes into the band
of audible and essential frequencies to which

the acoustic apparatus of the receiver and
listener responds.
The resulting interference
may be anything from a very shrill whistle
up around 4000 cycles, scarcely audible to
one not listening for it, down to an angry
recurrent growl on either side of zero-beats, if
the two stations happen to be right on the

same wavelength.

be a loud, continuous whistle of medium musical pitch.
Loudness depends on the strength of the
electric fields of the two interfering stations at
the heterodyning location; pitch depends on
Or,

it

may

clowiv staiioiv. xnierJference

their respective frequencies and the variations
The ultimate result is telephone and

therein.

telegraph calls from irate listeners.
Unfortunately, a station which is too weak
to produce a workable signal in a given
neighborhood, is perfectly capable of giving
rise to heterodyne interference with stations
supplying a powerful signal to the locality

on which it depends for program service.
This is one of the inherent traits of heterodyne
amplification, the same which enables an
oscillating receiver to hold a very audible beatnote with a distant station, while, in the nonoscillating condition, the modulation of the
station in question is inaudible
a characterwhich is therefore responsible for the

istic

reprehensible use of beat reception by users
of radiating receivers.
Great is heterodyne
amplification, and, like many other great
things, it is also capable of causing a deal of
mischief.

The

result

you may be

is

that

in,

listening

say, New York City,
to one of the local

stations five or ten miles distant, employing
enough amplification to get a comfortable
signal; and although in that condition your
set could not possibly hear a Chicago broadcaster of the same power, when that Chicago
station climbs on to your New York station's
wavelength, you get a beat-note of perhaps a

quarter the intensity of the local station's
(Living in New York, and being
responsible for the technical operation of two
of the local broadcasters, I naturally assume,
and stand ready to prove it with wavemeters
and firearms, that the Chicago station is at
signal.

Radio Broadcast
But if the New York broadcaster
then takes his carrier off the air, and you let
fault.)

your receiver alone, there is silence. You
have to bring up your amplification in order
This has an important bearing on the problem of running down heterodyne interference
when it does occur. The only receiver which
can be safely used in such work is one which
a

a positive identification, and you feel inclined
for the cause, dispatch a telegram
to the party of the first part who has gone off the air.

do that much

The next

best thing is to write a letter.
the intensity and wavelength (frequency)
controls of your set are not perfectly free from interaction, or if you are not confident that your set
5.

to hear Chicago.

has

make
to

volume control independent of the
If the tuning and

frequency adjustments.

intensity controls are electrically interlinked,
I
should say that the receiver is worthless

tunes very sharply, you can be of greatest service by
Your testimony
staying out of the controversy.
will only confuse the issue.

Of course, if you have a set accurately
calibrated in kilocycles, it may be permissible
to try to determine the actual frequencies of
the

for detective equipment.
If you are near one of the

If

stations

involved, but with ordinary
is not justified in testifying that

heterodyning
transmitters, you are not likely to be able to
identify the more distant one unless Number

equipment one

If the intertakes his carrier off the air.
ference is serious, and the transmission of the
station is properly monitored from a point
outside the studio, this is likely to be done.
The engineers are waking up to the fact that

quency-determining elements of the receiver
remained unchanged. Even this, of course,
is only a beginning, for Station Number
may have been off his wave. Once it has been
established, however, which stations have
been involved, it is usually possible to clear up
the situation for the time being, and the accu-

i

they can best solve their station-interference
problems by direct action, by exchange of
telegrams between the broadcasters involved,
The telegraph
as soon as the trouble starts.

companies are generally willing to give priority
to such messages.

It is

preferable to take the

carrier off the air for a few minutes, for the
purpose of identifying the interfering station,

and to send him a telegram explaining the
than

Station

Number

2

length of Station

was actually on the wave-

Number

i

unless the fre-

i

rate calibration of their frequency indicators
must be left to the Federal radio supervisors.

The

:

necessity of instructing the sieners in
the above procedure, if they are to be of service
in these situations, was brought home to me by

a

recent

l

incident.

home when one

I

was

listening

my

at

of the stations in which

I

am

con-

interested developed heterodyne interference

and to allow the program
to be hashed up, in greater or less degree, for
the entire evening.

Program complications
early in the evening.
made it inadvisable to interrupt the service

situation, rather
dition to continue

to

suffer

the

customary, when shutting down for
this purpose, to take the listeners into one's
confidence and to solicit their aid, for, with
the great natural variations in receiving conditions, quite possibly some outsider will be
able to do the job better than the one or two
It

is

members of the station personnel engaged in
down the trouble. The purpose of this
article is to give listeners some data which will
make their testimony reliable in this regard.
The rules of the game may be summarized

chasing

as follows:
1.

When

the announcement goes out, tune your
wavelength of the local broad-

set precisely to the

who complains of the interference. This can
usually be done in the few remaining seconds of
transmission.
2.
If you are receiving on a loud speaker, change
to head telephones; your chances with the phones

caster

are obviously better.
When the carrier goes off the air, bring
3.
your volume control till the interfering station
Don't touch the frequency controls.
readable.
4.

If

you are

able,

up
is

under these conditions, to

later, so I telephoned immediately and had
the carrier taken off the air for four minutes.
Before these instructions could be carried out
the interfering station shifted his wavelength,
and the beat-note ceased. It was too late to
I
cancel the order, and the carrier went off.
listened on the chance that the distant station
might come in again during the four-minute
period of observation, but heard nothing
except two extremely distant transmitters
heterodyning each other, and a spark station
in the English Channel.
As soon as the
carrier went back on the air, Dr. Alfred N.
Goldsmith telephoned me to say that he also
had heard nothing to indicate that any one
was on our wavelength, and that on his

specially calibrated super-heterodyne both of
the out-of-town stations which occasionally

on their assigned frequenDr. Goldsmith is the chief broadcast
engineer of the largest radio company in

clash with us were
cies.

the world, and has been making precision
measurements in radio for about fifteen years,
so that what he says must be accepted as ex

As the Broadcaster Sees
cathedra.

But

a

considerable

number

hope, but in the not infrequent
case where three transmitters are involved,
one can do little but sit back and stand the
other, there

is

Generally, when one carrier is taken off
the air, the remaining two beat with each
other to such a degree that the announcements
gaff.

The only thing
that a broadcaster in this situation could do

of neither can be understood.

own wavelength and get
But that is reprehensible,
for if individuals start taking the law or the
wavelength into their own hands in this way,
would be to

shift his

them both.

clear of

As the

of

X

and Y,
the two transmitters with which we sometimes have difficulty, were on our wavelength.
We know that at this particular time X and Y
were innocent. Clearly our well-meaning
informants were wrong in their conclusions.
As long as only two stations heterodyne each
listeners notified the station that

the present difficulties of ether congestion will
become aggravated to the point of chaos.
Such a remedy is worse, in the long run, than

our

It
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valiant colonel

swung

his

sword

close

denunciation, we
rowed several boat-lengths upstream before

to

nose

during this

asking:

"Has the King of Kustania no chorus
own dominions?"

girls

in his

"He

has," explained the colonel, "but his
is exotic, like that of a
hunter, who praises the stations of every

DX

taste in that line

country but his own."

"Are you,

then, afflicted with broadcasting

stations, sir?"

we

inquired.

"Yes, indeed," answered Colonel Combust,
"and 1 predict with confidence that, after we
have defeated the enemy in this present war
over Tina, the next war between Euphratea
and Kustania will be brought about by the
broadcasting stations."

"What!" we

cried.

"We

understood that

broadcasting was to lead to universal peace,
the hearts of the Mongolians, Californians,
and Esthonians being softened by mutual
listening to

bedtime

stories,

lectures

on the

the disease. Communication and cooperation
between broadcasters should all be in the

dog-collar industry, and reports on measurements of the losses in No-Loss variable

direction of keeping every one on his assigned
If the stations will only stay put,
frequency.

condensers.

we

be able to say, as far as beat interfer-

shall

ence

is

concerned,

"The

rest

is

silence."

several

Who

Which in RadioColonel Combust

OUR

unmatched Euphratean army.

We

had

considerable
difficulty
catching up with
Colonel Combust, for the Euphratean forces
were just then retreating before the matchless

Kustanian army, a war having sprung up
between the two monarchies over a chorus

Thus an orderly

process would be substituted
for barbarous warfare. What could be sweeter
than to have the announcers die for their
countries, while other citizens continue to hug

and

recent trip abroad we carried
of introduction to Colonel
Combust, the Chief Signal Officer of

ON

countries being allowed and incited

to talk each other to death.

is

letters

the

Nay, more, we had worked out a

plan whereby all international disputes were
to be settled, not by citizens shedding each
other's blood, but by the announcers of the

beneficial

their girls

"Whose girls the announcers'?" interrupted the colonel with great interest.
"Announcers have no girls," we exclaimed
"The conjugal tie cannot long
impatiently.
unite two such verbose entities as a woman
and an announcer, and girls, realizing this

Finally the officer was located, standing
up to his mustache in a river, and waving his
sword to encourage the brave Euphrateans
who were swimming around him. Delivering
our letters through an orderly, we hove to in
girl.

our rowboat, waiting for a statement.

"We

shall

deceive the enemy," cried the

gallant colonel, "for the code our signal corps

operators send

is

absolutely unrecognizable,

even by ourselves. Therefore the cursed
Kustanians will be unable to discover our
designs, our arms will triumph, and the lovely
chorus girl Tina will be restored to the Euphratean "Follies," from which she was wantonly kidnapped by the King of Kustania, that
insolent pig!"

ike Lo<jt osciUdtetl like Hooper
<l
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fact,

wonderful," agreed the doughty

"Why not?" inquired Colonel Combust, undisturbed, as ever, at the prospect of another
war.
"The surrounding marshes will be

saying," we continued, "the

eternally grateful to any power which delivers
them from some of those Class A coffee-

do not waste

their time

on the gentlemen

of this trade."

"Nature

is

officer.

"As we were
announcers

will

perish,

but respectable real-

and clothing dealers will
continue to drink chocolate sodas and to roll
No longer will war ravage and
the bones.
impoverish countries. Such, at least, was my
And now you, Colonel,
plan and expectation.
tell me that the great nations of Euphratea
and Kustania are on the brink of another
war when they finish the present one over
a question of broadcasting stations! Oh,
tors, cheese-brokers,

Colonel

Such was our agitation that we stood up

in

the rowboat.
"You are
"Sit down," called the officer.
rocking the boat."
Indeed, the boat was oscillating like the
single-circuit receiver owned by the janitor's

We sat down.
boy.
"Nothing could be more natural," Colonel
Combust asserted. "The Euphratean engi-

little

having erected a 3-kilowatt station,
immediately the greasy Kustanians proceeded
Is not that a
to put up one of 10 kilowatts.
casus belli ? Shall we hesitate to defend
our national honor?"
"But, sir," we assured him, "does any one
doubt that three Euphratian kilowatts are
worth ten Kustanian kilowatts?"
neers

"Absolutely,"

cried

the

Colonel.

you should hear the modulation.
atrocity,

It

"But
is

an

The whole world should make war

on a country which permits such distortions
in the ether."

"Don't say that, Colonel! On that basis,
not the League of Nations attack Newark,
New Jersey, and stab it in the lower wave-

will

grinder broadcasters."
"
Besides," he continued, reverting to his
favorite subject of the disputes between

Euphratea and

hostile

its

neighbor,

"why

should Kustania have a broadcasting station
The miserable Kustanian goatherds
at all?
have no more valid use for such an apparatus
than a football player has for a brassiere."
"Are they deaf and dumb, then?" we asked.
"No," answered our informant, "although
You
it would be a blessing if they were.
should hear their so-called broadcasting.
speech! What asinine arguunadulterated drivel! Music
such as little children make on their drums
and fish-horns on Christmas! It is indescribOne must hear it. But, as you seem a
able.
well-meaning and moral young man, I pray
that you may be preserved from such an

What uncouth
ments! What

ordeal."

"Colonel, you speak exactly like one broadin my
caster about another in the same town

They

country.

refer to each other, recipro-

But this is a
cally, in such sweet terms.
conflict which we cannot resolve at the present
me, Colonel, would it not be
issue forth from this river
and have dinner with me in that town I see on
the horizon?"
"It would be bad tactics," answered the
immersed officer, regretfully. "We have
strategically placed our superb army in this
river because the despicable Kustanians have
But, such is their
60,000 more men .than we.
time.

So

tell

possible for

you to

fear of being washed, that they will not venThus
ture near a body of water of this size.

by remaining in the river we are carrying the
war to a glorious conclusion."

lengths?"

"The

sensation
control

imperious

of

Cannon,

physiologist

of

hunger,"
".

.

human

.

writes

may

the
take

actions."

A

human.

Hunger forced us to
take leave of the heroic Colonel Combust
and the other brave Euphrateans. When we
had rowed about fifty feet towards the shore
journalist

is

the Colonel hailed us.

you grant me a great favor?" he
Bring me back a ham sandwich and
a water-proof radio receiver."
"Why the radio receiver?" we asked.
"Would you not rather have two ham sandwiches?"
"No," answered the valiant soldier pile"Sir, will

called.

committees are iu

ciimouiicers

"
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them by

feet are cold, and
would warm
listening to the strains of 'Red Hot

Mamma'

broadcast nightly by 500 American

ously,

"my

It
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1

stations."

Unfortunately, when

we returned

the river

had frozen over from shore to shore, and no
sign remained of the great-hearted colonel and
his army.
Furthermore, the Kustanians beat
us up to within an inch of our lives for affordWe are proud,
ing assistance to the enemy.
therefore, to present to our readers this last
interview with Colonel Combust.
Requiescat
in pace

which, translated, means,

May

he

freeze in peace.

Why

Should Radio Appeal Only to
the Auditory Sense?

quotation with which we are now
about to grace this crude and materialistic department is ladled out from the

THE

daily sugarwater offering of a metropolitan
radio critic:
Deferring to the guest of honor's habitual aversion
to radio, broadcasting forces had tactfully concealed
the microphone among masses of flowers.
Their

sweet odor was infused into the words of the speakers, which transmitted with unusual clarity in spite
of the blossomy screen.

A sweet odor was infused into the words of
the speakers, ladies and gentlemen. Observe
that honeyed figure of speech.
However, this is not the time to make my
confessions in full.
What I started out to
develop was a speculation on the relation of
radio to the various senses of a human being,

by the above quotation. Is it
conceivable that odors will ever actually be
transmitted by radio?
It certainly is.
In
radio telephony we start with a microphone,
as suggested

which

sound

changes

waves

to

the

formed into

rest

is

easy.

In

and photographs are sent over the ocean. Anything
electrical fluctuations,

that can be translated into electrical energy
can be transmitted by radio.
Hence why not
smells?
The sense of smell involves the
chemical action of vapors, essences, gases, or
finely divided particles brought into contact
with special organs of sense, the olfactory
nerves.
All we have to do is to invent an
cell,
containing suitable
chemical reagents, which will generate proportionate and appropriate electrical impulses

olfactory-electric

a civet cat across

when exposed

tteworW

to vapors, essences, gases, or

finely divided particles
the rest is a cinch.

suspended

When

in air;

and

that

dingus is
invented and anything can be developed if
the Board of Directors will appropriate enough
money we shall be able to smell a civet cat or
a piece of frontage de brie across the world.
Oh, but that will be a glad day!
When will it dawn? No one who has given
due heed to the human mania for invention can

But when? Not
arrive.
For those who insist on figures,
am glad to estimate that its chances of
arriving within the present century are only
314 in 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000.
Our readers will recognize this proportion
immediately as being of about the same order

doubt that

it

will

immediately.
I

of magnitude as the probability of M. Leon
Trotzky voyaging to the United States to

address Congress and to become a master of

boy

scouts.

The second portion

electrical

the photoradiogram processes which have recently been
demonstrated, we allow light to impinge on a
photoelectric cell, the light waves are transimpulses;

smelling*

me

of this learned treatise

was engaged in some
work of a medical nature. It appears
that when a man dies the senses usually fail
occurred to

while

I

research

in the following order: smell and taste, sight,
The significance of this
touch, and hearing.
In the
to broadcast listeners is obvious,
physiological turmoil of dissolution,, when the
is no longer responsive to odors,
spectacles, and contacts, he can still
harken to his favorite broadcasting station.

individual
tastes,

He can

hear that, more or

less, until he blows
an assurance which
If any
should destroy the fear of death!
patron of broadcasting wishes, in gratitude,
to send me a check for $10,000, my address
may be obtained from the Editors.

up

entirely.

There

is

ON

"BIRTHDAY

this
number, RADIO
BROADCAST is three years old
and we are going to take this

WITH

opportunity of climbing to the
house top and shouting about ourselves.
During the remainder of the year, we will
be modest and hide our light under a
bushel, but on our birthday we should
have a bit more latitude.

We

that we are doing the job that
If this preout to do pretty well.
sumption is unwarranted, we invite you to
tell us wherein we have failed in order
that we may not appear to fail again. Our
job is not an easy one and we're human
just like you, and we not only can, but
sometimes do make mistakes. As a rule
our mistakes are brought home to us in
no uncertain terms, but there may be a
few we've made that you haven't told us
about.

we

feel

set

the last three years we have
been plugging along with ideals,
which, for a while, seemed like the pot of
These ideals
gold at the rainbow's end.
are approaching nearer to actuality all
the time. Our first and perhaps most

DURING

from your point of view is
important
a desire to present to our readers the best
ideal

technical information that.research makes
It is with considerable pride
available.

that

we

recall

having published the

first

on a transformer-coupled superheterodyne, and another article describing
article

various important experiments with the
It is significant to note that
"super."
literally hundreds of "supers" have been
described by other publications and that
we find our first set for home construction
is just about as good as any of the newer
types with the single exception of the
Hanscom super-heterodyne, and that receiver saw the light of day in our own pages.
There are other circuits we have described in the magazine during our short
three years of publication. The Knockout
series of receivers have been tremendously
well received by readers of the magazine
in practically every part of the world, and
if the letters which you, the reader, write
us, can be accepted as any indication, that
series is
lar.

becoming increasingly popu-

And

these receivers are popular,
a very definite

we feel, because they fill

fX
V

want among radio constructors. Our cri"
terion is Such a receiver and circuit must
be reliable and technically sound. It must
be helpful and useful to the radio constructor."
These requirements, we feel, our
construction articles have fulfilled.
And while we're on the subject of circuits, it is in order to say a word about
our attitude toward "trick circuits."
We never have and never will publish any
construction articles on trick circuits.
Our ideal is the publication of one extremely good "how to make it" article a
month. If it employs a new, but good
circuit
such as the two-tube super-

heterodyne we have up our sleeves for
If on
next month so much the better.
the other hand, no really new circuit is
found, a more satisfactory arrangement
of an old but good one is, as a rule, of real
value. In March of last year we published

an article entitled "The Truth About
Trick Circuits." One gentleman whose
circuit

was rather severely

article

brought

criticized in the

suit against

us in court

for $100,000 damages.
Fortunately for
decided in our
and
for
the
us,
jury
you
shall continue our policy of
favor.
telling the truth, even when it hurts.

We

A

we cannot

parting shot,
ASmentioning
the International

resist

Radio
Broadcast Tests which were conducted

for the second time last November.
a vote of thanks for your
cooperation in making them a success.

by us

To you we owe
And

they were more successful than anyFrom
thing of the kind ever attempted.
last year's experience we have learned
much which will make our work of preparation for next fall much more effective.
Everything considered, we have had a

fairly good and profitable time together
during our short friendship, and our plans

immediate future will, we trust,
meet with your entire approval. As an
example of some of our plans, we are glad
to announce that we are going to add eight
pages of text beginning with the June
magazine. We greatly appreciate your
friendly support and trust that our efforts
in the future will warrant its continuance.
for the

New

Fashions in Radio Programs

How the Present Trend of Radio Advertising Is Improving the Quality of
Broadcast Programs A New and More Intelligent Role for the Announcer
What the "Balanced Performance" Means to the Radio Listener

BY JAMES
BODY who

AY
ber.

As

C.

to a larger number of followers than any other
personality associated with radio.
Interesting things happened when the men
"
higher up at WEAF undertook to edit Roxie's"

has listened-in on the

knows that weary feeling which
sometimes steals upon the heart when
radio

the announcer reaches the next numfor the announcer, he is a man wor-

thy of kindly thoughts.

little

He must go through

in the year, announcing anything
up to a dozen numbers every night. And
he must endeavor to introduce each one in

He strives to make
himself interesting
every evening, and he
must attempt the
thing with the same
old tools.

in

We know

advance,

every

trick that he can play

we must listen
and hope for the best.
Only a brave man
would apply for the
job. There should be
a certain award in
yet

paradise

for

every

announcer.

Of all the announcers known to the radio public, the noted
"Roxie" has gained
the surest hold on

popular favor.

methods

is

the

His

.are dis-

tinctly personal
highly successful.

leading

and

He
man

own program
and probably known

of

his

So This

Is

For some time WEAF has

suspected that "Roxie's" monologues were
as well.
Therefore the blue
pencil went into his talk about the old folk
back home and the condition of Aunt Ma-

somewhat trying

an original way.
Some announcers are businesslike and crisp.
They stick to their subject. Others affect
the grand manner and cultivate theatrical
inflections of the voice.
Some others alas!
turn to humor. That is the most painful
method in the end. But whatever the method,
the announcer has one
of the hardest jobs in
business.

monologues.

believed that the endless repetition of announcements was trying on radio nerves. And WEAF

365 nights

the radio

YOUNG

tilda's health.

On one eventful Sunday night several
months ago "Roxie" out-did the most stilted
introduction

lowers

known

listened

A

to radio.

host of

fol-

and wondered and became
amazed. What was

the matter with
"Roxie"?

Advertising!

For some time, radio listeners in the eastern and central parts of the United States

have listened faithfully every Tuesday night
at nine to the entertainment given during

what was

called the Eveready Hour.
These
programs have differed from the usual run
of radio entertainment, for they have been

Next day

the papers told them.
He had been edited.

Immediately an almost unanimous protest poured in upon
WEAF, the greatest
expression of opinion
ever drawn from a ra-

And they
presented as a complete unit.
have been well done. The idea of making a
radio program follow one plan or idea for
several hours at a time is not new
WGY and
others have used it in the radio play, and

was plenty

wjz made some sporadic efforts along this
line with their "Spanish Night" and others.
Radio broadcasting is nothing more or less
than good showmanship, and as Mr. Young
points out, we cannot expect the announcer
to do constant marvels with an old bag of

be removed from

tricks.
The step in broadcast programs
which the author describes so interestingly
is a real forward and important one, we be-

One frequently hears the fear expressed that broadcast programs will eventually turn into nothing but constant and

lieve.

very insidious advertising, but it is our opinion that the natural adjustment of things
will prevent the overloading of the air with
advertising

EDITOR

that

is

objectionable.

THE

There

dio audience.
in

that

of static
It

protest.

a good
deal, demanding that
the editorial frown

spluttered

"Roxie's" copy.

WEAF

And

relented, with-

out even putting an
ear to the ground.
Such is the public
estimate of one an-

nouncer who has
caught

the

favor.

But he

popular
is

al-

most alone among a
multitude. For some
time it has been evident that radio must
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And

evolve a better method of presentation for its
programs.
It was this kind of reasoning that led to one
of the distinct innovations in radio, a dramatic
program presenting music and theme in a form
of continuity which holds many possibilities.
When radio was new somebody perceived the
need of a cue to what the programs meant,
and that brought in the announcer, of whom
great

were

things

required.

He

.has

the announcer in a large measure corres-

ponds to Mr. Bones. He is supposed to say
something clever whenever the show lags.
The Armistice Day program of last year for
the Eveready Hour was a notable example of
what can be done to brighten a radio performance.
The announcer made known in an
conversational

easy,

way

that

his

listeners

were to think of themselves as the men inside
"a sleeping stretch of tents, thousands of men

met

their rest.
The sun has just risen; the
guard has raised the flag and our slumbers are
broken by reveille, 'Oh, How
Hate to Get

the task well, but the continuous program,
built in dramatic sequence, will make his
work considerably easier for himself and the

at

listener.

Up

1

in the

Morning.'"

Here was a

Instead of bobbing up every ten minutes,
those in a class, he can make one an-

bit of rapid fire psychology at
The listener instinctively

like

its

nouncement in an hour and try to do it in
No tricks are
a humanly interesting fashion.
required, just a plain statement of what
should be a few pertinent facts. Then the
continuing theme must keep alive the interest

handed over his imagination to the entertainers
and let them do with it just about as they
This quality of imagination acpleased.
counts for a fair half of the success which
attends any program. And this is the way
the entertainers proceeded, a quick succession

created, constantly reminding the listener of
the general trend, but steadily developing the
performance as it is done in the theater, on

the screen

everywhere the drama has an

of voices

This, in fact,

in-

is

way

may

is

now opening

before us,

believe the evidence furnished

if

we

by one

broadcaster, responsible for the
performance known to a national radio audsuccessful

.

ience as the Eveready Hour.
Promptly at
nine o'clock each Tuesday night the entertainers in this group take over the air as conFor the next
trolled by WEAF in New York.

hour, some millions of Americans are entertained in a way distinctly new to radio.
WEAF transmits the program to ten other

WCAE, WGR, WEEI, WEAR, wcco,
wwj, woe, WSAI, and WJAR. And for sixty
stations, WFI,

intensive minutes an invisible audience equal
to the population of many nations may enjoy
a real radio drama.

SOMETHING GOOD DOING EVERY MINUTE

HOW
that
The

first

the thing done? The answer to
question goes back a little way.
attempt grew from an acute sense of

is

the elements lacking in a typical program,
which too often has reached the point where
the old minstrel show wound up. No matter
how clever Mr. Bones might be, it was not
possible for him to continue longer than he did.

familiar to a large

"1234the

number

of listeners:

1234",

company is formed."
ever in the army, or whoever had
a friend in the ranks, or who even knew anything about the war, must be beguiled by that
kind of introduction. -Then the Captain
.

.

.

Sir,

Any man

tion.

That stage

:

'Ten-shun!
Sergeant: "Fall in!
Right
Dress!
Front Count off."
Then the other voices came into play in a

the true radio drama
and not a hybrid adaptation such as the readRadio has developed every
ing of a play.
means of expression peculiar to itself and it is
thoroughly reasonable to suppose that its own
kind of drama will be the next step in evolu-

fluence.

quickest.

%

speaks:
"Sergeant, after mess march the company
to the Y hut.
There will not be any drill this
morning. The Eveready entertainers have
come to camp and they will put on a show
this morning.
That's all, sergeant."
This was getting over the difficult business
of introduction in a way to please and charm
and not once to jar the senses. Next came the
assembled voices in the supposed Y hut, evoking memories of 1917, when the world seemed
as if it might be going to pot. After a period of
singing, the announcer speaks again, but he

has become a monologist by this time and we
feel friendly toward him instead of wishing
that he would get through once and for all and
keep quiet. This is what he says:
"We've come to the day when tin hats have
been issued and the boys are laying bets
that they will

sail

on the transport.

soon.

There

They
isn't

win.

much

We're
noise

permitted as the big hulk creeps out of Hoboken in the blackness of early morning, but
many of the uniformed passengers feel like
And they do sing, just about whatsinging."

New
ever

they

like-

"Good

"Over There," and

"'Till

Fashions

in

Broadway,"
Meet Again."

Bye,

We

a listener could resist a tug at the heart
that last song died out he would be a
But it has not been
strange sort of American.
recorded that anybody failed to keep spiritual
company with the transport on its eventful
way. Then comes France: danger, war, and
If

when

At the end, "Flanders Fields"
declaimed to music, and taps sounded.
death.

is

UNITY AND INTEREST FOR THE PERFORMANCE
an excellent example of the condramatic performance by radio.
the same kind of vehicle that once was
is

THAT
tinuous
It

is

used to carry along the old variety show when
it began to emerge from a number of disjointed
became vaudeville.
acts, which afterward
Although vaudeville is a reversion, in a measure,

it is

a performance requiring no interpre-

by announcement. Even the boy who
used to come out and change the signs has
disappeared, and now an electrical device
supplies the information that the next act
will be the performing seals.
Although radio has not offered us the seals
as yet
at least, not under that description
there is a wide field of development possible
by the adoption of the continuous theme.
The idea was not wholly original with the
group of entertainers who have scored so
tation

Radio Programs
this means, but they at least
with more definitely successful
results than any other group.
Therefore they

by

successfully

have

utilized

it

must receive recognition
along with the

men

for

their

efforts,

in

charge.
There is virtually no limitation on what may
be done with the dramatic theme by radio.
Another of the Eveready Hours was devoted
to a performance described as the Age of Man
program. This choice arose from the wish to
present a program of old songs in a new way,
attempting to escape from the boresome device
of an announcer with trembling voice who
talked about the days down on the farm.
That sort of introduction is particularly bad
when the announcer speaks about a farm with

the intimate acquaintance of a native New
In this case the introduction was
Yorker.
managed to the accompaniment of a piano and
all

violin playing a lullaby,

oped into

"

which swiftly devel-

Rock-a-Bye, Baby."

CLEVER THEATRICAL MECHANICS
IS not an easy matter to prepare the mind
a radio audience in something like two

ITof

minutes for such a song as "Rock-a-Bye,
Baby." Everybody in America has heard
that lullaby so often at
it

must be particularly

all stages of life, that
well rendered to hold

the attention.
It cannot be literally thrown
at an audience, as so many songs are tossed

MEMBERS OF THE RADIO ENTERTAINERS
They are: Left to right, seated: Charles Harrison, tenor; Beulah
Young, soprano; Rose Bryant, contralto; Wilfred Glenn, baritone; all of the Eveready Mixed Quartet; standing beside Mr. Harrison, Graham McNamee, announcer; standing behind Mr. Harrison, A. J. Klein, noted
African hunter; standing to Mr. Glenn's right Edward Berge, pianist; Alex Hackel, violinist, and Jacque de
Others are chorus singers selected from the New York Oratorio Society
Pool, cellist, of the Eveready Trio.
and extra orchestral players
Grouped during a

typical

Eveready Hour.
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Christiansen was on the dock
explorer arrived and the story he
Beebe afterward constituted a rattling

those islands.

through the ether. "Rock-a-Bye, Baby" requires gentle treatment and a sympathetic

when the

mood.

told

Well, this particular evening of old songs
was pronounced one of the biggest things
done in radio entertaining for months. A response from far and near showed that the
program landed in the psychological center

in the explorer's book about
those islands. All of that explanation was
packed into a few sentences by the announcer,
who then turned over the air to Christiansen,
and let him speak for himself. He was the
sort of man fully capable of that effort and

This program progressed
from its opening number with such music as
Brahm's "Cra-

of the public favor.

good chapter

proceeded along this

line:

SOMETHING DECIDEDLY NEW

dle Song," grad-

W

ually advancing

through the
songs of boyhood, youth,
and the court-

>

l

suppose

the story begins

when

I

signed

up with the

ing age. Then
the songs went
on to the suc-

ceeding

ELL

bark Alexander,
down on the
other side of the

stages

and what
obviously must
be the last

world.

That

was at
castle,

New-

Home, Sweet
Home.

South Wales,

of

life

Still

Australia.

in

The

Alexander was
loaded with a

another

successful

New

pro-

gram was made
up of sea songs,

cargo of

a class of musi-

ward across the

cal

coal

bound eastPacific for

composi-

Pa-

tion especially

nama. She car-

suited for radio
because of the

ried a captain,

long lilt to the
melodies, which

and sixteen of
us men."

seem to slip
onto the ethereal waves with
a genius all their

own.

A depar-

mate, cook,

Now
The "sea-going"
lost

RED CHRISTIANSEN
driver of New York whose

adventures in the
islands of the Pacific were seized upon as material for one presentation of a new type of radio program
taxi

further
afield brought before the microphone one Martin Christiansen, able seaman turned taxi driver.

ture

still

And the announcer made known that Christiansen literally was going to tell "the story of his
Of course, he did not express the matter
life."
just that way. Instead, he explained that some

time before/ Christiansen was sitting on the
box of his cab in New York, reading a morning
paper, when he chanced to see in the news
that William Beebe was homeward bound
from the Galapagos Islands, one of the lost
places of the Pacific.
Christiansen read that item and rushed
down to the dock so that he might greet the

only

man

he had ever heard about

who knew

almost

in
has
wanted to be a

every boy

the

world

sailor

and prac-

every girl
sweetheart would run
away, as he threatened, because she refused his
manly hand. The appeal of the sea is universal.
It is probable that no other class of fiction ever
If Chriswritten is read by so many people.
tiansen's introduction of his story had appeared upon the printed page, instinctively we
tically

has feared that her

first

would have moved a little closer to the light
and have settled down for an evening's joy.
That is what happened with the radio

Who can imagine a man telling us
about sailing on a trip like that, without every
poor landlubber lending eager ear? Christiansen was better than a passable story teller.
He went on in this strain:
audience.

SCENES

IN

THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

islands of the Pacific, which \\illiam Beebe, the noted explorer and scientist,
A taxi driver in New York, who had been a sailor shipwrecked on the islands
investigated some years ago.
his experiences there.
Broadcasting programs of a high order are
appeared on a radio program and described
"
tending toward better unity and the Explorer's Night Program" in which Mr. Christiansen took part from
WEAF and connected stations was one of this new type. The center cut shows a giant marine lizard which
The upper left picture
exists only in the Galapagos Islands.
It lives in the sea and is about five feet long.
shows specimens from the sea being gathered from the yard-arm of the exploring ship. The upper right
photograph shows a huge boa constrictor caught near the Islands. The lower left picture is of a giant
marine lizard feeding in the surf. The lower right shows a Hoatzin fledgling, the missing link between the

Often called the

lost

lizard

and the bird

Radio Broadcast
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had been living in a sailor's boarding
The day we
house, run by Nellie Simonds.
shipped, Nellie rowed out in the bay and
brought some refreshments along as a parting
don't mind telling you that her brand
gift.
I

I

made

a bigger hit with us than
the stuff we had to drink before we got through
that voyage. As the tug took hold and started

of refreshments

off,

we sang

to her

and she sang back.

It

was

a happy send-off."

That immediately opened the way

for the

quartette to sing one of those good-bye songs,
and the quartette performed in fine fettle.
Then Christiansen went on again. Before he
stopped talking, there was hardly a radio ear
in some thousands of miles that was not

aquiver with his story about those forsaken
islands and the things that happened there.
It was such a yarn as Stevenson would have

A listener could experience for
the heartache, thirst, and peril that
went into the sailor's adventures. In the end,
it was pleasant to know that he had adopted
liked to spin.

himself

all

the comparitively easy and safe pursuit of driving a New York taxicab, although many men
of a less eventful past might call that high

adventure.
The Christiansen story was a new endeavor
in many ways, and received wide recognition
from the press.

THIS

IS

ADVERTISING

WHO

would ever undertake, let us say,
to link the yarn of a sailor's adventures

with advertising?

And

the Eveready

Hour

entertainers, of course, represent the idea of
Here is a development
selling by publicity.

so broad that the possibilities cannot be even

EXCELLENT CLASSICAL MUSIC
which consists of Wilfred Glenn (left), baritone;
given during the Eveready Hour by the Mixed Quartette,
Rose Bryant, contralto; Beulah Young, soprano; Charles Harrison, tenor, Tom Grisselle. During the
week by this organization, each is a complete entity.
specially arranged hour of entertainment, given each
The program by this group and others of the organization is part of a completely balanced program which has
been well received by the listeners
Is

New

Fashions

in

We

estimated.
may conceive of a new expedition to the pole so that the explorer shall
describe to us how comfortable he was in some
particular brand of knit underwear, while he
drank a special blend of tea and munched upon

Radio Programs
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At a moment when the country is enjoying
a broad prosperity, radio advertising would
seem to have entered upon a period of development that will surpass anything ever known.
The experiences of the automobile industry
and the movies are being repeated anew. All

a soda cracker of national reputation.
Whatever are the developments in

of these considerations

for us, the established fact

terest the radio user.

tale

of perilous

deeds

in

store
that a sailor's

is

far

places

makes

mighty interesting material for a radio program. This is a far step from the day not
long past

known

when the only kind

to radio

was the

sort

of discourse

the advisability of accumulating enough for
old age by smoking one cigar less every day.
Nobody will fall out with the wisdom of that
it hardly was entertainment.
There has been no perceptible diminution in
the consumption of cigars nor any appreciable
gain in the total of savings from the thousands of

such lectures forced upon the ear of the nation.
But if we know the human heart at all, we
cannot doubt that Christiansen's yarn will be
talked about around uncounted firesides for
many months. It was the kind of tale to
make everybody huddle closer to the hickory
and bless their
log or even the radiator
stars that those islands with the terrible name
are so far away.
By association, those who
heard the story at first hand will long think of
it as a part of the
Eveready Hour program.
And the programs just as inevitably are associated with national 'advertising of the wares
behind them.

ment

is

or may not inhe seems to care

the quality of entertain-

amusement. Certainly
that quality grows better every day and the
element of originality introduced by the entertainers in question, under the immediate
direction of Paul F. Stacy, suggests a means
offered for his

'

which dealt with

discourse, but

about principally

may
What

of enlivening the radio program for the benefit
of everybody.

The day evidently is not far removed when
the typical radio program will cease being its
present jumble of odds and, ends put together
on the general pattern of Joseph's coat. We
may expect a balanced performance, to use a
theatrical term, and it is not improbable that
an entire evening's entertainment will be presented by the medium outlined.
It should be
possible to arrange such a program so as to
encompass a wide variety and still preserve

the theme of continuity. A theatrical setting
of the kind suggested on the transport and the
canteen would be easily adaptable to lengthy
.

performances. One of the first dramatic
principles holds that the continuity of time,

and action best assures command of

place,

attention.

Whatever the ethics of the case,
beyond dispute that radio advertising has

Whether this development be great or small,
the radio audience of America at least may be
thankful to the Everyeady Hour entertainers
for introducing a device to help out the hard
working announcer. Poor fellow, he has
labored nobly, turning phrases around, trying

increased greatly within recent months.
It
is in a fair way to
equal the power of the
accepted advertising in newspapers and magazines.
So far it usually has taken the indirect form.
But the appeal is none the less

be humorous and grave, and otherwise
:
experimenting with the tools in his kit. Although there may be nothing distinctly new
beneath the sun, it is certain that the continuous dramatic theme for radio programs is

direct, we may be assured by the large
of concerns turning to this method.

a decidedly fresh and pleasant departure "on
the air."

Such considerations lead naturally to the
oft discussed problem of where advertising
legitimately stops

or begins

in

radio broad-

casting.
it is

number

to

......

:..-

M ARGON
GUGLIELMO
which will appear in an

I

has written an

early number.

artic-le

He

for

writes,

RADIO BROADCAST
:

of his recent

experi-'^'

with radio transmission by His
and aboard
ments,
England,
famous "beam system". Signor Marconi firmly believes that beam transmission
of radio energy on very short wavelengths is a general development that is now
upon us. This article is the first that Signor Marconi has published in America
in

describing

his yacht,

at sea,

what he

believes

is

a revolution

in radio transmission.

Do Weather

Conditions Influence

Radio?
A New

Theory, Advanced by a Climatologist, Tending
That Atmospheric "Highs" and "Lows" and
Other Weather Phenomena Affect Receiving Conditions

to Prove

BY EUGENE VAN CLEEF
Ohio State University

IS certainly not uncommon to hear radio
"
enthusiasts say,
couldn't get much last

because of the influence of shifting atmospheric
pressure areas known technically as Cyclones
and Anti-Cyclones. In the cyclone, the air in
general blows spirally inward, upward, and
in counter-clockwise fashion.
In the anticyclone, the air blows spirally downward,
outward, and in a

I

much

static," or "Bad night
couldn't get a thing from the
west and just a few eastern stations," or again,
"Can't expect results to-night, too rainy."
Correct as the reports

too

ITnight,night,
last

may

be as far as ac-

tual poor reception

concerned, the diagnoses are not always
true.

This

is

because

the average person

clockwise

Talk
T"*HQSE
*

tried

Minus Facts

area

interested in radio have for years
the factors which in-

to find out

with

fluence the radiation and reception of radio
waves. There have been a number of theories

the mechanics of the
circulation of the

adduced to explain the sometimes peculiar
variation of the signals.
Probably best

unacquainted

atmosphere.

knows

that

is

He
the

weather changes, but
does

not appreciate
fully the direction of
these changes and the
part

which

atmos-

pheric pressure plays
in our daily weather.
is

Weather, of course,
local at any given

time. One could well
say that weather
travels, and the

weather which a given
city west of us has
to-day, may be the
kind of weather we
shall have within the

known

of such theories is the Heaviside layer
theory, which, very briefly, assumes that the
various ionized layers of the upper atmos-

phere refract, absorb, or aid the waves in their
RADIOBROADCAST does not assume
passage.
responsibility for

his findings

actually

is

twenty-four

to

seem to

fit

the case.

in
It

very well with what
is quite possible that

atmospheric conditions have a definite and
yet unexplained relation to the variations in
It may be, too, that
the Heaviside layer.
the findings of this experimenter can be put
with the conclusions of other experimenters
and relations between phenomena as yet unknown may be seen. At least, the author
has done a genuinely good piece of work.
Those who have similar access to national
weather information should be very much
interested in continuing and checking these
conclusions.

next

Mr. Van Cleef's conclusions

that weather conditions definitely affect radio
conditions, but we should like to observe that

THE EDITOR

thirty-six hours. This
suggests that a certain

brand of weather is not universal at a given
time of day or night, but that there may be
a radical difference in the state of the weather
at the broadcasting station and that where the
receiving instrument is located.
The weather in the United States changes

direction.

neither

In

is

is

pressure

movement
The dia-

the

violent.

meters of the storms
may be anywhere
from 400 to
500
i

These pressure
areas are not always
symmetrical in form
and consequently
miles.

their

diameters

vary

along a dozen

may

different radii.

These storms travel
across

the

States

in

United
a

general
easterly direction, entering the United
States either from the

southwest, west, or
northwest and leaving by way of the
Atlantic coast, but

most often by the St.
Lawrence river valley.

In the

autumn

months,

September
to November, hurricanes and violent
cyclones,

may

the United States from the southeast

enter
in

the

vicinity of Florida, penetrate at times' as far
as the Galveston coast of the Gulf of Mexico,

and

then following the customary paths
The
across the eastern half of the country.
hurricane

is

the exception and not the rule.

Do Weather

Conditions Influence Radio?
line

which passes through

all

points having the

same atmospheric pressure, i.e., through all
points where the barometer reads the same.

CYCLONES
V-*

and anti-cyclones pass across
the country approximately every three
to four days, varying in frequency with the
season of the year. They always occur alterTwo high pressure areas (antinately.

The

cyclones) or two low pressure areas (cyclones)
never succeed each other. "Lows" and

ture content of the

"Highs," as they are named on the weather
map, always alternate. Meteorologists have
studied the variety of weather associated with
these pressure centers, and through the agency
of the United States Weather Bureau, the
forecasting of the passing weather has attained
a fair degree of accuracy.
In general, it may be said, that cloudy,
rainy, or snowy weather and moderate to high
temperatures are the accompaniment of Lows,

while clear and cool to

very cold weather
accompanies Highs. There are exceptions to
both of these assertions, but they are not

Now, a striking feature of these
pressure areas lies in the variation of their
respective intensities as revealed by the
arrangement of their Isobars. An isobar is a
many.

isobars tend toward a concentric arrangement. In an ideal pressure center they would
be absolutely concentric. Irregularities in
their course may be due to many reasons, such
as temperature differences, variations in moisair, topography, and so on.

DO WEATHER CONDITIONS INFLUENCE RADIO
RECEPTION?

IT

OCCURRED

to the writer when he
heard statements referring to the weather
and radio reception, such as are quoted at the
1

beginning of this discussion, that their logic
was frequently faulty. It seemed that with
broadcasting and receiving stations oftentimes 500 to 1000 miles apart, the local
weather conditions at the receiving station
could not have much influence on reception,
unless the same conditions prevailed over all
the country between the two stations. Such
uniformity in weather is not common. Therefore, to ascribe poor receptivity to the local
weather could not be an accurate analysis.
Furthermore, it was true that occasionally

ment of Agriculture

DAILY WEATHER

OTES
, 76th meridian time.
Air pressure reduced to vea level
ISOBARS, (continuous lines) paas through points of

ERMS (dotted lines) pass through point* of
equal temperature; drawn for every 10*
clear
partly cloudy
snow
rain
cloudy
report missing
Arrows fly with the wind.
SHADED AREA shows precipitation of 0.01 inchor
more during last 24 hours
Wind Velocities of less than 10 miles an hour, and amounu
of precipitation of less than 0.01 inch, are not published

Symbols indicate state of weather

O

9

A TYPICAL

WEATHER MAP OF THE UNITED STATES

According to the theory advanced by the
clearly the alternating "Highs" and "Lows."
author, radio reception in a low pressure area tends to be somewhat weaker than in a high pressure zone of

Which shows

corresponding intensity

Radio Broadcast
reception was
good, although the association of the two facts
It
at such times was entirely overlooked.
seems to be a common trait among most of us
to analyze and criticise rather thoroughly
when things go wrong but to take matters for

when the weather was "bad,"

granted when

we

The

ly

follow:
1.

are enjoying results which

seem to us to be wholly normal.

best.

The

3.

The more

4.

6.

Low

pressure area tends to be
in a High of correspond-

Reception is weaker when the transmitted
waves cross from one pressure area into another
than when they travel only within one area.

The

strength of reception for any station is a
factor of both its location within a pressure area

and

its position with respect to the broadcasting station.

RADIO CONDITIONS

neutrodyne set was used, with
antenna about 125 feet long,
and about 30 feet. from the ground. The

in a

conditions, fading

ing intensity.
5.

isobars.

AFlVE-tube
an outside

Reception

Under these

somewhat weaker than

of air in

NEW THEORIES FOR

nearly the transmitted waves approach parallelism with the isobars, the weaker

the reception.
occurs.

in ;type,

High and Low pressures. Observations were made to determine whether any
there
su^h relationship might exist, or whether
could be a relation between the strength and
clarity of reception, and the arrangement of

steeper the isobaric gradient (that is, the
closer the isobars to each other) the stronger
the reception.

casting involves the transmission of electromagnetic waves, a wave motion transverse

there might be a definite relation
between such transmission and the circulation

If a line connecting the receiving station with
the broadcasting station crosses the intervening isobars at right angles, reception is at its

2.

situation just noted led to an investi-

gation, which has thus far revealed some striking conclusions. ;lt seems that since broad-

of the antenna was almost exactnortheast-southwest.
The observations

direction

7.

"Bad weather" does not affect reception, excepting as it may be the index of an unfavorable pressure distribution.

AN IDEAL WEATHER MAP
Drawn

show the relation of the strength and clarity of reception to the angle between the direction of
transmission and the isobars. An isobar is a line which passes through all points whose barometric pressure
is

to

the same.

The arrows on

the

one of the

map

indicate the direction from which broadcast signals were received during
made at the author's station in Columbus, Ohio

tests

Do Weather
8.

Reception can be as good
as in good weather
is

9.

if

in

Conditions Influence Radio?
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"bad weather"

the pressure distribution

right.

Temperature does
excepting as

it

not

may

influence

reception,

be the index of pressure

distribution as follows:
(a)

Reception

is

better in winter than in

summer because

the cyclones and anticyclones are more intense in the winter
period.
(b)

Reception

is

better

when temperatures

when

high, because low
temperatures usually indicate intensive
High pressure areas, that is, areas with

are low than

steep isobaric gradients.
(c)

Low

temperatures accompanying poorly

defined
10.

High pressure areas make

ception poor.
Shallow or flat pressure areas result in

re-

much

static-noise in the receiver.

HOW

WITH

CONDITIONS CAN BE FORECAST
the above observations well

de-

fined, the question which quite naturally arises is, Can the strength and clarity of

The answer is, "Yes!"
can be forecast with the same degree of
accuracy as the weather, but hardly with any
greater degree.
Forecasting the weather dereception be forecast?
It

pends upon a knowledge of the movements of
cyclones and anti-cyclones and their peculiarities in various seasons of

the year.

Forecast-

ing radio reception, assuming no interference

Underwood & Underwood

THE NETHOSCOPE
Used by the Weather Bureau to aid in predicting the
weather. Simplified, the apparatus is a black
mirror and is used to determine the direction and
velocity of clouds

by regenerative sets or the like, is dependent
likewise upon a knowledge of the movements
of the same pressure areas.
However it involves not the forecasting of the probable state
of the weather at the
station
but
concerned,
only the prognostication
of the
arrangement of
the isobars between the

respective

receiving

and

broadcasting stations, and
the probable steepness of
the isobaric gradients.
By such forecasts, much
may be saved to the
people.

One may know

the futility of trying
get

certain

stations

to

on

nights and save
power, time and nervous
Sets may not be
energy.

given

blamed

for

poor service

when pressure
Underwood & Underwood

WEATHER FORECASTING APPARATUS
According to the results of the experiments of the author, when weather
conditions are accurately known and compared with radio transmission
and reception phenomena, it is probable that much may be discovered
about the mysteries of freak radio signals. The device shown in the

photograph records the direction and velocity of the wind

conditions

are the cause; and broad-

casters

may

criticised

for

not
failure

be
to

speak plainly or loudly
enough, or in general because of lack of efficiency,

Radio Broadcast
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when

as a matter of fact they are performing

properly and well.

Another phase to this problem, not yet
worked out, involves the relation between the
power required to send the waves and a
adjustment with respect to the
atmospheric pressure. We know there is
some relation to sunshine, for during the
possible

daytime one can not receive over great distances, unless the sky is clouded the entire
distance.
So there may be a correspondence
between the wave motion itself and the air
pressure, which if learned, would reduce the

amount of power required

how DO
vou
KNOW

I

for

wave

trans-

mission and perhaps in still other ways wholly
revolutionize broadcasting.

o

CALIFORM/A,

OBSERVATIONS ON THE RADIO

LIFE.'

California on the loud speaker

NO. 2

the star of approval, which appears in RADIO
advertising, means "Approved by Radio Broadcast
Laboratory." Although this certification means a great deal
to those advertisers whose copy bears this mark of approval, it
does not necessarily discriminate against the copy not so marked.
In placing this sign of approval in our advertising pages, several
issues are considered.
It is far from humanly possible for us to test
each item advertised by every manufacturer and still do the great
amount of development work which has proved so valuable to our readers.
Where we have sufficient knowledge of a manufacturer's products
and his business standing, we place our Star on his copy with the assurance that, if the customer is not satisfied, the manufacturer will refund
his money. In case a manufacturer develops a questionable device we
always request that samples be submitted for our inspection. Advertisers with whose products we are not thoroughly familiar are required
to submit samples before receiving the Star.
The meaning of the Star however, is not thus limited, for, added to
the approval, which is advantageous to the manufacturers, we are not
overlooking the prospective customers. A reader seeing the Star should
not necessarily draw the inference that here is a product better than any
other.
It does, however, mean to the reader that he will either get
satisfaction or his money back.
In placing .the Star in advertising, we
The
are assuring the reader of our confidence in these manufacturers.
omission of the Star indicates that we have not had the opportunity
to become thoroughly familiar with the products advertised.
The fact
that advertising appears in our pages at all indicates that we consider

BROADCAST

PRIMARILY

it

reliable.

In placing our approval on apparatus submitted for test we have no
Our approval
intention of causing friction by unfair discrimination.
does not in any way indicate that we assume that the products of those
advertisers are perfect. What it does mean is that the manufacturer has
satisfactorily met the claims he is making for such apparatus and that
In passing
he supports his claims with a "money-back" guarantee.

on the apparatus

manner, we must necessarily take its selling
and so the Star is an assurance that one will get

in this

price into consideration

value on his investment.
"Approved by Radio Broadcast Laboratory" gives the purchaser
assurance that he is buying the product of a reliable manufacturer and
that he can in this way feel certain of getting reasonably satisfactory
results.
Its purpose is to boost the legitimate and honest manufacturer.
It is our intention to extend our present plans to the point where RADIO
BROADCAST will carry no advertising where the apparatus has not actually been tested in our laboratory.
full

How

to Solder

BY WILLIAM
THE

uninitiated, the art of soldering appears to be something which
only the most expert workman can do.

TO

It appears to be a talent which the
novice can hope to acquire only with years of
It may be an art, but it is an easy
practise.
art, and one which even some of the most in-

expert of our radio builders have conquered,
to the great improvement of the sets they
build.

There is just one fundamental rule in successful soldering, and that is cleanliness. This
does not necessarily mean that the man doing
the work must have on a clean collar and his
hands must be manicured; but it does mean
that he must see that the soldering iron has a
clean collar of solder and that the surfaces to
be soldered are manicured.
Seriously, though, soldering is easy, once the

CROSBY

F.

The next step is the consideration of the
Many constructors are
soldering iron itself.
using gas heated irons with varying degrees
of success, but once

let

man

a

use an electric

soldering iron and he will never make further
use of the gas range. These irons may be

many sizes and shapes and some of
them have interchangeable points. With this

secured in

type of iron it is possible to secure a fine point
for small work, a curved point for the inac-

heavy point for the
the open. The writer
is of the opinion that the fine pointed iron is
It is
the best for all around radio work.
satisfactory for coarse soldering and also for
the finer work and if a little care is exercised

cessible places or a blunt,

work which

is

more

in

importance of having

in wiring the set, there is no reason why every
connection cannot be reached. Of course the
inside wires should be placed first and the
work carried on so that the outermost wires

realized.

come

everything clean is
Solder will positively not stick to a
If one
surface which is oily or corroded.
part is clean and the other dirty, the solder
will stick to the clean surface but not to the

you do not

believe this just try it
and see. Fully half of those who have
trouble with soldering because the surfaces
dirty.

If

not stick, or the solder drops off, have not
realized that a clean surface is the first essential.

will

last.

"TINNING" THE IRON
f~^

ENERALLY

a

new

soldering iron

is

not

^-* "tinned." In other words the surface
is coppery all over and, in passing, it might be
just as well to point out that soldering "irons"
are not iron at all but "copper," for it seems

to conduct and hold the heat better.
Now suppose we want to "tin" a new iron.

The

first thing to do, of course, is to get it hot,
Usunot red hot, and not cherry red either.
ally a good test is to have a small can of soldering paste handy and dip the point of the iron
When the iron is
in this from time to time.

sufficiently

hot,

the paste will sputter

in

a

good lively fashion and after a little experience
you will be able to tell at just what point the
soldering

is

easiest.

iron is properly heated
the next step is to plunge the end briefly into
Before this is
the can of soldering paste.
entirely burned off, solder should be applied to
the end of the iron and then rubbed over the

Assuming that the

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG.

I

The soldering iron should always be shinily clean.
The burned coating which collects on the working
surface of a gas iron can be removed with a flat file
When using the file,
as shown in the photograph.
the solderer should push it away from him and lift
the file from the surface on the return motion

It is surprising to obpoint with a soft rag.
serve the ease with which this is made to
adhere, provided, of course, the point is

clean.

treated

The whole end of
in this manner

the iron should be
tinned
it
is

until

Make sure that the rag is
doubled back and forth several times so that
completely.

How

to Solder
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WHAT SOLDER TO USE

'"THERE

are

many

different kinds of solder

*

on the market, but it is generally conceded among radio men that good resin core
solder is the best for all around work.
This is
excellent

ing paste

if

used with a small amount of solder-

and you can make up a

joint

which

will last for years.

Acid core solder

is completely out of
place
concerned. The acid will
attack the copper and cause quick corrosion
with consequent noise in the set. Of course
plain wire solder is excellent, but it will be
necessary to use a little more paste with it.

as far as radio

KAURI BROADCAST 1'hotograph

FIG. 2

is

The paste consists of a resinous material
of a pasty consistency which helps to make the
solder stick by acting as a cleaning agent.

Rubbing the working top of the iron on a piece of
sal ammoniac removes the oxide coating and
preThe iron must be quite hot
pares it for tinning.
and the surface of the sal ammoniac must be clean

uur hand will not come into contact with the
This rag should be kept handy at
all times and when doing extensive
soldering,
the point should be wiped clean occasionally.
It may also be
necessary to re-tin the point if
the iron has become too hot at any time.
\

hot iron.

When

this is done, it is first necessary to scrape
the point with a file so that the shiny copper
is again
The rest of the procedure is
exposed.
then followed as outlined before.

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG.

A

good soldering

outfit.

4

From

left

to right: liquid

soldering flux, paste flux, flat nose pliers, electric
iron, sal ammoniac, and strip solder

There are many forms of

this material

some

of which are liquid in form.
It is never advisable to use too much of any of these ma-

because all of them will cause trouble
applied in this manner.
The customary thing is to have a match
handy, and with this dip out just a tiny bit
of the paste and apply it to both surfaces to be
soldered.
A little solder is then applied to the
end of the hot iron, the two surfaces placed together, and the solder applied. Make sure that
the surfaces are held tightly together until
This is a
the solder has had a chance to cool.
matter of seconds only and before the joint
becomes entirely cold, wipe it off with the rag
terials,
if

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG. 3

Applying the strip solder to the cleaned tip of the
iron.
The solder should quickly take to the iron
after

it

has been properly cleaned

used for cleaning the
will

iron.

This wiping off

remove surplus soldering paste or

flux

and

prevent possible corrosion of the joint.
Remember that a tiny drop of the solder

Radio Broadcast
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A clean iron
bright.
cloth may be used to
the iron

Wiping the iron to keep it
means good work. Any old
wipe

If possible, arrange this in such a way that the
wire rests in place by itself. This makes matters easier and takes the strain from the connection.
Since solder, like water will not run
up hill, it will be far easier to make this connection if we tilt the whole set forward so that
the lug on the condenser is on top.
When the soldering iron is sufficiently hot,
A
it is dipped for an instant in the paste.
bit of this paste is applied with the match to
the bus bar and the lug. Next take the solder
and hold it so that a small drop adheres to
the surface of the iron. Apply the iron to the
joint then and allow the solder to flow in
smoothly around the wire and the lug. It is
not necessary to cover the wire entirely as long
as it is held securely.
Put the iron back to
heat, and by this time the joint should be
hardened sufficiently to hold. The next step
is to wipe it off with the rag.
An excellent

joint results.

GENERAL ADVICE TO THE SOLDERER

D EMEMBER that the
1^- form and

do the work better than a big crystal-like
lump. The solder should be hot enough to
The surface
flow evenly almost like water.
of a correctly soldered joint should be smooth
with only enough solder to hold the joint towill

Wiping it off as suggested, will do
to improve the appearance.

gether.

much

A PRACTICAL

EXAMPLE OF A SOLDERING PROBLEM

us actually solder a joint.
make a connection between a

LET

We
new

will

solder

is

in a liquid

you handle the iron too
drop off and possibly burn you
if

quickly it will
or your clothing.
Remember also that copper
and brass are good conductors of heat and if

you handle the parts just soldered too soon,
you may get a bad burn. Brass binding posts
particularly, have a way of staying hot for a
long time and some of the fixed condensers are
veritable furnaces for holding the heat. In
fact due to this alone, it is far better to make a

connection through a fixed condenser with a
small machine screw rather than soldering the

piece

and an old soldering lug on a variThis condenser happens to
able condenser.
be mounted on a panel in the usual manner.
The first thing to do is to place the iron on
to heat, either by plugging it in on the electric

of bus bar

light socket or by placing it over the gas flame
While the iron is heating we
in the kitchen.

get the rag, wire solder, and paste handy
then proceed to clean off the surfaces.

and

The

lug on the condenser is badly corroded and it
A small file or a bit of
will never hold solder.
emery paper will help us here and the lug is
It is also advisable to touch up
soon shiny.
the bus bar a little despite the fact that it is
new. The grease on the hands will sometimes
cause failure in a connection of this kind,
especially if the wire has been handled a lot.
A light scraping with a knife is sufficient to
clean the bus bar.
The wire is now bent into place so that it
touches the soldering lug on the condenser.

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG.
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Re-tinning the iron. A small can cover containing
flux may be
a portion of melted solder and
paste
employed for periodically re-tinning the iron. The
flux cleans the soldering iron surface so that the
solder in the can cover will adhere to it

to the fact that the wires had been under too
much tension when soldered. This joint had
pulled apart during the set owner's absence,
and it was only after several evenings of frantic
effort that the trouble was
finally located in

one of the most inaccessible parts of the set.
To sum up the whole art of soldering, the
"artist" must remember just two
things.
Keep the soldering iron clean and the surfaces
clean.
This is the whole secret of the thing.

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG.
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How

to prepare a joint for soldering.
A bit of flux
is applied, with the aid of a stick or
scrap piece of bus
bar, to the joint to be soldered.
This flux cleanses
both wires so that the solder will stick to them

wire to
ally

it.
Many fixed condensers have actubeen short circuited by the soldering pro-

cess.

Do not think that because every joint is
soldered, the set cannot have a loose connecbecause this happens far too often.
tion,
Sometimes too much paste applied to a joint
cause a layer of this material to harden
in between the two surfaces.
Naturally such
a condition will make the set very noisy.
In
another case the writer found a set in which a
soldered connection had completely parted due
will

RADIO BROADCAST Photograph

FIG.
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The

iron should be held firmly on the joint to be
soldered, touching both pieces so that when they
become heated, the solder on the tip of the iron will

flow evenly over the point.
Additional solder may
be fed from the strip solder wire or it may be " picked
up" from the can cover

Latest Alterations in Broadcasting Wavelengths

/COMPLETING
casting

the

of Class

B broad-

stations

whose

Wavelengths assigned to points where
broadcasting stations are to be erected were:

of

the following
received new wave-

Corvallis, Ore., 280.2 meters, Los Angeles, 293.9,
Phoenix, Ariz., 299.8, Seattle, Wash., 305.9, Pasadena, Cal., 315.6; Salt Lake City, 333.1; Missoula,

list

wavelengths
have been realloted by the Radio Service,
\**_

Department
Pacific

Coast

Commerce,

stations

Mont., 394.5, and Seattle, 454.3.

length assignments:

It

KNX
KFAE
KGO
KFOA

"

Los Angeles, Calif.
Pullman, Wash.
Oakland, Calif.

336.9 meters
348.6
361.2

was recently announced

in a

news

dis-

patch from Washington that the Radio Service

was considering readjusting the

entire

420.3

KFI

Los Angeles, Calif.
San Francisco, Calif.
Los Angeles, Calif.

wavelength assignments now in force with
Class B stations. This would be done in order
to give each station a separation of fifteen

468.5

kilocycles instead of ten, as

KGW

Portland, Ore.

491.5

KIX

Oakland,

508.2

not now known
will take place.

KHJ

KPO

Seattle,

Wash.

Calif.

384.4
405.2

It is

is now the case.
when that reassignment

The Revelations

of

Enoch

Short- Wave Doodlebug Pocket Humor and Radio
Philosophy Uttered by a New Electro-Optical Discovery

The

BY W.
THE

BRADFORD

R.

baseboard that runs around the

and radio lab. is a
my
hole made by a mouse at some earlier
time. The hole at present is occupied by
a Doodlebug, who holds forth there, in bachehad gone to quite some pains
lor quarters.
in making friends with this little fellow, and at
last succeeded to the point where he would
poke his head from the hole and look me over
floor of

studio,

IN

I

carefully with his beady, black little eyes.
As we became better acquainted, I began
to take liberties. One day I held forth a
finger for his inspection,

and the

little

Alas! My lab contained no equipment to
comply with this Volsteadian requirement:
"Talk with me in wigwag,"
signalled:
"Later on I shall make a set."
I

The Doodlebug pulled down his vest, metaphorically speaking, and wigwagged the following:

NEW

RADIO
with
Few

is

RADIO PHILOSOPHY

nothing new to me.

I

was born

of the insect family are.
of the insects have vocal cords, so we deit,

as

all

cuss

lifted him
whereupon,
where reposed a Knockout
Roberts set. The Doodlebug gazed at the
set and began to show interest.
made a little ladder and placed it against

mounted

my

to

my

I

finger,

desk,

1

the panel. The Doodlebug climbed the
ladder! After a careful inspection of the
set, he turned and waved his antenna in a

no response,
Suddenly
discovered he was wigwagging me, in the In-

Getting
peculiar, jerky manner.
he repeated this several times.

I

ternational code!

"Make
"

bug:

I

a short wave set," said the Doodlewant to talk to you!"

"What wavelength

shall

1

make

it?"

I

ENOCH TESTING A GRID CONDENSER
And

wig-

putting the hall

mark

of approval

on

it

wagged back.
"

Make

it

one half of one per cent." said the

Doodlebug.

pend on radio for our communication. No,
we have no understanding of the sign language,
such as your mutes use, though our different
postures and actions indicate our feelings and
But
desires, in a more or less crude manner.
our main means of communication is by radio.
Our waves are similar to those you use, but
very much shorter. Man may some day be
able to communicate with us when he understands our units of measurement, which are
minute, compared to your methods.
"We do not receive and send by your
methods. What you would call nerves, are
all arranged for, in our antenna, our segmented
organs of sensation. You depend on sound.

We
"THE LITTLE CUSS MOUNTED MY
FINGER

feel vibrations.

Though

these vibrations

are minute, we can receive and send them a
considerable distance as much as two hundred feet. No, we are not bothered with

The Revelations
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within range of his broadcast come and tune
into the feast
until one of you humans turn
loose with a howitzer loaded with insect

powder."
(So that was the way ants learned of sugar
banquets! Come to think of it, it must be so.
One time an ant crawled down my back and
took his broadcasting station with him.
Inside of

two minutes, a

to crawl up

my

string of ants had begun
trouser leg!
I'll wager the

explorer ant got lonesome, and broadcast for

company !)
Just then Mrs. Betterhalf called: "The furnace needs attention!" Quick as a flash the
Doodlebug ran down the ladder and made for
his hole in the baseboard.
Bachelor Doodlebug? Such actions denote
fear of the feminine, and indicate that this little rascal at some time had some unpleasant

IT S A

That knows

own

matrimonial melange. (I fear the plot is
going to thicken somewhere.)
His actions brought to mind those of a comic
character of mine, so
named him Enoch.

WISE BUG

I

Enoch, the confidential radio bug, is photographed in a moment of his
marked preference for the Roberts Knockout set
its

receiver.

extraneous interference. We have no
'squeal hounds' to make our radio a thing
to swear at.
There is no 'best circuit' with
us.
Each one of us is his own super-heterodyne, so to speak. Thus, much valuable time
is saved, which would otherwise be wasted in
endless wrangling over 'low loss apparatus,'
and such flubdub!"
static, or

(Did you ever hear the likes of that? The
very kernel of good, sound radio sense!)
The Doodlebug continued: "Maybe you
doubt me? Well, the ignorant ever condem
that which they do not understand."
(Get that? That little jasper has read
Rochefoucauld's Maxims, I betchuh!)
The Doodlebug waved on: "An ant finds
an open sugar bowl. He is not like a human

No.
greedy, and wanting all for himself.
is one of God's creatures who share with
others at least, with their own kind. Does he
waste valuable time running wildly around,

He

shouting:

'Oi,

yoi,

yoi!

Come and

get

a

mouthful of sugar'? No. He broadcasts the
news with his own little station his nerves,
and his antenna. Each ant's sensory apparatus, his antenna, is tuned to the same waveAll the ants
length, which never varies.

Enoch, you remember was afraid of his wife.
shall make a short-wave set.
The shorter
the better, evidently. Then in our next interview we may learn more about short-wave
I

and other things. We shall see.
(As Enoch hurried to his hole,
pot-shotted
him with my faithful camera. Doesn't it
radio

I

make

a nice

Thanks.

I

little tail piece,

thought you'd

for a story finish?

like

it.)
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ALTERNATING CURRENT AS A
SOURCE OF FILAMENT SUPPLY

imum and minimum

have been experimenting
I
with alternating current as a means
of heating the filaments of vacuum
The idea is, of course, an old one,
tubes.
but for some reason has never been put into

RECENTLY

Alternating
practice to any great extent.
current cannot be used satisfactorily to heat a
detector tube filament. This article will be
confined to a discussion of the use of alternating
current in amplifiers.
With the advent of the dry cell tube our

supply would
However, these small

concerning filament

troubles

seem to be ended.

tubes are so designed that they are unable to
handle much power and hence are not very
satisfactory as audio-frequency amplifiers, especially in the second stage.

more than

quiring

.25

For tubes

re-

ampere filament cur-

rent, dry cells are uneconomical.

The

difficulty to

nating current

produced
1.

If

in

is

be overcome when

used,

is

the

hum which

is

two ways:

the grid return be connected to either end

becomes alternately positive and negative with respect to the
midpoint of the filament. If it were possible to
connect the grid return to the midpoint of the filament, then, of course, its potential would not change.
This cannot be done but a trick may be employed

which by means of a potentiometer, as shown in Fig.
Here we see
i, the same results may be produced.
that the midpoint of the potentiometer remains at
constant potential, namely, the same potential as
the filament midpoint.
Hence, by adjusting the
potentiometer we can make the grid return remain
This simple adjustment is
at this same potential.
easily made and the hum reduced to a very small
quantity.

The temperature

If middle C is 256
properly tuned piano.
vibrations per second, then B, an octave below,
is about 123 vibrations per second.
By listening to the hum produced in the phones when

the potentiometer arm is properly adjusted
for constant grid potential, and comparing this
hum to B below middle C, we cannot detect

the three cycles difference.
If the potentiofneter arm be moved so that
the grid return is connected to one end of the
filament, instead of midway between its two
ends, then the grid potential varies with respect to the filament at the rate of 60 cycles
per second. This, of course, causes a 60 cycle

hum

of the filaments does not re-

main constant, but changes continually from a max-

imum

value to a minimum value as the current
through the filament passes through its cycle. zero,
positive maximum, zero, negative maximum, zero.
See Fig. 2.

For the usual house lighting supply, the
frequency is 60 cycles per second. The filament temperature, therefore, reaches its max-

in

If we
away

the phones in the plate circuit.
move the potentiometer arm

actually

position and at the same time
phones, we hear the 120 cycle
hum gradually become lost in the 60 cycle
hum, as the latter increases in amplitude the
further we move the potentiometer arm from

from
alter-

of the filament, then the grid potential

2.

temperatures 120 times
per second. This produces an audible hum
in the phones at a frequency of 120 vibrations
It is interesting to check this
per second.
value against the tone of B below middle on a

mid

its

listen in the

its

midpoint.

Well,

all

what good

this theory
is

it?

sounds very

fine,

In answer to this

I

but
shall

describe briefly a single-stage audio-frequency
amplifier which I have constructed employing
the potentiometer feature as outlined, and find
entirely satisfactory from every standpoint.
The quality of reproduction is good, the volume is ample, and there is no noticeable a. c.
hum. The loud speaker which I am using is

merely a fibre megaphone about 2 feet long
with a wye victrola headset connector soldered
to it, and a pair of Western Electric phones.
The quality of reproduction is better than
many loud speakers now on the market.

Now for the amplifier itself. The apparatus
required:

An

audio-frequency amplifying transformer.
Rheostat, tubes, socket.
Potentiometer (200 ohms or more).

The apparatus

is

assembled

in

a

manner

similar to the usual audio-frequency amplifier.
The rheostat must be placed between the

"Now,
potentiometer and the
See Fig. 3.

am

a. c.

Have Found

I

in conjunction with
This tube is a uv-igg,
and its filament supply consists of three dry
The proper negative grid bias
cells in series.
for the audio amplifier tube may be obtained
either from a separate C battery, or, by connecting the A battery of the first tube so that
it acts as C battery for the second.
This is
I

shown

Transformer secondary voltage
8 5 volts = 3 volts.

supply as shown.

3

using this amplifier

a one-tube reflex set.

in Fig. 3.

The value

j

-i-

=

8

volts.

ohms.

12

Adding 25 per cent, we get 15 ohms as the
resistance of the rheostat.
It can be seen
from the above that any value of transformer
be used provided the rheostat
properly computed.
use only one stage of amplification on my
set because the resulting volume of signal is

may

voltage

resistance

is

I

quite sufficient.

C

battery which will give undistorted amplification depends upon the type
of tube used and also upon the plate voltage.
For 200 and 300 tubes, use about 1.5 volts.
For 20 -A and 301 -A tubes use 1.5 volts for a
plate voltage of 40 volts, and 4.5 volts for a
of

103

However, there

is

no reason

why two stages cannot be used, employing a
common potentiometer and filament rheostat.
The rheostat as determined for one stage may
two stages.
course, the filament transformer

also be used for

Of

The secondary voltage
be from 5 to 10 volts.
Most storage
battery tubes are designed to operate at a
filament voltage of 5 volts.
I
am using a

may be
constructed without much trouble, but its
specifications will not be given here.
The audio amplifier using a storage battery
may readily be converted to use a. c. merely
by the addition of the potentiometer. The
total initial cost of the a. c. amplifier is less
than the usual method and its upkeep is less.
Another point of some importance is the fact
that tube filaments have a longer life when
heated with a. c. than when d. c. is used. -J.

uv-200 tube, consuming a filament current

B.

1

plate voltage of 90 volts.
The a. c. supply for filament

must of course
be transformed from 10 volts to a lower value.
This is most economically done by means of a
toy transformer which can be purchased for
1

a couple of dollars.

may

ampere. The secondary of my transformer gives me 5 volts. The type of rheostat used depends upon the tube.
In this
circuit, a 6 ohm rheostat is used.
In order to find out the resistance of the
rheostat necessary, first determine the normal
filament voltage and current of your tube and
of

CLOTHIER,

JR.,

Lansdowne, Pennsylvania.

i

the secondary voltage of your transformer.
Subtract the filament voltage from the trans-

former voltage and divide by the current.
This gives the value of normal resistance in
series with filament.
The rheostat should,
to allow for discrepancies, have a somewhat
higher resistance than this computed value,
say 25 per cent. For example:

Given
Filament voltage
Filament current

A SCREW STARTER
constructing radio sets it is often
hold the screws so that
they may be put in some nearly inAn efficient device may be
accessible place.
made by slotting a piece of quarter-inch brass
rod about six inches long, with a hack saw, for
about a half inch. In this slot two phosphor
bronze strips about an inch and a quarter long
are inserted and soldered in. The tips are then

WHEN

difficult to

that they will be thin enough to insert
the slots of small screws. They are then
sprung so that their natural position is with
the ends about an eighth of an inch apart.

filed so

in

volts.

When

j ampere.

placed

5

these tips are pressed together and
the slot in the screw, and then re-

in

A.F.T.

To phones or
2nd amplifier

One complete

Rheostat

for

A

A.C.

60

To

cycle
cycle current

stepped-down

6

A.C. supply

FIGS.

I,

2,

AND

3
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A GOOD FILTER CONDENSER

-Shape as desired

Phosphor Bronze Spring

/
/

I

/A

strips soldered in
saw slot

/

FIG.

were very
B battery from
the lamp socket, as described by Mr.
Le Bel in the September, 1924, RADIO BROAD-

NO

6" long

4

leased, they will hold the screw securely until
it has been started, and then it can be released

by simply

pulling.

The

sketch, Fig. 4, shows

the details.

A CONVENIENT MOUNTING STRIP

A

VERY
a

practical method of installing
receiver is to bring all
battery

up through the top of the operating table, to binding posts mounted on a
strip of bakelite which is fastened to the table
This not only
top.
Fig. 5 shows the details.
provides an exceptionally neat installation
by keeping all wires and batteries out of the
leads

way, but
whenever

will

be found very advantageous

necessary to change from one
receiver to another, or to test out any receiving
set.
The A battery and B battery posts are
not connected in any way, due to the individual requirements of the various circuits,
but these connections can be bridged across
from one post to another, if such connections
are not taken care of in the wiring of the receiver

it

DOUBT many

much

Brass rod

is

CAST.
Perhaps they may also be interested in
the following description of an electrolytic
condenser for use in such an outfit.
The condensers built by the writer and
used in this outfit were made as described below and as illustrated by the sketch, Fig. 6.
Each condenser required one large mouthed
glass jar, a hard rubber or wooden top, an
aluminum sheet, a quarter inch diameter
steel rod and an electrolyte of ammonium

phosphate

in

pure

water.

The aluminum

sheets used were four inches wide

by five feet
and one sixty-fourth inch thick. A
small tab or ear was left on each for making a
connection. The sheets were rolled into a

long

shown. The steel rod is for making
contact with the solution.
After the parts are assembled and the solution poured into the glass jars, the plates
must be formed by passing a current through
the condensers. This may be done by connecting a 100 watt lamp in series with them
and plugging the circuit into a lamp socket..
It takes a long time to form the plates but it
can be done with a little patience. When the
spiral as

itself.

Short pieces of wire are run from the posts
on the mounting strip, to the posts at the rear
of the receiver, and when taking off one receiv-

Aluminum Sheet
coiled into Form

ing set to try another, it is merely necessary to
loosen the binding posts on the table, allowing

the connecting wires to remain attached to the
receiving set, and they will then be in proper
position for re-connecting.
This method of bringing antenna, ground,
and battery leads to a receiving set will im-

%dia.

(Bakelite strip

14 V

'Binding Posts

1

1

/2

'

3
/is

Glass Jar-

.

Bakelite

binding post

TV

Table Top

Hole through
Table Tc?.

s

strip

Steel

Rod< N

35

mediately find favor v/ith all experimenters
who ever have occasion to disconnect one
receiver to test out another circuit.
HARRY
W. GILLIAM, Big Stone Gap, Virginia.

Mounting'
Screw

readers

interested in the

.

"Now,

I

Have Found

forming is advanced far enough a good spark
should occur when the condenser is short
circuited after a charge.
A pair of these is now working very well in a
lamp socket B battery outfit. The residual

hum

is small enough to be negligible and it
seems to become less with use. This outfit
is supplying the plate potential for a Roberts

Knockout

circuit in

very satisfactory fashion.

C. E. SEIFERT, Cincinnati, Ohio.

MAKING YOUR OWN CABINET

box

if one is available.
Next use a
the end to cut it out.
Then bore three holes in each side
round headed brass screws as at "a,"
back of the case in a check and mark
through; but when drilling allow

shown

THE
The

following is a description of how to make
look like a factory job with a piano finish,
without the use of a lot of clamps.
It is possible even to use an old walnut sew-

finished,

it

bead "b"

The

joint at

"a"

is

The

general

7.

glued, but clamps are not

required- to- hold it.- It is sawed .as in "b."
First use a marking gauge, place a back on the
line to

keep the saw straight, or use a mitre

on

piece for

place the
the holes
a

little

at "b."

The base "c"
one

ing machine top for the wood.
specifications are outlined in Fig.

chisel

draught to draw pieces up tight, as in C.
This will bring the pieces up tight when
glue and screws are applied so that the joint
will not show.
The bottom moulding is in
two pieces. The top bead is a strip \ x ij
inches with outside edge rounded and corner
mitred'

average amateur makes a very poor
job of his cabinet, which spoils the appearance of an otherwise good receiver.

IQ5

is

moulded with two

chisels:

a core box gouge, and the other a plain
flat chisel.
This is quite easy to do. When
is

scrape and sandpaper. The top
then glued to the base "c."
After the case is together, get a bottle of
white shellac and a small sponge. Apply three
coats with the sponge, one right after the other
is

Allow about twenty minutes

as soon as dry.
between coats.

Then have a

small piece of
cotton batting tied up in a piece of woolen rag,
wet this in alcohol and rub all over the case
Now go all over the case with a piece
well.

'

Saw,

..Block to
guide saw

-E

1

b
O)

strip

e

S
-JlftV-

nc. 7

\y*
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io6

of tallow, then dust on rotten stone from a
woolen bag and rub well with the heel of the

into the field of the S 3
turning the dial.

hand and a clean rag. The more you rub
the better the finish.
Try it and see; the finish will look like a piano, provided the wood
is
smooth when you start. WELSFORD A.

Another feature is the small amount of
space required behind the panel; it is about

WEST, Hopewell, Nova

T

coil

J.

BELL, Ottawa, Canada.

Scotia.

coil

very gradually by

25 inches.

The

wound on standard forms, the
being cut smaller than the others.

coils are

A TICKLER KINK FOR THE ROBERTS

WHEN WORKING BAKELITE
trying every conceivable way of
working the tickler for my Roberts
set, I have devised the scheme shown

AFTER

have found it more satisfactory
and
electrically than the factorymechanically

in Fig. 8.

I

made

apparatus.
This arrangement cost

me thirty cents (not
It is made from the hardincluding coils).
ware of a 80 coupler bought at a five and ten
cent store.
As will be seen, the tickler coil is brought
1

TO

SQUARE

up the edges of

common wood
is

An

plane

may

bakelite, a

be used

if

it

set rather finely.

excellent

and rather Unusual

finish

may

be given bakelite by inserting in the chuck of
a drill press, a piece of wood about f inch in
diameter, and bringing this down on the surface of the bakelite so that the circles produced
The finish is similar to
will overlap slightly.
that given the armor plate of safes, and when
done evenly, gives a very pretty effect. It
is best to practice on the wrong side of the
piece or on a scrap piece until the knack is
CARL PENTHER, Oakland, Caliacquired.
fornia.

DULL FINISH FOR PANELS
instructions usually given for remov-

THE

ing the gloss finish from bakelite, formica,
or condensite panels, are to rub them

down with No. o sandpaper and

P&N

ever,

*2

P&N-x

T

iii i'3fa

1
i

Minimum
Minimi
Coupli
Coupling

/

IjU,

Payment

of

way, it is very easy to
with a sharp lead pencil,
laying it off preparatory to drilling.
HARRY W. GILLIAM, Big Stone Gap, Vir-

8
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some new

desired.

it

has

felt

the need of an outlet for the
office.

If

many

will

We

be made for every idea accepted.

Accompanying

excellent ideas dealing

you have an idea about

device, a construction or operating suggestion,

from two to ten dollars

should be as plain as possible.

in this

locations on

ginia.

limited to three hundred words and typewritten.

for this

How-

be used with the steel wool, or applied afterward, but is not at all necessary. The direction of rubbing should be back and forth,
lengthwise with the panel. After the panel is

FOR
with various features of radio construction which reach our
circuit,

oil.

have found that a very
finish, with no scratches, is
I

smooth yet dull
more easily obtained by rubbing the panel
down with No. oo steel wool, dry. Oil may

mark
when

FIG.

and useful new

practice

rubbed down

^////^/////////////////W
Panel'

a long time,

in

sketches, drawings,

do not want simple, obvious suggestions.

a valuable

we should like to have it.
The description should be
and

circuit

diagrams

Material to be acceptable

department must offer something of definite value to the constructor. Mere novelty is not
Address your manuscripts to this department. RADIO BROADCAST. Garden City, New York.

QUESTIONS AND AN$WRc/
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Announcement on Page

See Important Special
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QUERIES ANSWERED
HOW MAY
IN A

HOW TO USE STRAIGHT

I USE A VOLTMETER AND MILLIAMMETER
RADIOLA SUPER-HETERODYNE CIRCUIT?

C.

J.

M.

AUDIO, PUSH-PULL, OR RE-

SISTANCE-COUPLED AMPLIFICATION WITH THE TWOTUBE ROBERTS CIRCUIT?
K. H.
Burlington, Vermont.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

WISH TO ADD A STAGE OF R. F. AMPLIFICATION TO
MY REGENERATIVE RECEIVER. HOW SHALL DO IT?
W. D. M. Worcester, Massachusetts.
I

HAVE BECOME CONFUSED WITH THE MARKINGS
ON AUDIO-FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS. WILL YOU
EXPLAIN THE PROPER MARKINGS AND CONNECTIONS?
I

I

WHERE MAY
DENCE COURSE

OBTAIN A COLLEGE CORRESPON-

i

IN

.

W.

B.

-

L. G. B.

Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania.

METERS AND

B

HERE

placed in the circuits as shown in Fig. i, A-B-C and
D registers the drain upon the B batteries in milliamperes. This meter itself does not consume any
of the energy as it is of low resistance.
It may be

permanently included in the circuit.
The full B battery drain will be indicated when
the meter is connected in the terminal as in D, bethe

common

return lead of the battery
for both 45 and 90 volt terminals.
In C only the
45 volt drain would be indicated, and in B only the

The voltmeter

(with a scale reading from o to 50
used to indicate the state of voltage of the
B battery. When voltage tests are made, the
terminal leads of the meter should only be momentarily touched to the B battery.
The resistance of a voltmeter is such that a leakage path would be provided for the B battery current, and would soon discharge the battery, making
it inoperative.
Therefore it is not well to connect
the voltmeter permanently across the B battery
terminals.
A switch may be provided which will
connect it in the circuit for momentary readings.
The milliammeter and voltmeter afford all definite
check on the life and condition of the B batteries
and should be included in all installations, especially
where many tubes are employed.
is

A

R.

F.

S.

El Paso, Texas.

AMPLIFICATION TO
RECEIVERS

METHOD

for

REGENERATIVE

adding radio frequency ampli-

fication to a regenerative receiver was discussed in the March, and May, 1924, RADIO
BROADCAST, but as these issues are out of stock at

Doubleday, Page

&

Co., the subject will be briefly

treated here.

The problem

to be considered in an addition of

to construct an amplifier which will not
radiate of itself into the antenna or pass along the
oscillations of the regenerating detector.
this

kind

is

The coupler T-i in Fig. 2, is of the standard type,
a primary with a secondary of about 50 turns
shunted by a .0005 mfd. variable condenser. The
,

be variably coupled to the secondary.
.002 mfd. fixed condenser and
resistance is all that is otherwise necessary.

may

primary

A tube socket, rheostat,

amplifier drain would be manifest.
volts)

C. T.

ADDING

BATTERIES

again we discuss the specific problem of
the use and aid of meters in the B battery
circuit of a Radiola super-heterodyne to
determine the state of life of these batteries.
A milliammeter (o 100 milliampere scale) when

is

Roanoke, Virginia.

HAVE YOU ANY OTHER ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE
ROBERTS CIRCUIT?

WlLL YOU PUBLISH A CIRCUIT DIAGRAM SHOWING

cause this

E.

RADIO?

i

200

ohm

The primary

of the regenerative receiver serves
Radiation is
the plate coil of the amplifier.
prevented by the use of the 200 ohm resistance,
which may be termed a losser, in series with the high
as

voltage lead of the B battery supply.
Fig. 3 shows the Roberts form of amplifier which
is highly recommended.
Here, the plate coil of
the amplifier must be specially wound with a pair of
wires.
The inside lead of one coil connects to the
grid of the tube through a neutralizing condenser,
of the other coil connects to the

and the outside lead
plate.

The remaining two

leads are connected to-

gether and thence connected to the high voltage B
battery lead. The antenna coupler is of the standard type.

Radio Broadcast

io8
To

Interior of Receiver

/To

Interior of Receiver

-B-

To -8 Battery

\-

mi nun

B-

i

Terminal

90 VOLT 8 AMPLIFIER DRAIN
Position of Meter

-A-

when used

in

this circuit

To

Interior of

8-

---- To

t

Receiver,

B + 45

-C-

_

B + 90

Interior

of Receiver

B-

11,11
WILUAMPERE READING

FULL DRAIN READING

FOR45V."B"TAP

AUDIO

COLLEGE RADIO CORRESPONDENCE COURSES
in

no way to discriminate,

department can advise that

CIRCUITS

THE

ROBERTS

IS to be' remembered that the original twotube Roberts circuit already contains one stage
of audio-frequency amplification in the reflexed

for those wishing to

of Engineering

FOR

RECEIVER

INTENDING
further their radio studies the course as outlined
by the prospectus of the Department

AMPLIFIER

this

IT

tube.

Now,

the addition of amplifiers the

of the Pennsylvania State College, State College,

first

Pennsylvania, is especially interesting.
Two courses are provided, one, elementary, coverhow teleing the principles of radio electricity
phone, crystal, and vacuum tube sets work

following has been determined:
i.

in

The standard

straight stage of audio usually
REGENERATIVE DETECTOR

working drawings for eight
amplification, etc.
typical receivers discussions on topics such as
static, directional effects, radio-photography, test
methods,

etc.

This course

of ten assignments

is

and costs f 10.00.
The advanced course is also in ten assignments
and the price is $i 5.00. It applies to technical men
and amateurs, desiring the mathematical treatment
of the subject, together with the electrical theory
involved.
It covers elementary electricity, radio
circuits,

electromagnetic

waves,

wave

damped

transmission, the electron tube, apparatus for reception, the tube as a generator, radio telephony, etc.
,

REGENERATIVE DETECTOR

FIG.

3

overloads and causes distortion unless the transformer secondary is shunted by a variable resistance
of a value of 10,000 to 100,000 ohms.
The full
amplification factor of the stage is not realized because of the inclusion of this "losser"
.

The

push-pull amplifier is admirably suited
for controlling the output of the two-tube receiver
2.

and

will furnish

the case with

A

FIG. 2

-

-

B5

plenty of volume.

However, as

is

audio-frequency transformers, the
quality of reproduction is slightly affected because
the amplification characteristic of the transformer
favors some band of frequencies over others.
The resistance-coupled amplifier will not pro3.
all
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Do you. hnow

Where Condenser losses

Come

-from?

RESISTANCE LOSSES

are
the losses which most seriously affect the efficiency of acondenser when at working radio frequencies. They arise from poor
contacts between plates and from
poor bearing contacts. Soldered
plates and positive contact spring
bearings reduce these losses to a
,

minimum,

Eddy current losses occur in
metal end plates and the condenser plates themselves. While not
so serious as resistance losses,
they increase with the frequency,
and therefore should be kept as
low as possible.

Dielectric losses are due to absorption of energy by the insulating material. Inasmuch as they

vary inversely as the frequency,
they have less effect upon the
efficiency of a condenser at radio
frequencies than any other set of
losses.
The use of metal end
plates in short-wave reception to
eliminate dielectric losses is never
justified, because they introduce

than well-designed
end plates of good dielectric.
greater losses

The design of General Radio Condensers
based on scientific facts and principles,
not on style and fancies.
Specially shaped plates always in perfect
alignment give the uniform wave-length
variation which, permits extremely sharp
is

tuning.

Rotor plates are counterbalanced to
possible accurate dial settings.

make

In 1915 the General Radio Company introduced to this country the first Low Loss
Condenser, and ever since has been the
leader in condenser design.
Lower Losses and Lower Prices make
General Radio Condensers the outstanding
values of condenser design.
Licensed for multiple tuning under Hogan
Patent No. 1,014,002

Type 247-H, with geared Vernier
Capacity, 500 MMF. Price
Type

;247*F, without
Capacity,

500

$CJOO

Vernier

MMF.

Price

GENERAL RADIO CO.
CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

Quality Parts
Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST
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duce as much volume as the push-pull amplifier hut

1 STAGE
STRAIGHT AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

in quality when properly adjusted.
three types of amplifiers, the input connects
to the two central blades of the double circuit jack.

be faultless

will

In

all

The diagram,

Fig. 4,

is

self-explanatory.

AUDIO TRANSFORMER MARKINGS
designations of binding post markings on
audio-frequency transformers have become
standardized to a great extent, but there are
still some that do not follow general practice.
In Fig. 5, the binding post marks coincide with

THE

-I-

-A

2 TUBE ROBERT5CIRCUIT

PUSH-PULL
AUDIO AMPLIFICATION

I
rtVi.

\

-

A

-

B- B

45V 90V

FIG.

4

the markings as applied to circuit diagrams.
Fig.
6 shows how the marks appear when the primary
The outposts are turned the other way around.
side lead of the secondary is the point of high potential in the secondary circuit and usually connects

Standard practice has it that the outprimary should then go to the plate.
However, be sure to have the grid connected to its

to the grid.
side of the

proper post, then if results are not as expected it is
well to try reversing the leads to the primary of the
transformer. This is especially
circuits such as the Roberts.

important

in reflex

NOTES ON THE ROBERTS CIRCUIT
circuit

THOSE

who used Sickles
may have found

sible to

is

that

it

was not pos-

tune to the lower wavelengths.

especially true of the

manufactured.

Roberts

coils in the

The

first

condition

lot

may

be remedied

two ways:
Change the connection of the return
1

This

of Sickles coils

.

in

side of

the secondary to the negative side of the A battery
line instead of the positive, as is commonly shown
in

the circuit diagrams.
Remove five or six turns from the

2.

NP

and

tickler coils.

When removing turns from the tickler coil simply
unwind them from the outside of the coil. When
removing turns from the NP coils, unsolder the
outside ends of both the green and white wires, and
unwind both of them together until you have taken

I?ADIO
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Lacault Scores A&ain/

'528
005 m.f.d. Capacity
i

The

new

Ultra-Lowloss
conimproved

dfenser is the latest radio

device designed by R. E. Lacault.
Associate
Editor
formerly
of
Radio News, the originator of
Llltradyne Receivers and now Chief
Engineer of Phenix Radio Corpor-

CONDENSER

ation.

IKE

:Simpliflcs radio timing. IVncilrecord a station on the d'al
thereafter, simply turn the tlnd-r
to your pencil mark to get that
station
instantly.
Easy
quick
to

mount.

Eliminates fumblinc,
Furnished clockwise or

guessing.
anti-clockwise
finish.

Silver

Gear
J2.50

in gold or
ratio 20 to

silver

/T
every Lacault development, this new Ultra-Lowloss ConJ-' denser represents the pinnacle of ultra
overcomes
efficiency
losses usually experienced in other condensers.
Special design and cut of stator plates produces a straight line
frequency curve, separates the stations of various wave lengths evenly
over the dial range, making close tuning positive and easy.
With one station of known frequency located on the dial, other
stations separated by the same number of kilocycles are the same
number of degrees apart on the dial.
In the Lacault Ultra-Lowloss Condenser losses are reduced to a
minimum by use of only one small strip of insulation, by the small
amount of high resistance metal in the field and frame, and by a

monoblock mounting of fixed and movable plates.
At your dealer's, otherwise send purchase price and you

special

will

be

supplied postpaid.

1

Cold $3.50

Design of lowloss coils furnished free with each condenser for amateur and
broadcast frequencies showing which will function most efficiently with the
condenser.

To Manufacturers Who Wish to Improve Their Sets
The Ultra-Lowloss Condenser offers manufacturers the opportunity
This seal on a radio product is
your assurance of satisfaction and
guarantee of Lacault design.

to greatly improve the present operation of their receiving sets.
Mr. Lacault will gladly consult with any manufacturer regarding
the application of this condenser to his circuit for obtaining efficiency.

PHENIX RADIO CORPORATION,

116-C

East 25th St.,

Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST

New York

I
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12

one hundred and eighty meters and

will not in any
the received strength of the long waveIf for any reason you cannot
length stations.
get

Antenna Coupler Unit

way weaken

regeneration at five

hundred and

fifty

meters

mounted

directly

behind and below
switch points

in-

crease the detector plate voltage.
When mounting the Sickles coils in the four-tube
Roberts layout, the planes of the coils are practically
opposite to that arrangement employing the Nazeley

The builder must exercise his own
ingenuity in the proper placement of his coils so that
they will not hinder the action of the variable condensers and he must make sure that the action of the
tickler coil be not restricted.
spiderwebs.

The antenna coupler may be mounted

directly on
the panel slightly below the switch blade.
This
brings the tap leads quite close to the switch points.
It also allows ready adjustment of the
coupling
between the primary and secondary.

The arrangement

is

as

shown

in Fig.

of short leads to both switch points

7 and permits
and variable

A binding post strip may be mounted
directly behind the tickler coil to accommodate the
flexible leads from the tickler and the bus bar
condenser.

connections to

it.

PHOUSANDS

of you are writing the Grid for technical advice every month.
The expense
of framing a complete and exhaustive reply to each letter is very high.
The editors have
decided that the benefit of the questions and answers service will continue to be extended to
regular subscribers, but that non-subscribers, from April 15 on, will be charged a fee of $1 for
each letter of inquiry which they send to our technical department. Very frequently, our
technical information service proves of definite money value to you who write us, for we are
JL

often able by a sentence or two of explanation, to put you on the right path before you have made
a perhaps expensive mistake.
The occasional reader of RADIO BROADCAST will be charged a fee of $1 for complete reply
to his questions, and the regular subscriber can continue to take advantage of the service as before.

In that way, the non-subscriber will help share the cost of the technical staff whose service he
Every letter receives the benefit of the experience of the editor and the technical staff
and every correspondent may be sure that his questions will receive careful consideration and

gets.

reply.

When

writing to the Grid, please use the blank printed below.

GRID INQUIRY BLANK
!

|

The Grid,
RADIO BROADCAST,

Editor,

!

Garden

\

Dear

!

City,

New

Yor\.

Sir,

Attached please find a sheet containing questions upon which kindly give
I enclose stamped return envelope,
information.

me fullest possible

(ChecJ^ the proper square)
!

[U / am

a subscriber

to

RADIO BROADCAST.

Information

is to

be supplied to

me free

of

charge.

I

I

EH / am

not a subscriber.

My name

is

My

address

is-

I enclose $1

to cover costs of

a

letter

answering

my

questions.
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The two outstanding
parts in radio!
Give low losses and amplification
without distortion to any set
To get the thrill of hearing distant stations loud and clear, your

and distance are

what a radio set must give.
QUALITY

To

must have low losses, for it is
low losses that give sharp tuning
to cut through the locals, and it
is low losses that allow the little
energy in your antenna to come
to the amplifier undiminished.
That's what the Acme condenser

insure Quality, amplification
without distortion is essential.
And to insure Distance, low losses
are essential. That is radio in a

set

nutshell.

People in whose sets Acme
Transformers are used, are sure
of hearing concerts "loud and
clear" so a whole roomful of
people can enjoy them.

will do for any set. And it will do it
for years because the ends can't

warp, the bearings can't stick and
the dust can't get in and drive up
thelosses several hundred per cent.

The Acme A-2 Audio Amplify-

The Acme

Reflex (trade mark)
success and its continued
popularity to these two outstanding parts in the radio industry,
for low losses and amplification

ing Transformer is the part that
gives quality. It is the result of
5 years of research and experimenting. It gives amplification
without distortion to any set.

owes

its

Whether you have a neutrodyne,

go hand in hand.

super-heterodyne,
regenerative
or reflex, the addition of the Acme

Use these two parts in the set
you build. Insist on them in the
set you buy.

A-2

will

make it better.
Send 10 cents for 40-page book,
**

Amplification "without Distortion

Acme A-2 Audio Frequency
Amplifying Transformer

WE

HAVE prepared a 40-page

fiers;

book called "Amplification

1

operate

Reflex

added to Acme four tube reflex;
"D" coil tuned R. F. and Reflex
diagrams; and several more besides. It will help you build a set
or make your present set better.
Send us 10 cents with coupon
below and we will mail you a
copy at once.

Essentials and Set-building. How
to make a loop; Audio frequency

apparatus and

to

receivers; Antenna tuning circuits for Reflex sets; "D" Coil

without Distortion." It contains
19 valuable wiring diagrams. In
clear non-technical language it
discusses such subjects as, Radio

amplifying

How

cir-

cuits; Instructions for construct-

ing and operating Reflex ampli-

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

Dept. F4, Cambridge, Mass.

SEND THIS COUPON
ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Dept. F4, Cambridge, Mass.
Gentlemen
:

am

enclosing 10 cents (U. S. stamps or coin)
copy of your book "Amplification without distortion."
I

for a

Name
Street.
City.

ACME T

State

amplification

Tested and approved by RADIO BROADCAST

New Equipment
THE ANDREWS
PADDLEWHEEL COIL
A

made

well

to

designed

give

inductance
a higher

ratio of inductance to reThe several groups
sistance.
of spiral windings are space

from each other
without the use of any adhesives or dope. Tuned with
a .00025 mfd. condenser, this
R. F. transformer inductance
has a range from 200 to 600
insulated

meters.

Units

Made

Inc.,
nois.

by

Radio

Maywood,

TOGGLE BATTERY SWITCH

Illi-

A new

battery switch designed for
use in the radio receiver. It is
neat in appearance with a polished nickel finish and has large
make-and-break contact surfaces.
The wide spacing of the terminals
permits ease in making connections.
It is easily mounted on the panel
with only one hole required. Made

Price $3.00

by The Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

KELLOGG CONDENSER
A

low loss variable condenser with a
heavy brass frame containing a minimum
amount of metal. Direct three-point
contact with the rotor assures positive
connection. A special Kellogg dial in
conjunction with the vernier attachment
makes for very fine tuning adjustment.
Made by the Kellogg Switchboard and

Supply Co., Adams and Aberdeen
Chicago,

Sts.,

Illinois

AMPLION LOUD SPEAKER
This speaker

BALLGRIP
A molded

the tube prongs

ment molded
is

is

Contact with
obtained through a ball socket arrange-

into the base of the unit.

The

construction

such as to eliminate the possibility of internal short
Made by Quality Molded Products, Inc.,

circuiting.
1

SOCKET

bakelite socket of unusual design.

Exchange Place, Jersey City,

New

Jersey.

Price $1.25

is

designed to give great

and naturalness of tone. The
Amplion "Floating Diaphragm," kept
from contact with metal by rubber gaskets, rests on a narrow ledge in the case,
lightly held there by a spring ring with
enough pressure to prevent "chatter"
when extreme volume is desired. Another
feature of the Amplion is the use of rubber
insulation between the several sections
of the horn to eliminate any ring or
resonance.
Made by The Amplion
Corporation of America, 280 Madison
Ave., New York City
sensitivity

